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ABSTRACT

The state of Nkoransa was founded in the 1720's by migrants

from the Kumase area. It was carved out of the territory of

the Bono-Takyiman Kingdom after the destruction of that

kingdom in 1722/23 by the Asante.

The nature of the political, social and economic

institutions which evolved in the Nkoransa state was

determined by the circumstances out of which the state

emerged, the general developments within the state and

external influences in the course of time. Fundamentally,

the ruling lineage of Nkoransa adopted the Asante system of

government. But to promote unity and stability the

immigrant rulers actively involved the indigenous peoples in

the political administration.

The social institutions which emerged in Nkoransa were, in

essence, the result of a fusion of the values, customs and

practices of both the Asante immigrants and their Bono

sUbjects. This blend resulted in the sUbmergence of

distinctions between the way of life of the ruling class and

that of their sUbordinates. Ultimately, the Nkoransa people
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came to assume a Bono identity, the origin of the state's

founders notwithstanding.

Nkoransa's economy hinged on agriculture. However, trading

became a very important activity from the second half of

the nineteenth century when Kintampo emerged as the most

important commercial centre in northern Ghana, after the

decline of Salaga. During the last quarter of that century,

the state became the main centre of the kola trade in Ghana.

Besides kola, rubber, gold, ivory and slaves were also

important commodities traded in on the Kintampo market.

From the time of its creation until 1874, relations between

Nkoransa and its northern and western neighbours tended to

be hostile, while those with the states to its east and with

Asante I,ere cordial. This trend of Nkoransa' s foreign

relations was basically the result of her active involvement

in Asante' s northward expansion as from the eighteenth

century when Asante was particularly aggressive in the area

to the north-west, of which Nkoransa formed a Dart.

After the British defeat of Asante in 1874 the nature of

Nkoransa I s external relations altered radically. The change

was due to the post - 1874 Anglo-Asante rivalry in northern

Ghana. Asante was determined to revive its disintegrated

northern empire which followed its 1874 defeat and to regain
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full control over the north-south trade. Nkoransa was

expected to playa leading role in that exercise. On the

other hand, the British were resolved to end all Asante

political and economic domination here. To acilieve these

objectives it became necessary for the British to first gain

control over Nkoransa.

From the late 1870's Nkoransa began to drift away from total

allegiance to Asante and to draw closer to the Eastern Brong

states which had asserted their independence from Kumase in

1874 and had come together to form a defensive alliance

under the protection of the British. Nkoransa I s move

towards this alliance was seen by the Asante as posing a

serious threat to their policy of reconstruction.

Consequently, Nkoransa came under Asante attack in 1892 and

1893. Though Nkoransa was defeated, British intervention

prevented.Asante from re-establishing its domination over

the state.

In the late 1390's the government in Nkoransa became split

over the issue of "lhether to serve the British or the

Asante. Ultimately, Nkoransa decided to remain loyal to the

British.
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PREFACE

This is a study of the pre-colonial history of Nkoransa from

the early eighteenth century to 1900. It examines two major

themes. The first is the mode of formation of the state and

the second, the nature of its intercourse with its

neighbours during the last two centuries.

As a result of the lack of documents on Nkoransa, its

history has been largely ignored and it is the purpose of

this work to combine material from oral sources 'with such

little written evidence as could be obtained from

documentary sources to help fill any lacunae in Nkoransa's

history. However, this work by no means exhausts the

treatment of the chosen themes since it was impossible for

the author to lay hands on all the relevant data that was

required for analysis. What has been done is what "las

possible with the available evidence from both oral and

archival sources.

This study has subjected certain factors relating to the

formation of the Nkoransa state and the complex nature of

its foreign relations to closer examination and has given

them new meanings. It is my hope that the work would
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stimulate the interest of readers and kindle the quest for

further research in the largely unexplored field of

Nkoransa's history.

I am filled with a profound sense of gratitude to all those

who contributed in diverse ways to make this work see the

light of day. It is, in fact, impossible to name them

individually for the expression of my gratitude. However,

I deem it appropriate to make special mention of a fe\'1

individuals whose contributions to the success of this work

were, particularly, inestimable. First, I wish to thank and

express my deep appreciation to the Head of the Department

of History, Professor D.E.K. Amenumey, for the special

interest he took in my work and the constant encouragement

he gave me.

Principal

Secondly, lowe a great debt of gratitude to my

Supervisor, Dr. S.Y. Boadi-Siaw and my Co-

Supervisor, Dr. Kofi Affrifah who read through every

manuscript I wrote, made sincere comments and criticisms as

well as valuable suggestions and also offered me all the

guidance I required. They deserve my most heartfelt thanks.

I also thank the entire staff of the Department of History,

V.C.C., for the various forms of assistance I received both

officially and unofficially. For the typing of my

manuscripts at various stages of the preparation of this

thesis I am grateful to the typists of the Department of

Arts and Social Science Education, V.C.C.
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In the course of my fieldwork I received assistance from

several people to whom I would like to express my gratitude.

First, I sincerely thank Dr. K.O. Brempong, a research

fellow of the Institute of African Studies, Legon, for

providing me with two volumes of documented traditions of

the Techiman state and for directing me to other sources

from where I obtained very useful research material. Dr.

Wilfred Owen (Jnr) who made available to me his field notes

and a draft paper he prepared on the history of Nkoransa

also deserves my profound thanks.

Secondly, I thank all the helpful workers at the Balme and

I.A.S. libraries, both at Legon, and at the search rooms of

the offices of the National Archives of Ghana, (Accra,

Kumasi and Sunyani) and Manhyia Archives, Kumasi, for their

much needed assistance and courtesy.

Finally, I wish to thank all my informants, particularly the

Paramount Chief of Nkoransa, Okatakyie Agyeman Kudom IV, who

in spite of his numerous responsibilities, found time to

grant me as many as seven separate interviews.

K. ADU-BOAHEN

University of Cape Coast
Cape Coast, February 1997
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INTRODrrCTION

:rom the time of its emergence during the third decade of

the eighteenth century until the end of the nineteenth,

Nkoransa played a central role in most of the major

historical events that occurred in the Asante hinterland.

However, the political, economic and social developments

within the state, during the period, and the extent of the

impact of those developments on the history of the North

western region of Ghana, in particular, still await serious

and detailed studies by historians. Work done on Nkoransa,

so far, has tended to focus on the story of its founding and

the superficial survey of its foreign relations after its

emergence.

Brief references to circumstances leading to the rise of

Nkoransa have been made by such early \·rriters as C.C.

Reindorf in The History of Gold Coast and Asante, (2nd ed.

1966) and R.S. Rattray in Ashanti Law and Constitution,

(1929). During the second half of this century, W.E.F. Ward

in A History of Ghana (rev. 2nd ed. 1958) and Professor J.K.

:ynn, Asante and Its Neighbours (1971) have made similar

references. The story of the rise of Nkoransa is told in

much greater detail in Francis Fuller's A Vanished Dynasty:

Ashanti (1921) and in three of Mrs Meyerowitz's works: Akan

Traditions of Orioin, (1952); At The Court of An African
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}:ino, (1962) and The Early History of the .l\kan states of

Ghana, (1974). Besides the creation of Nkoransa, however,

all the writers mentioned say little else.

Professor Francis Agbodeka's reference to Nkoransa in his

hfrican Politics and British Policy in the Gold Coast 1868

1900 (1971) focuses on the state's trade relations vlith

Asante and the British during the latter half of the

,I nineteenth century. Professor Ivor Wilks' Asante in the

Nineteenth century (1975) and Thomas Lewin's Asante Before

the British: The Prempean Years, 1875-1900, (1978) give

patchy accounts on Nkoransa's external relations. The last

t;'IO Hriters, however, present their accounts 1'Iithin the

context of vertical and horizontal relationships involving

the peripheral states of the Asante empire and the central

go\rernment in KUffiase.

In various articles, Professor Kwame Arhin has touched on

the political and economic aspects of Nkoransa's history.

His draft paper on the nineteenth century commercial

"m,"ru rl' urn o~ '''1'n~a~lpo ~LO ~Lh" nO]'~Lh 0". "'·or'ans n' . 'I d- ~ .- .l.. \ l. 1,1 I ';:; _ _ J.'tr::,. a e t.lt. e I

"Government in Traditional Harket Towns \'lith Reference to

Kintampo in jiorth-Central Ghana" (1971) is a \'Iork that

greatly stimulated the interest of this writer. The work
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?rovides a strong basis for examining, in detail, the

important role played by Nkoransa in the trade and politics

of Ghana during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.

One writer who has shown great interest in the study of the

history of Nkoransa is Jack Goody. In an introduction to

"Ashanti and the Northwest" in supplement No.1 to Research

Review (1965), Goody presents historical accounts on

Nkoransa, spanning the whole period covered by this work.

Goody also co-authored "The History and Traditions of

m:oransa," in the same supplement, \'lith C.Y. Boateng. ,..S

\'lith the works of the other \'lriters already referred to, the

liITlitations to Goody's exposition on Hkoransa relate to

'"ilf:::-ed OI'len' s ;;tudies on Nkoransa provided very useful

Elaterial l'lhich helped, to c.- considerc.-bl~ e~·ent- - ..~., in

establishing the perspective of this study.

eElbarked on extensive studies in Nkoransa during the 1970's,

collected and analysed oral traditions from most of the

to\'ln;; and villages of the state. He \'larked on the

biographies of a number of nineteenth century Hkoransa

rulers (Owen's field notes on Asante collective Biography

Project, 1971), and l'lrote a draft paper on the local

po "_,_,'t.c"cs - "k ".~ 01 n'oransa QUrlng the 1890's. The paper,

entitled, "Hkoransa on the Eve of British Control of



~' 0"'
'--~~c " (1"-,-) g.l.'v·!'''' " _iucid account of tne perCepL.lOnS ~
r.~a~lL'-1 ':J.J -'-' ......

various personalities in Hkoransa in connection with options

for attaining greater freedom from ehternal control of the

internal affairs of the state. Ehcept for the fact that

Owen limited his studies to the nineteenth century,

particularly towards the end of it, the depth of his

treatment of various subjects is commendable and inspiring.

"he purpose of this study is to e:-:amine, in detail, the

~actors which accounted for the emergence of Nkoransa as

well as those that conditioned the foreign policy of the

state. In analysing the factors that were responsible for

~he formation ·of Nkoransa, the comparative decisiveness of

such issues as prevai:ing conditions in the area where the

state emergedj e:·:ternal pressures ane; the level of political

consciousness of personalities involved in the process of

state formation have been discussed. The ehternal relations

aspect of the st~dy took account of the interrelationship

between the dynamics of Rkoransa's internal politics and the

influences of external pOl'lers. The impact of internal

developments on the direction of the state's ehternal

pOlicies has, thus, been given the necessary attention.

In broad terms, the study has been divided into tV/o parts.

The first part which deals with the creation, consolidation

and organization of Rkoransa is based on original as well as



, .c 1 L L' L_L"Shl'-LoryupLo;'ublished materlal 0.1. re 0vance L.O Lone SL.a,-~ i Ojl.. L.

The second part discusses Nkoransa's foreign

policy from the time of its founding during the third decade

of the eighteenth century to 1900, This section is based

principally on original research and on essential material

from published sources.

The first part of the work begins with a background study

involving a look at the geographical setting of Nkoransa and

the impact of environment as \'iell as the phenomenon of

immigration of foreigners from beyond tIle frontiers of GI'Jana

O~ the human activities and culture of the people of the

state. The study also COV8!'S the situation in l,n:oransa

territory prior to the creation of the state. This section

examines the ethnic composition of the population of

Nkoransa; the geographical distribution of the population

and the level of social and political organization of pre-

~.' .L.' '. b·.L. .L. .r
e~lsclng lnna lcancS o~ the Nkoransa territory.

The background section is followed by an examination of the

actual processes of In:oransa' s formation and its

organization. Here, the origin, migration and settlement of

the founders of the stare a-_rfO L ra e'~ _ c_ ca. Then follOl';s au

eo:amination of the poli tical, social and economic conditions

in the Bono area \'ihich made the emergence of Nkoransa

possible. The first part of the work concludes with a stUdy

s



of the strategies adopted by the early rulers of Nkoransa to

consolidate the state and the political and social

institutions evolved to run its affairs.

The second part of the work is devoted to a study of the

nature of developments in Nkoransa's relations with other

states. It first examines the pervading influence of

external powers, particularly of Asante, on the character of

;:koransa's foreign relations for a greater part of the

eighteenth century through to 1900. Then it deals with the

interrelationships between internal and external pressures

and their ef:ects on the course of external relations of

Nltoransa. In particular, it studies these: the impact of

the exacting burdens associated with Nkoransa's subjection

and military commitments to Asante; the impact of the

British defeat of Asante in 1814; factionalism and the

s trugg Ie for pOI'ler in Nkor ansa and the re str ictions on

freedom of action under British protection.

Essentially. then, this work is a story of the phenomenal

rise of a state in central Ghana during the early eighteenth

century; the rapid growth of the state in terms of

territorial expansion, political 'influence as well as

military power and finally, the significant impact it made

on the historical developments of the area up to the end of

tlw nineteenth century.
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?~incipally, archival material anJ oral traditions provided

the basis for the study. The archival sources came from the

Hational Archives of Ghana (Accra, Kumasi and Sunyani) and

Hanhyia -".rchives (Ashanti Research Project a:1d Records

'''' . )O_~lce , Kumas i. The main sources from \'Ihich data \'Ie~'e

gathered include files of the Secretary of Native Affairs

and the Chief Commissioner of Ashanti's reports classified

under the ADM.II series. From the Manhyia Archives,

documented stool histories of several to\'lns and villages as

\'Iell as lineages were studied. A copy of a report of a

British trade mission to the north-east of Ghana (then Gold

Coast) in 1876 and another on G.E. Ferguson's diplomatic

mission to the north in 1892 from the Public Record Office,

London provided very useful source material. Both reports

are kept at the library of the Institute of African Studies,

Legon.

Owing to the scarcity of documentary material on the history

of Hkoransa for the eighteenth century and most of th.:;)
. L Lh:11neLeenL , this \'lark depended heavily on oral traditions.

7raditional sources also include those traditions collected

and documented under a special project carried out by the

Institute of African Studies, Legan, during the 1960's and

1970's. 7he writer collected oral traditions from Nkoransa

and Mo bet\'leen July 1995 and ~!arch 1996. Certain

difficulties beyond the control of the writer prevented the

7



l ~~· - or~~_' a'at~ from ?akvimanco l.eCl.lOn vi _....... ....... -- .. ?ortunately,

~Q:umented traditions as described above which contain

, . t - ~h 0 l'nent traa·_i+i.on".L~ rulers oinc:rratlves Dy mos 01 \.1 e pr m , - -- ~ -

the state in the late 1960's and early 1970's provided a

great deal of the material required. Similar compilations

:01- such adjacent states as Be,nda, Namasa, Prang, Yeji,

Kwame Danso (Dwan) Abease and Atebubu enabled the

. .' '~h "kmake the necessary cross-cnecKlng Wl\. ~'oransa

for a critical analysis.

,,,Triter to

tradition

The tradition recorded at the court of the paramount chief

of Fkoransa \"as a sort of 'official history' \'Thich \'las

collectively compiled by the Nkoransahene and his elders.

The material, so compil.ed, \'Tas then presented to the writer

in seven separate interviews with the paramount chief with

some court officie.ls present on some oocac:lons. Such

. official' accounts normally have limitations as to the

information provided. The writer, however, strove to

establish the needed rapport in the course of gathering the

data and was thus able to collect satisfactory material for

the work. Moreover, narratives from other places in

Ukoransa helped to complement the accounts at the court in

the capital and served to check them.

Certain observations need to be made about the fieldwork

relating to UIB collection of oral traditions. One of these
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observations confirms the fear expressed by Philip D. Curtin

about the diminishing wealth of oral traditions in Africa

thl-ee decades ago. In an article entitled "Field Techniques

for Collecting and Processing Oral Data" (.Journal of

African History, Vol.IX, No.3, 1968, p.369), Curtin noted

thUS, "the pace of modernisation and of political change is

s\'leeping aHay older orally transmitted traditions." Though

11e gave no indication that he foresaw the complete

extinction of orally transmitted knowledge, he '-las

convinced, at the time of writing, that in the next two or

three decades the wealth of traditional history would no

longer be e::tant. He, thus, asserted that contemporary

historians \'lere the last generation that '-Iould have the

opportunity of recording such older traditions as still

existed. Philip Curtin's observation was found to be very

true in Hkoransa' sease. In the course of the research,

this \'lriter noted that many of the informants interviewed

could only give accounts of recent twentieth century

historical events, apart from the Hidely known story of the

founding of Ntoransa following the fall of the old Bono

i\ingdom and the outstanding features of the reigns of the

prominent nineteenth century rulers of the state.

The \'lriter also observed that all the informants interviewed

in the older pre-Nkoransa settlements Claimed that their

vario8s towns or villages were independent of all other

9



, ct-a-t"'c or peoples in the locality '.!ntil they fell,:no',m ~ ~ ~~

under the domination of the rulers of Nkoransa after the

con,:.:uest of the Bono Kingdom. Evidence obtained from

several other areas, however, disproved these claims.

7he problem of chronology normally faced by researchers who

deal \-li th oral traditions was also encountered by the

writer. The sequence of major historical events in which

the state became involved and the regnal periods of certain

rulers of Nkoransa were mixed up. Efforts were, thus, made

to clear up the confusion through the use of important

landmarks of Ghana's history and evidence from archival

sources.

Finally, the writer faced the problem of getting access to

all the necessary data in some cases. A number of

informants were not forthcoming during the initial contacts,

however, the necessary rapport was built in most of such

cases and useful information collected. But this 'das not

until all doubts about the writer's identity and purpose of

the intervie\-Is had been dispelled. In spite of the usual

shortcomings of oral traditions, however, they provided an

invaluable source of historical material that enabled this

writer to interpret aspects of Nkoransa history as contained

in this work.
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CP,APTER arm

PRE-lrKop..r;;.r~SI~ STATES lum PEOPLES

A. Introduction: The State: Its Geographical Setting and
Economic Activities

The state of Nkoransa! occupies appro:·:imately the middle of

the Brong Ahaio Region \"lith its traditional capital at

;,koransa t01·m. During the last quarter of the nineteenth

century and the early years of the t\'lentieth, 1H:oransa \'las

the main traditional state in Central Ghana which straddled

Hhat "las formerly the central trade route leading from

Kurnase through "the Desert of Ghofan,,2 and. Gbuipe to

external markets in Hausaland ~nd the Niger Bend. A section

of the northern boundary of the Ashanti Region marks the

southern limit of Nkoransa territory from where it extends

northh'ards as far as the northerr: loop of the Black Volta

river (See Hap 1).

Nkoransa encompasses 6,004 square kilometres with a

population far in excess of 150,000. 3 This population is

composed of peoples of diverse ethnic background vrho speak

a motley of languages. In the south, the dominant language

is Akan (the Nkoransa Brong dialect). In the north, several

other languages are spoken. These are mainly of the Gur

linguistic family.! The diversity of ethnic groupings as

11



represented by the variety of languaqes is epitomised by the

situation at Kintampo, the largest town to the north of

IIkoransa. Besides the Brong community, the other

inhabitants of the town belong to over a dozen ethnic groups

constituting various proportions of the population. The

groups include the Wangara (Senufo or Hande), BaLsa, Gonja,

Degha (Mo), Banda, Dagarti, Frafra, Wala, Dagomba, Grushi,

Sissala, Chakosi, Gruma and other less significant groups.

lis a result of the former position of Kintampo as an.
emporium in the long distance transit trade which linked

Ghana with other regions of ''lest Africa and even the

Maghreb, many of the inhabitants of the state are

Idescendants of immigrants from Ghana's neighbouring states.'

The Nkoransa area forms part of the region physiographically

referred to as Voltaian Basin. The area is largely made up

of 'gently dipping' or flat bedded sandstones which

generally speaking, are easily eroded during heavy rains.6

The northernmost part of the state, the area immediately

sout.h of the Black Volta river, is an almost flat and

o)(tew;ive plain with an elevation of betl'leen GO 3.nd 150

metres above sea level. The sout.hern distr ict, 1'lhich

occupi es part of the southern Vol taian plateau, hO\l(~ver, has

an average elevation of about 450 metres above sea level.

The moan annui!l rainfall i ~ \'~I"' 11..•., u. 1a ) e. The rainfall figures

vril~llal]y reduce as one nloves from south to nOI"th. This

12



oat tern replicates the general situation in Ghana. The. .
southern districts of the s-tate receive a mean annual

rainfall of approximately 143 centimetres per annum "Ihile

the northernmost parts record less than 125 centimetres of

rainfall annually.)

The vegetation of the state follows the pattern of rainfall

distribution. The vegetation is thickest in the south and

thins out gradually towards the north, until the

northernmost part sho\'ls a picture of a typical "lOaded

savanna zone. Generally, the vegetation of a larger part of

the state undergoes mar}:ed changes during different seasons.

In the wet season, the area looks green and full of life.

Soon after the rains, leaves begin to change in colour from

lush green to yellow, and the trees begin to shed them. The
,

\'Ihole area soon presents a parched and desolate look. U To

a very large e>:tent, t1,,~ present state of the vegetation is

man-made. Regular bush burning, over-grazing and

culUvation have al] contributed to the change. There is in

fact, evidence that Nkoransa lIas lost much of its forest

cover. Most of the area is covered with grass, which is

gradually moving southwards. This situation

notwithstanding, the area retains its characteri3tics as a

transitional zone between the \'let, thick tropical forest of

Ashanti and tIle dry savanna woodland of northern Ghana.
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With the vegetation of Nkoransa being largely wooded

savanna, subsistence agriculture is the main economic

activity. This agriculture is generally based on the

traditional shifting cultivation or "bush fallO\'ling" system.

The traditional system of farming is gradually being

abandoned by some farmers who have taken to the use of

chemical fertilizer to improve the yield of their farmlands

when they become impoverished. These farmers, mainly maize

and vegetable producers, are able to cultivate the same plot

of land repeatedly for several farming seasons.

Most farms are mixed crop farms in which more than one crop

is grown on a given plot of land. The most common food

crops produced are yams, maize, groundnuts, millet, guinea

corn, cassava, cocoyam, plantain, cowpeas and rice. The

farmers export the produce in excess of their needs of the

local population to urban centres south and north of

Nkoransa.

The most important fruit produced in the area is mango.

This is exported in large quantities to various parts of

Ghana. Previously, mangoes could only be collected from

wild mango trees but, in recent years, mango plantations are

being cUltivated, particularly, in the Kintampo area.

For sometime now, many farmers have turned to the

cultivation of vegetables such as tomatoes, okra, pepper and
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egg plant, which mature quickly and have a high demand both

locally and 8}:ternally. Some of these farmers produce

vegetables on full time basis. Others grow industrial raw

materials like tobacco and cotton which have ready markets.

To ensure that farmers meet the requirements of

manufacturers tobacco and cotton production is re~ulated and

supervised by technical personnel of tobacco companies and

the Cotton Board. Of late interest in cotton production has

declined due to low prices paid for raw cotton.

In the past, cocoa vias an important crop produced in

llkoransa. The area has now lost its importance as a cocoa

producing zone as a result of a steady decline in the

quantity of the crop produced over the years. A major cause

of the decline in cocoa production in the area is the high

incidence of bush burning which has destroyed large acreages

of cocoa farm. A second factor is the southward spread of

the grassland and the consequent loss of some of the state's

forestland Vlhich is most suitable for cocoa production.

Thirdly, the introduction and wide acceptance of mechanized

farming bet\oleen the 1960' s and early 1980' s has enabled

local farmers to embark on large scale maize production.

This has adversely affected t.he output of cocoa,

particularly, as cocoa farmers who have lost their cocoa

farms through bushfire or some other means have taken to

maize cultivation.
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During the nineteenth century, two oroducts which aained. -
great commercial significance ',',ere rubber and kola nuts.

The Nkoransa area became noted for the production and export

of both crops. Rubber \'las exported south\'!ards to the

coastal area from where it was shipped overseas. On the

other hand, kola nuts were exported northwards ty land to

m2rkets outside Ghana. Kana in Hausaland and Timbuctu in

the Middle Niger were important markets to which kola from

the IH:oransa area ,.1as e;·:ported. Kintampo became the leading

market for kola nuts in Ghana during the 1870's. According

to R.A. Freeman, the market "attracted the commerce of the

greater part of Northern and Central Afr ica.'" Kola nuts

and gold from the forest zone, particularly Asante, were

exchanged with slaves and manufactured articles', leather

works, woven fabrics and metal ware on the Kintampo market.

Today, these two products are no longer important in the

state as export crops.

The growth of Kintampo as a major entrepot of the long

distance trade between the forest region of West Africa and

the commercial regions of Hausaland and the Niger Bend

enabled the state of ),koransa to acquire the tradition of a

trading state. Indigenes of the state as well as i~migrants

and itinerant traders engaged in the lucrative import and

export trade which centred on Kintampo. The Kl'n~ a '< ~l. mpo mar ,:e l.

led to the development of a network of kola depots at the
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principal areas of production. Prominent among these were

Bechem; Techimantia, Techire and Tanoso, all on the Kumasi

Sunyani route.

Besides food and cash crop production and trading, animal

husbandry is also important in Hkoransa. Families usually

J:eep small numbers of goats, sheep and fm'Tls to serve

domestic needs. In the past, a few people kept some cattle

as a source of income. Most of these people were northern

immigrants in whose areas of origin cattle rearing was a

traditional activity. There I'Tere fel" cattle kraals and

these were, almost all, limited to the area around Kintampo

and beyond. Normally, people travelled to the north to

procure cows and bulls for sp2cial occasions such as

festivals and funerals.

Cattle rearing is gradually growing in importance as a

commercial venture. To some extent ownership of a large

herd of cattle has come to constitute a kind of status

symbol. It is, thus, becoming the practice of most well-to

do people to acquire cattle herds of some size. Today,

therefore, cattle kraals have been established in many parts

of the state. The number of animals in the kraals range

from a few tens to several hundreds. There are large kraals

Cl L Hl;oransa, Kintampo, Baba tokuma, DaI~adawa, Kadelso, Portor

and many other places.
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One traditional activity which is fast losing it~ attraction

is hunting for both big and small game. This was a learned

profession usually handed down from father to son. Hunters

l-rare highly respected in ITkoransa society because they

constituted the core of the fighting forces of the state.

They also led in reconnaissance 1'IOrk and often pi- meered the

establishment of settlements. Many of the hunters' camps

gre~ into villages and towns. Akomadan is believed to be

one of such camps which developed into a large settlement. IO

Kunso, about twenty five kilometres north-east of Kintampo

\'las very important for hunting. A large number of big

animals such as the elephant and the bush cow were killed at

the village during the first half of the present century.

Today, hunting has lost its charm in the area. One reason

for this is the drastic reduction in the population of wild

Qnimals as a result of uncontrolled hunting in the past.

Another reason is that, young people are not prepared to

endure the hardships of hunting which involves sleeping in

the bush for several days. Finally, the few prospective

hunters and even the veterans are deterred by laws passed to

!"egulate hunting and thereby protect wildlife. People are,

therefore, not prepared to take risks when hunting has lost

the prestige it enjoyed in the past.

Two important craft industries found in Nkoransa are pottery

and 1>.1 acksmi thing. Pottery is usual 1y undertaken by l-lOmen,
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Gl Ylhom are Degha worn~~. 7he main centres of

. ~ 'j4.ost of~. _. ··u ~-,- a-- .L·oc~t~a· in.,. ~~je -.~l~.LLam~.·o area. ~-~ne po~ lna SLLl' ~t ~.~~ - ~~ - .~-

.. ",. II' ··n - -;e\'/ "'·.··.ported to placest~-~e po~s are useQ ..Locai.':"j . .L LL 0. _ '"-'

ou::siclE=.

~lac~smithing is widely practised in the state. ~lacksmith3

~anufacLure iron implements both for farming and for

i·:c.rfare. They fashion such implemen~s as hoes, a~{es and

weapons li%e arrow heads, spears and flint-lock guns. They

also manufacture traps for catching rodents and other small

~nim21s as wel~ as partridges. 3lacksmiths formed a very

respectable guild in j,~:oransa in the past.

ni!l&teenth century, the state established a CGrps of

b~ac%smiLhs for the purpose of manufacturing weapons for Lte

I~J~orCt.nsa army. These special smiths wsr6 stationed at G

~vlin village called Akontonti-DuIGaSe, (See l1ap ~), about ~en

kilometres north of ~koransa. This ~stab~ishment was

referred to as Atomfooso (The B12cksmiths' Camp) ana its

chief was known as Ato~foosohene (Chief of the Blacksmiths'

Camp) .

In W;oransa, man and his environment have influenced each

other greatly. Over the years, human activities have led to

mari;ed changes in the area's vegetaLion \'lith t;1e result

that, much of the state's forest cover has been lost. The

largest part of Ukoransa area is now grassland. Changes in
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environmental conditions have, in turn, influenced the

traditional activities of the people in the state. Today,

the farmers of the state are more of producers of savanna

crops than forest crops. They produce such crops as maize,

millet, guinea corn, groundnuts, cow peas and yams. Only

small quantities of forest crops such as pl.antain and

cocoyam are produced in the area.

In addition to agricultural activities, trading has also

become a major economic activity in the state. The

phenomenal growth of Kintampo into the leading commercial

centre in the northern part of Ghana12 in the 1870' s accounts

for the increase in importance of trade in Nkoran~a. The

main effects of increased commercial activities 'include the

influx of immigrants into the state; the emergence of

traders' towns (Zongos) in the major town~ and the rapid

spread of Islam which ~s now the religion of a majority of

the immigrant traders. The socio-economic life of the

people of ilkoransa has, thus, been influenced to a great

extent by environmental conditions as well as phenomenal

historical developments in commercial activities.

\B. Early States and Inhabitants of the Area

Hot all the peoples who inhabit the area today originate

from the place: some claim to be aboriginals, others are

descendants of immigrants. Some of its inhabitants were
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established in the area long before the state came into

being while others moved in some time after its creation.

It is not certain how long the pre-Nkoransa inhabitants had

been living in the area. However, archaeologic~l evidence

suggests that the ancestors of the Bono of Manso and

Takyiman had organised a state in the area by the middle of

the fourteenth century.13 These early inhabitants belonged

to lineages of autochtonous and immigrant origin.

Descendants of the former usually point to nearby caves from

which, they claim, their ancestors emerged some centuries

before. For instance, the Bono of Manso and Takyiman claim

to have emerged from a home at Amuowi, a few kilometres from

Pinihi, (See Map 4), in the Nkoransa state.H~

The people of Anyiman, (See Map 4) in the Nkoransa state

also claim to have emeryed from a cave called "Worobo" near

their present settlement .15 "The immigrant lineages, on the

other hand, claim to have come in as refugees, as hunters or

as warriors.

Many of the immigrants whose migration preceded the founding

of Nkoransa such as the Droman were of southern Akan
1" y

origin. b These \~ere later to acquire a local identity.

They handed down some of their own cultural features and

accepted others from the local inhabitants. In this way,

they became Brong although the term was also used to
r-

distinguish the autochtonous from the immigrants.1i ~
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One group of the earlier inhabitants. the Bono,lB were well

organised into a prosperous state l'li th powerful rulers.

Others vlho claim to have been independent e~tities usually

Jived in small communities with tiny populations. The

southern section of Nkoransa territory appears to have been

more populous than the north. The inhabitants of the south

seem to have been better organised than those of the north

where groups of people lived in isolated settlements far

from one another.

As a result of the invasion of the Bono-Takyiman Kingdom by

Asante, in the early 1720's, some of the original peoples of

the area either fled or'were driven out. The majority of

tllose who remained were incorporated into the new state of

Nkoransa through conquest, surrender or diplomacy.

Nkoransa tradition states that the founders of the state

came from Amakom near Kumase. They claim that their

migration took them first to the Of inso district from where

they later moved to Nkoransa. According to the Nkoransa,
"7

the first people they came across were the Nyafoman.19 I These

were said to heve been Bono people who had created a state

which the migrants had to conquer in order to have a place

to live. The Nkoransa claim that they defeated the

Nyafoman with the help of Of inso. ·For the assistance they

gave 1:0 the immigrants, Of inso came to possess most of the
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lands of Nyafoman. For instance I Amuov,i which is now part, ','

of Of inso v,as a tmm which served Nyafoman'.20 The old

capital of Nyafoman ,,,as situated near Abofour nOvl in the
--:;

Ofinso district. 21' The remaining territory of NIafoman was

incorporated into what was to become the state of Nkoransa.

Some descendants of old Nyafoman now live at Akumsa Dumase,

(See Map 4), a small village about five kilometres from

Ukoransa, on the Nkoransa-Takyiman road. The chief of the

village is still knol'm as the Nyafomanhene (chief of

:iyafoman) .

The next group of people the migrants met in the area were

the Degha, widely knmm as 110 . The Degha are a Gur-

speaking p~ople ",ho are probably related to the Grushi or
.... i·~,

Sisala. 21 'These people had earlier migrated southwards to

settle at Donkro (Longero)-Nkt:lanta, a town located some

eighteen kilometres southeast of Nkoransa. They moved

quicl,ly back as the migrants advanced towards the present

site of Hkoransa. Their settlement, Donkro-Nkwanta, (See

Hap 4) which they had &vacuated, \'las occupied, briefly, by

the immigrants before they moved finally to Nkoransa, The

Degha (Mo) now live on both sides of the Black Volta river

in the area between the north-eastern and north-'<festern

trunk roads that lead to Tamale and \{a respectively. Their

main settlement is New-Longero, located on the outer bank of

the southern loop of the river.
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Fkoransa tradition gives tHO main accounts of the flight of

the Degha northwards. One sccount states that they moved

·3~ t • thback on their own accord l while the other says It Has e
. ,,...-~

Asante immigrants \'lho drove them a\·lay. 21 CJ Both accounts,

hOl'lever, agree on the fact that the Hkoransa took away the

stool of the Degha (Ho) and gave it to the son of the

l;koransahene I'Iho became the Ankobeahene. The Degha(Ho) were

then made to serve Hkoransa through the Ankobea division.

The Ankobea stool of Nkoransa is, thus, referred to as the
I"

Donkro Akonnwa (Donkro Stool). 25 ?

H.J. Hobbs gives a contrary account. According to him the

Degha, t~lO Here then living at Longero-Nkwanta, fearing an

attacJ~ by Adu Donyina \·!ho \~as leading the immigrants from

Amakom, met him and submitted to him peacefully. The two

sides then "drank fetish" to proclaim the peace. Adu
.. ~ _....

Donyina then, ordered the Ho to remain at Longero-NkHanta. I.

Hobbs' account conflicts Hith the traditions of Nkoransa and

Takyiman "hic!1 agree on the fact that it Has Baff 0 Pim

rather than Adu Donyina who led the Amakom immigrants,

founders of the Nkoransa state. Adu Donyina is mentioned as

the man "ho led the migration from Amakom but he died on the

way and, therefore, did Dot reach the Nkoransa area.
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~1Jr. t. :-"d':.~.ion of the DeghOl themselves confirm the m:or2.ns2.

f h' ch st· ate that tllere ~'ias a nOl-thl'7ard movement of'lCCO\ln.:s I·r 1, .

th0 former when the Asante immigrants reached the Ilkoransa

arC(1. The Degha, hOl'rever, claim that they moved al·.'ay

tecause they found the environment at Donkro-Nkwanta

unsuitable for the savanna agriculture they practised in.. the
'f. '.)

nCTth prior to their migration to the !H:oransa area .17 Since

the Degha moved away on the arrival of the immigrants, who

1-i'~re a] legp.d to have a] ready fought l'lith and defeated some

of the peoples in the area, it is more reasonable to suggest

l:hat tJl0 Degha fled for fear of being attacked by the new

.'lrrivals. The account of H. J. Hobbs may, therefore be

n,jecLed in the light of the unanimity of the traditions of

I.he states in the area including tllat of .the Degha

thcm"r-lve", all of I·,hich say the Degha moved al'IaY from the

NJ:oransa area soon after tIle arrival. of the Asante

immiCJrilnts.

Aftr-r driving the Degh" away, the immigrants met the Diuman
Jl ~~

pr-ople
12

l'lho lived at a place some forty-eight J:ilometres

SOIII:ll-eilst of llkoJ·ansa. The descendants of the Dillman, who

were moved from their original 110me to stay closer to 1:110

~koransahcne, now live at Se~sim2n (See Map 4), one of tIle

l!JrN' r;ectionr; of Nkor,lD~a town. The other 1"/0 sections "l'C

11i:or;ITlGil i t!;c] f -the pilrClJnount chipf' s qULlrtol'~.>-'''.n(J .. , .
t\] SS .1.Jil(l.n.

',11" Diui'\;lIl, like tho llyafom,-tn, Hcre Bono.

">C
.....1



According to Nkoransa tradition Diuman was an independent

state with all the features of a paramountcy. For instance,

it had as its ]{ro-lJj:_ih~.rL~ (second-in-command) the chief of

l,konkonti ,,,hile the chief of Pinihi "JaS the Gyaa_seJ}I?JLE) (Head

of the royal household). To support the claim of

are

independence, the tradition makes reference to the semantic

interpretation of the l'lOrd Dij1)lIan or Del'101l}i'!-1}. I'Then broken

into syllables one gets "D~-I'IO-man" or "De-wo-man" meaning

in TI"i, in both variants, "to possess one's O\'m state."

This connotes independent or autonomous status.

Hobbs asserts that the Diuman ruler submitted to the Asante

migrants at Donkro-HkHanta. They vlere then absorbed by the

In:oransa state. This office is still held- by his
• .I l q

successors. 2, This account by Hobbs ties in with the local

tradition which indicates that the appointment of the

Diumanhene as Hifahene stemmed from the fact that he

surrendered without a fight and co-operated 11ith the Asante

invaders.

Claims that Dillman and Hyafoman !'lere independent ste.tes

prior to the arrival of the Amakom immigrants

contradicted by other accounts.

that the chief of Diuman

Goody and BoateI1g assert} _,
, " ) II'las the Nlfahene of Takyiman. ,,;

Effah Gyamfi also says of the "Del'loman people" that "their
(J

leaders are referred to as the sons of the Bono Kings". 31 J,
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He also concurs with the claim that the Dewoman King was the

Nifahene of Takyiman. Furthermore, Goody assert~ that the

Diuman and the Hyafoman \'Iere all I·,i thin the sphere of

influence of Bono-Takyiman and that the chief of Nyafoman

\'las the Kontihene of Takyiman while that of Diuman was the
..... ,... C

Hifahene. ji -~

seems the basis of the assumption that Diuman, for

instance, was an independent polity \'las the fact that it had

its own divisional chiefs. But this is not the only index

of the autonomy of an Akan state. Under the Akan

traditional system of government, it is possible for a

prominent sub-chief of a state, for instance a divisional

chief, to have his OIm elders bearing such titles as

Krontihene, Gyaasehene, Nifahene, Benkumhene and others. In

fact, the political organisation of the sub-units of an Akan

state replicates that c:F the central government of the

state. The presence of a Krontihene and Gyaasehene in

Diuman could, therefore, not necessarily make it an

independent state.

The accounts of Goody, Boateng and Gyamfi are supported by

Takyiman tradition \'Ihich claims that before it was attacked

by Asante in the 1720,s its sphere of influence extended

over a large area including Diuman and Nyafoman as well as

Hsal'lkal", l,chira and Sekodumas i.
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The Takyiman claim of suzerainty over Diuman and Nyafoman as

well as other inhabitants in the Nkoransa area seems to be

amply supported by archaeological evidence. Effa-Gyamfi I,rho

undertook research in the Nkoransa-Takyiman area during the

early 1970's asserts that the Bono Kingdom "seemed to have

been a decentralised one in which other vassal stctes such

as Dewoman, Nyafoman and Asekye had their own Kings and

capitals, but they regarded Bono Manso as the main

, 1 "ll?! hcapl ta ..h Ti e rulers of these segmentary states travelled

regularly to the capital to consult "lith the King of Bono,

their overlord, at Bono Manso, James Anquandah also refers

to the states of Dewoman, Nyafoman and Takyiman among others

as "tributary principalities" and their rulers as provincial
" 2_

rlilers of the Bono state.JI~

It may, thus, be suggested that Diuman and Nyafoman may not

have been independent s-:ates as t.he Nkoransa tradition

claims. At best, they may have been divisions of the Bono

state which enjoyed considerable autonomy under the over-

lordship of the king of the Bono state.

The people of Droman who lived a few kilometres north-east

of Nkoransa migrated into the Bono area some timn before

Hlwransa's founders arrived in the area. According to

Nkoransa tradition the Droman migrated from Nsuta in
;j -t,

I\shanti. JV This claim is confirmed by Nsuta tradition. JE '." .:_'-
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The ~igration of the Dronan into the Bono area ~ras part of

'.:.he phenomenon of northl'rard movement of the Akan \·rhich began

before the Asante attack on the Bono Kingdom in 1722/23.

Before the invasion, the Droman ~rere under the Ria' 'uhene of

Asante but were given to the Nifahene of Nkoransa when the,
., '.,

state I'las set up. 3i ' Droman ~!as thus, a non-Bono entity ~rhich

was not under Takyiman and which was incorporated into the

In:oransa state. The chief of Dromankuma (Little Droman)

serves the Nkoransahene through the Ilifahene v;hile the

Drornankesehene (chief of Great Droman), serves the

Ilkoransahene directly. The exalted position of the

Dromankese chief may probably have been in recognition of

military assistance he gave to the Nkoransa during the

Nkoransa-Asante at tack on Bono Takyiman. TlofO other groups

of people incorporated into the Hkoransa state I'lere the
, ~ ~

Asekye33 2
~nd Pianyinu}9 '::both Bono .

. By bringing all these various groups of people together the

Amakom migrants acquired a population of considerable size

rrith I'!hich they began to build a viable state.

l,ccording to local tradition, the nel'l arrivals met some

three old men when they finally reached the site of present

day Nkoransa. These old men I'lere Sene Diamin, Ampofu and

Dasi. They had only one sister called Duodmraa Amane. (0 . To

these old men, the nev; arrivals expressed their desire to
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settle in the area. It is from these old men that NJ:oransa

eventually derived its name. Nkora in Akan is shortened

E '" J h' h n "Old men","rom H •..:::o:ora "I lC mea s "Ihile nss stands for

mmiensa (th:ree). Hkoransa therefore means "Three Old l1en".

There is controversy over the origin of these thrEe old men.

Some accounts in the tradition of Nkoransa claim that the

three old men were immigrants who moved into the Nkoransa

area from DYlenase in Adanse. l1' According to these accounts,

the old men belonged to the Asene matriclan of which Baffa

D'• lm, the founder of Nkoransa, "ras a member . The story

further says that these old men also stayed for some time at

Amakom from where the migration of the founders of Nkoransa

was initiated. This version of the origin of the'three old

men appears to be exclusive to a particular family in

Hkoransa called the Asooko family. Asooko means ' bloody

hoe'. The tradition of this family says that the leader of

their migration, Biyaa Akrasi, killed a child with a hoe and
_ ....~r

thus earned this epithet. IZ ' The Asooko claim to be the true

descendants of the three old men. They say it was the

presence of their ancestors in the Nkoransa area that

induced their clansmen to migrate into the area.

The claim of the immigrant origin of the three old men

contradicts the traditions of adjacent states in the area.

The traditions of Takyiman, Nkoransa and Wenchi agree that

the three old men were of indigenous origin. According to
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the Hkoransa \.rhen they first met the old men they (the old

B -f p' th t ~h y \','e-.e the sonsmen) told their leader, al a 1m, la L e

J7, I
of the Takyimanhene. l Takyiman and Wenchi traditions also

state simply that the old men \'Jere the Takyimanhene' s

hunters. According to the Wenchi account, Baffa Pim met

some three old men ':Then he arr i ved in the Clrea "There

Nkoransa is situated today. l'!hen he asked them \'lhere they

came from, they told him:

Amiyaw, owner of the town

"1'1e are three old hunters of Ohin
-"t

u'Tekiman. "., Degha tradition also

mentions the encounter of the Asante immigrants \'Jith the

three old men but fails to give any clue as to the origin of

the old men.

The unanimity of the local traditions of all the'states in

the area on the indigenous origin of the three old men gives

that claim considerable authenticity. As hunters specially

stationed by the king c:Bono, it is reasonable to assume

that they would also be Bono anci possibly come from a

particular lineage in Takyiman. The fact that the supposed

descendants of the three old men do not enjoy any prominent

position in Nkoransa suggests that their ancestors were not

immigrants who had any clan relations with the founders of

the state. Had the three old men or their said descendants

been co-clansmen they \'1Ould have been given positions in the

new state created by their guests. This is particularly

true as some chiefs found in the area like the Diumanhone or
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Dromanhene, who were also helpful to the migrants but were

not related to them in terms of clan affiliation, were given

such positions.

By far the most powerful and best organised pre-Nkoransa

state in the area was the Bono-Takyiman kingdom. Jt was one

of the earliest kingdoms or states to have developed in the

interior of Ghana. According to Takyiman tradition, the

state "las in existence about three hundred years before

Asante. {S -; " The tradition, further asserts that all other

states in the area came later. The claims of the Takyiman

are supported by an analogy dra"ln from the traditional

method of defining the positions of children born to a woman

among the Akan in Ghana. According to the practice,

vlhenever a woman gives birth for the first time this is

referred to as Abonowoo. By this assertion the "lOrd Bono

means pioneer or first of a kind. The Takyiman claim that

Bono is a term which strictly refers to the ancestors of the

TaJ:yiman people, regarded as the pioneer state in the area

of Brong Ahafo. This is, however, a controversial matter.

There are some "Iho claim that the ,'rord Bono does not

necessarily mean a pioneer, rather, it is derived from the

fact that the ancestors of the people of TakyimaL emerged

from a hole. In the Bono dialect, the word used for hole is

~oo (vowels nasalised) or Bono and it is this "lOrd which has

been corrupted into Bono.
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l-Thatever the claim, the Takyiman assert that their ancestors

l"ere the true Bono. Their assertion is supported by two

main arguments. First, they were one of the first organised

Akan states in Ghana. Secondly, they assert that they were

the first organised people to be established in the Brong-

Ahafo area. All other states in

Atebubu, and Wenchi were later

the region such as Domaa,

'6'\ U,
creations.' In terms of

wealth and size, the Bono state surpassed all other

contemporary Akan states. Bono culture later diffused into

the other Akan states to its south, particularly, those of

the forest region. Takyiman tradition

culture came from TakYiman.O~ccOrding
claims that Asante

to the tradition it

\"as the Tat~yiman \'Tho taught the Asante the uses of gold.

For example, the Asante learnt goldsmithing and the use of

gold weights and balances from Takyiman. Cloth weaving, an

important craft industry in Asante, was also imported from

Takyiman. The Takyiman further assert that, talking drums

originated from them.

The Takyiman people claim to be autochtonous. Their

traditions of origin state that they came from a hole just

about twenty five metres from a large rock-shelter called

Amuowi, about two kilimetres south-east of Pinihi, a village,,:t /
. ''1 '-.,L~

In the Nkoransa area"o 'as stated elSe\'There in this chapter.

The Takyiman say that their ancestors came out of the hole

on a Friday. The 'hole' people settled about seventeen
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a.nd cal~ec~

_ r~· "" ,_
G...l.. ...... -.: ...

". . ~ -The t'Jl~ at A~UO~l 2S 3:1_1

an sc:.c:red pIce-=:. !'ICiny

. ~ .. 0+ ~ '~-"-I--rr~ :'l'-l'~~ 7:::_>.-._~i,~_,;-.·.~...;'j;-·~;c:.;';:":'2.1..':;peG Decause '..l.. n~ i.'':: /'''; t--:d~'':: '..... _ "" ...... -

For i~st2nce, ~h~ local p~Gple clai~ that ons

~":c·u:d of:en hear drum~:in0 and ra~tling fro:~ the direction c_

It is

also a taboo for any Eono ~;ing to see the sacred hole.

rurther~lare, it is a taboo to farm on Fridays, as it is

Lelieved that the emergence from the hQl~ toot place on a

?ricay.

7he material culture of the areas around ADuowi and Bono

Henso discovered by archaeologists suggests that the tHO

places were used by theame people and that hmuowi was the

earliest site to be occupied • 01-' 01- _ .!: 7,7 r'"!" • .c .
In LnBL c:..rea.·· lnlS COll.LlrmS

the tradition of origin of the Bono-Takyiman who claim to b~

autochtonous. The tradition is still remembered in an

annual Apoo festival song of the Takyiman pert of which

goes:

"Yefiri hrrlUOYli 0, Yefiri }'"\ITluOHi 0
Domankoma
';mum-li dadarnpoYla"
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rough translation goes like this:

"i';e come from hmuOl'Ti
We come from Amuowi
Creator _, .. q,'
Ancient ',muo'::i "'" ~

In spite of the Takyiman claim that they Here the earliest

people to settle in the area, there is evidence of earlier

settlers. Certain accounts in Takyiman tradition say that

when hunters of Takyiman were searching for a suitable site

to build a settlement, the people of Gyamma were living in

caves. Before the Bono capital Has fully built a golden

stool, called Sika Puduo, believed to have been brought out

of tbe bole by the Eono was left in the custody of these

Cc'fe people. :rom that time the people of Gyamma served as

custodians of the sto~l of the Bono state and later

Takyiman. This role is still playee ~y them. This suggests

that there were acephalous societies in the area who were

eventually absorbed by the Takyiman.

Traditions of origin from holes may embody claims of

autochtonous status. This may be supported by the fact that

while later settlers in the area refer to certain towns or

villages as being in existence at the time of their arrival

these earlier inhabitants or 'earth people do not refer to

other people who lived in the area before ~. .
them. "" For

instance, IH:oransa tradition refers to a number of tOl'lDS and

villages I·rhich I'rere in existence long before the hmakom
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migrants arrived in the area. The peoples of these

villages; Anyiman, Yefire, Kokuma and Paninamisa do not,

however, refer to any pre-existing peoples in their

respective areas of settlement. Yefire is belie7ed to be
tt ,~

one of the earliest settlements in the area. 52 Takyiman

tradition states that it is even older than Bono Manso. The
,.

present site of Yefire is also called Tutena51 '·\./hich means

moving from one place to settle at another.

t;' )- . I -.

The traditions of Kokuma5i and Paninamisa55 ' (See Map 4) claim

that the peoples of the two places came from one hole near

Kyiri Ahi some twenty four kilometres south of Kintampo.

Some time after their emergence from the hole they settled

at the present site of Kokuma. Later a section of them,

moved to settle at present day old Paninamisa originally

called 'Biriman' after its founder, Biri. The Paninamisa

group moved away, probably because of population pressure or

some dispute.

Like the others, the people of Anyiman, as has already been

mentioned elsewhere in this chapter 'claim to have emerged

out of a hole. The chief of Anyiman states that every newly

elected chief has to be taken to see the rock-shelter, out

of which their ancestors came, before being formally
5• ,-\~,,;

installed. 0 r'
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Tho myths of origin from holes may refer to an ancient

period "rhen groups of people lived in rocJ.:-shelters or

caves. Since this period may go back to the Early Iron Age,

over a thousand years ago, the actual location may have

escaped their memory and, therefore, a hole near a rock-

shelter or cave may be taken as the place "Trere their
LI·,....

ancestors settled. 57 "'7

Available evidence indicates that there 1-TaS hardly any

independent state or group of people in the Bono-Takyiman

area prior to the Asante invasion as the "hole people" in

Hkoransa claim. Certain Hkoransa accounts assert that such

old t01-JDS as Paninamisa, Amoma, and Anyiman all served

Takyiman. The tradition of Takyiman also claims that the

entire territory which became lTkoransa formed part of the

5, 'if;
Bono kingdom until its conquest by Asante. '

The Takyiman say that as a result of the incorporation of

less organised pre-existing societies and the founding of

new settlements in the largely unoccupied area, the Eono-

TaJ:yiman Jdngdom came to embrace a large area. At the

height of its power, the state was bounded to the north by

Yabo and Yanne (Gonja and Yendi respectively) to the west by

Ahwene Roko (Wankyi) and Nsoko (Begho); to the south by

Ohwim, Raase and Tafo states and to the east by Atebubu and

Hia5e. 51 '-\~
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Eono-Takyiman seems to have been a kind of federation of

states trhich were partially autonomous. The rulers of the

consti.tuent principalities or provinces attAnded regularly

t.O calls by the king of Bonol"ho "las the Suzerain. The

inha~itants or Asekye, Hanso, Amoma and Takyiman, former

constituent provinces of the Bono state, are abls to guide

visitors to the horses' pathways (aponkokwan) which led to

'Ol/??
Bono Manso, the capital of the Bono state.' , ~hese were most

probably the pathways regularly used by the sub-chiefs to

reach Bono Manso, by means of horses, to hold consultations

with their overlord.

The political control and influence of the Bono-Takyiman

over the Kkoransa area prior to the Asante invasion appears

to have been felt more in the south than in the north. This

is suggested bv the fact that 'C'akyiman tradition hardly. . .

make::; mention of any subject peoples knOl'1O to have been

living in the northern section of Nkoransa, partiCUlarlY the

area to the north of Kintampo. There is, however, evidence

that the Takyinlan Ilad close contact with the peoples of the

north and that, as a result, the influence of Islam and the

traditional culture of the north was very strong in Bono
'-)7

Takyiman,61 '\

Tn tile northern part of Nkoransa" there were peoples who

appear to have been of the Guan stocJ~ as well.as others who
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migrated southwards across the Black Volta river. These

peoples lived in isolated settlements, far from one another.

The Kintampo area was partly occupied by Guans prior to the

creation of the Nkoransa state. The Nchumuru, Iho occupy.

the whole Guan area north and west of Atebubu, formerly

inhabited Kintampo.

invaders in the early

They were driven away by the Asante
., (I j'

1720 's. c, -

The tradition of the Ankobea division of Nkoransa which

oversees a section of Kintampo (the Damoama section) states
." .

that the people of Abeasei3·~ho now live in the area to the

south-east of Kintampo and north-west of Atebubu previously

occupied parts of Kintampo This is confirmed by the

tradition of Abease. The Abease ~xplain that they stayed at

Kintampo for only a brief period. The people were

originally Bono who formed part of the Takyiman state. They

moved northwards to Kintampo when Takyiman was invaded bv

Asante. Later they continued their migration to their
·r-.~.

present location where they finally settled. i,' -The Ankobea

tradition also states that there were Mo settlers in
l-~~'

Kintampo before Nkoransa was founded. Ol .•

It is also highly probable that there were Banda elements in

the area. The Nkoransa say that one of the first groups of

people they fought in the area after the found ina of their
:~?\"'''' } -\,.-'

state. were the Banda. cc
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Local traditions in the Kintampo area indicate that groups

of Dagomba occupied va~ious places in the locality.

According to Nana Abenaa Baagyei II, Queen-mother of Jema,

\'Then a section of the Amalwm immig~ants came to settle at

Dagomba people alreadyJema, they

living in

found a small group of
-.,.

( "
the area. 57" ,- The group Has, hOHever quickly

absorbed by the immigrants. With time, the Dagomba became

thoroughly Akanized. Their descendants no,", occupy the

position of Krontire at Jema.Ec'C"They are lmOl'lD locally as

the "bIIl1aa". "Amlaa" is probably a corruption of the term

"F\wng" ",hich ,',as used by the Gonja to refer to the Dagomba
, ?J

and Namprusi.·9 .

At Krabonso, a village about fifteen kilometres sbuth-west

of Kintampo, there was a group of Dagomba settlers who lived

together Hith the Bono people. The Dagomba were eventually

absorbed and Akanized

also known locally as

by the Bono. Their descendants are
·0 ,§'

b,mlaa. I There ':las also a pocJ:et of

Dagomba settlers at Kintampo. According to the Krontihene

of the Ho traditional area, !·;ana Adin);ra Adjei II, when his

people \'lere on their south\·;ard migration to Donkro-Hbranta
''H ..:...... Cl·

they found a small grou/; of Dagomba people at Kintampo." "./

The northernmost area of Hkoransa Has probably inhabited by

Gonja alp-ments. The area immediatelY soutl! of the Blacl~

Volta river probably formed part of the larger Gonja state
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situated north of the Black Volta and stretching across the
;~ ,~ ..

.......... LI

full ,·/idth of the country in that area.;' ThL, area, usually
.... ~~;'1

referred to as "the Desert of Ghofan, "I! 'was incorporated

into Nkoransa through conquest. Nkoransa tradition refers

to frequent wars against the Bote people of Central Gonja.

The Asante also had occasion to attack central Gonja in

order to pacify the area. The Gonja settlers in the north

of Nkoransa, therefore, fled across the Black Volta river

leaving the whole area north of Kintampo, up to the river,

under the control of Nkoransa . Today "the Desert of."""I'~~

Ghofan"l, has a few villages such as Kawumpe, Gulumpe, Portor

and Kadelso. The area is generally sparsely populated.

According to Josiah Cofie, scholars like Wrench, Saunders

and Morris attributed the sparse population to the incidence
" ,"

of trypanosomiasis and ,z.sante raids. 7i' ~tofie is however of

the view that other factors have also contributed immensely

to the very low population density of "the Desert of

Ghofan".

He argues thus:
From ... concrete evidence I am
inclined to maintain that since the
dawn of Ghana history, indeed times
anterior to it, this 40 mile sauare
of territory north-east of Kintampo
has never contained a considerably
larger population than at the present
time, for the simple reason that it
becomes flooded in the rainy season and
intensely arid in the dry' season auite
apart from other inherent disabilities
of the s?i~ itself. Herein, once again
we are V1Vldly reminded of the ultimate
connection of the soil and the proares~
and welfare of Mankind .100-:tt- --

, \
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hll these suggest that the Gonja and any other groups of

people ,-,ho inhabi ted the. extreme north of m:oransa terri tory

prior to the Asante invasion of Takyiman did not constitute

any large population.

Before the eighteenth century, the area which became

Nkoransa territory was occupied by various groups of people

and states. These inhabitants included autochtones and

immigrants _ The autochtones v,ere Bono-speaking Akan, ,-,hile

the immigrant elements included peoples of southern ,'\J:ao

origin as well as those from northern Ghana. Some of the

autochtonous people had created polities which had features

of states. Nearly all the peoples and states in the area,

however, fell under the domination or sphere of influence of

Bono-Ta):yiman, by far, the largest of the organised states.

The Bono-Takyiman state occupied a very strategic position

which enabled it to take advaritage of the economic

activities that went on in the area between the fringes of.-
the forest region and the Black Volta river.77~ is a result

of its favourable location the state became very wealthy and

powerful.

Bono-Takyiman continued to be prosperous until the early

1720' s ,-rhen the AsanLLe inv"ded nd d L d -t' -. ~ - a eSLroye 1 co glve way

to tho rise of I-TJ:oransa.
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CHAPTER ONE

!IOTES

Throughout this text 'IH:oransa' rather than the popular

spelling 'Nkoranza' will be adopted. Nkoransa

corresponds more appropriately with the local

pronunciation and is the best reminder of the historical

derivation of the word.

2. Joseph Dupuis, Journal of a Resigence iD Ashantee,

(London, l82~) P XXXVI: The area referred to is that

stretch of land which extends southwards from the Black

Volta river to within a few kilometres north of

Kintampo. According to Josiah Cofrie, in an article

entitled "The Desert of Gofan' was it Ever Densely

Inhabited?" in Ghana Notes and Qlleries, Ho.5, April

1963, p.10, the area \-TaS designat2d "The Desert of

Gofan" by Bowdich 1.- a map he published l-1ell over a

century ago. Coffie says that Bowdich did not visit

the area himself bv~ obtained his information about it

from Caravans from the north, and from the Mashie, Hausa

and Dagomba people whom he called Moors. These people

passed through the area to come to Kintampo. They, in

their accounts to Bowdich might have underscored the

aspect of the land during the dry season when it would

he desiccated, and \·,hen the grass had been burnt, the?

picture would be suggestive of a desert.
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3. Ghana Statistical Service, Accra, 1984 pODulation Census

of Ghana: The Gazetteer I p.XIX.

4. See Edward Hall, Ghanaian Lanauaaes, (Accra, 1983),

Language Map facing p.5.

5. the Hausa and Wangara (Mande or Senufo) are two such

immigrant groups.

6. Kwamina B. Dickson and George Benneh, A New GeoaraDhv of

Ghana, (Longman, 1988) p.12.

7. Ibid, See rainfall map on p.22.

8. Ibid, p.33.

9. R.A. Freeman, Travels and Life in Ashanti and Gvaman,

(Westminster, 1898) p.181.

10. Akomadan derives its name from Ankoma nnan. Ankoma was

the name of the hunter and nnan was his camp. Ankoma

nnan, corrupted +- • . ..
~o f. ,omaaan, therefore, means,

'Ankoma's hunting camp.' See E, Effa Gyamfi, "Aspects

of the archaeology Gnd oral traditions of the Bono

State," Transactions of the Historical Societv of Ghana,

Vol.XV(ll) 1974 p.217.

11. Interview with Okatakyie Agyeman Kudom IV, Omanhene of

llkoransa, Nkoransa, 24/8/95.

12. M. Johnson, Salaaa Pacers, SAL/28/1, Enclosure in 36 of

1885, Blue Book Kirby to Rowe.

\ 13. James Anquandah, Rediscoverina Ghana's Past, (Sedco,

Accra, and Longman, 1982) p.38.
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2- 1~. i:;,il!:U Effa Gymr.fi, Traditional History of the Bona.

State: An ArchaeoloQical_ADJ2LQ_f&Jl, (1.11.. S., Legon,

1979) p.15.

~ 15. Interview with Nana Twea Boateng Brempong II Chief of.,.

Anyiman. 28/10.95. In attendance, Here Nana Kru Ampem,

Linguist and Obaapanin Abenaa AsantevTaa, a royal.

L\ 16. The Droman, for instance, migrated northwards from

Usuta. See R.S. Rattray, Ashanti LaH and
Q;<..fv,J:

Constitution, (Oxford 1929), 'History and Constitution

of "suta' p.257.

C 17. Jilck Goody, "Introduction" Ashanti and the Northl"lest",
./

Supplement No.1, to Research Review, (Institute of

African Studies, Legon, 1965), pp.2 and 3.

I 18. Historically, the term 'Bono' refers to the traditional
b

state and people of Takyiman. The term connotes a

pioneering role in view of t~e emergence of the state

as the earliest M:an Kingdom in I'That is nOI'; Brong Ilhafo

Region. 'Brong' refers to Atebubu and other !dean

states to the north-east of IIshanti "Thile 'I.bron'

refers to the state of Gyaman in the extreme north-

west. Today Brong is a generic term for all th8 non-

Asante Akan groups in Brong Ahafo. In this text Bono,

Bono-Takyiman and Takyiman when used interchangeably

",j]] refer to the Same state.

~I J '? Tnterviel·f witl1 Omanhene of NJwransa, m~oransa, 15/3/95.

Tn attendance was Nana Kwabena Effa, Pemasehene (one of
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the Senior Linguists) of Nkoransa. Nana Effa made

substantial contributions during the interview.

v 20. C.Y. Boateng, Oral Traditions of Nkoransa, (Institute of
'J

African Studies, Legon, 1965) p.45.

e} 21. Jack Goody and C. Y. Boateng, "The History and Tradi tions

of Nkoransa" in Supplement No.1 to Research Revievl

(I.A.S.; Legon, 1965) p.171.

io 22. Boateng, Oral Traditions, pp.31 and 44.

\ I 23. Ibid, pp.26, 31 and 42.

(2 24. Ibid, pp.6 and 46.

~> 25. Interview with Omanhene of Nkoransa, Nkoransa, 15/8/95.

{Ll 26. H. J. Hobbs, "History of Nkoransa," The Gold Coast Revievl

Vol.3, 1927, p.117.

; C 27. Interviel'l with Nana Adinkra Adjei II, Krontihene of Mo,. .'

Kintampo, 13/7/95.

,~28. Diuman is sometimes spelt 'Duuman' or 'Dewoman'. The

most popular spelling, derived from local pronunciation

is 'Diuman'.

(: 29. Hobbs, oo.cit, p.118.

I:; 30. Proceedings of a court hearing on a dispute between the

Nkoransahene and the Sessimanhene over the payment of

tribute by the latter to the former. 1922, File D 957,

National Archives of Ghana, Kumasi: Goody and Boateng,

op.cit, p.173.

~) 31. E. Effa Gyamfi, "Aspects of Archaeology" p. 221.

.,.,32. Goody, "Ashanti and the NorthVlest", p.4.
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,,' 33. Effa Gyamfi, "Aspects of Archaeology", p.222
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~~34. Anquandah, oo.cit, p.96.

~~35. Goody and Boateng, op.cit, p.172.

~~36. Rattray, oD.cit, p.257.

~'37. Trial of the chief of Drama for his refusal to pay

tribute to the Nkoransahene, Enclosure E. A.F.L.

Wilkinson to the commissioner, YTestern Province of

Ashanti, April 1926, File D 937, National Archives of

Ghana, Kumasi: Goody and Boateng, oD.cit, p.172.

',::::-38. Effah Gyamfi, "Aspects of Archaeology", p.222.

~ "39 . Goody and Boateng, oD.cit, p.174.--
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:',50. Ibid, p.220 .. (
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::~52. A prince of the Yefire stool, Mr. Daniel Adu Takyi
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traditional area which is older than Yefire. Interview

with Mr. Adu Takyi, Yefiri, 25/7/95.

(,'53. Warren and Brempong, ~cit, p.l00.

~-54. Interview with Rana Asiama Guahyia II, Chief of Kokuma,

Kintampo, 18/7/95.

:.:~55. Hana Baffo Bediatuo II, chief of Paninamisa, confirmed

llana Asiama's assertion that the peoples of Kokuma and

Paninamisa originated from the same place. Interview

with Nana Bediatuo, Paninamisa, 29/7/95.

":56. Interview with Rand Twea Boateng Brempong II, Chief of

Anyiman, Anyiman, 8/10/95.
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p.19.
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:-;,64. K. linsah Yamoah, :the_Tr.adHio_ns of-'~teb\lbll,--l~b_e.as.e--L-ilnCl

FH2mLl2.<1)lsQ, (Dwa.nJ (I,]sti tute of j\frican Studies,

Legon, 1965) p.31.
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Boateng, QP~sit, p.36.

Ibig, pp.25 and 78.

Interview with Nana Abenaa Baagyei II, Queen-lather of

Jel7la, 15/7/95. In attendance "/ere Gpanin K,'/ame llnuro,

Madam Yaa AmoBa, Queenmother's daughter and Madam Amma

Apeaa a royal. at the Queen-mather's court. Hana

Baagyei's story \'/,3.S confirmed by Hana Asare Al:omea

II, Jemahene and Kyidomhene of Hkoransa traditional

area. According to Nana Akomea, his ancestors who

settled at Jem2 were led by !lana Akomea I. The stool

of Jema is, therefore, referred to as bkome.c:LAQl-La

(Akomea stool) Interview with llana Asare AJ:omea, JemB,

15/7 /95.

17.58. The Krontihene of Jema, Nana K,'/al:u Adu states that his

family descended from the Dagomba settlers who had

occupied Jema before the arrival of the Asante

immigrants \'/ho came to constitute the kyidol7l dh'ision

of HJ:oransa. According to Nana Adu his ancestors

migrated from DagomLaland under the leadership of a man

called Seidu. Interview with Nana Kwal:u Adu Jema,

17/7/95. Present at the interviel'; \'laS Nana RHasi BerJ:o
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<:: J ;',0 J:no\-m as !CHad\'.'o !,mo2h, GY22sehene of Jem2_

Barto made appreciable contributions during the

int[;rviev.~.

GOOc1Y I "Ashanti and the H0rth,·tcst," p. 23.

Nana

\s 70. IntervieH ~'lith Opai1in ICH2r.1e A~..,i ti l:ufuor, a descendent

of the Dagomba settlers of Krabonso_ 5/7/95- Boateng,

~.:~ 7:'. J.ntervie,·.~ \'7ith Hana. )'\din1~ra 2\djci II I IZrontihene of !'~O,

!:intampo, 13/7/95.

~::J72.

(:.74.
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Cofie, 9P~~jt, p.13.
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Ibid; pp.10-15.
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A. Introduction

One of the most significant developments in the history of

Ghana during the second half of the seventeenth century was

the northward migration of several groups of the Akan from

Adanse and Amansie, the area of the confluence of the Pra

and Of in rivers. This phenomenon was a direct consequence

of the emergence of Al,:yem, Ak\'lamu and Denkyira, all pO\'.'crful
.

states in the Gold Coast hinterland.'

Initially, nearly all the north~rard migrants settled in the

Kunlase area and the surrouriding region. Later, some of them

moved further north, partly as a result of the upheaval

which attended the rise of Asante. They settled at various

places extending from Atebubu in the north-east to Bonduku

in the north-west.

The north1'?ard movement of the l'J:an contributed to the

emergence of a number of states. On the other hand, the

presence of European traders at the ~oast from the fifteenth

century, and the utilization of firearms also stimulated the
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st.ate fo::-ma.t.icn in In

t~e presence of M2nde a~d Jyul:! in

. h ~ ~~. s~ --n r ~~".:l ~,.h, ? ?lc~~.~:::~o:-t:-:-~'~es-:ern reglon .. L::::t..":lsen L.P~ ior€: t.. .... ,~l .::: ~... ; - - -- ,_.

In the r:umas0 regio~ anCi

- £
',-,'--

!>l-=- :~-:.:~ 0~S 2. o:-~ :: ':' t:-:. ,? '.:.:' ~ s ~ c·:: t:-i~:::: 7~ i ,;€: r -:: c ,~,:-~::

~c~t~ ~ras 2 ~~~ter ~r SCGe conseq~ence for ~te

hi3tO:-~ of Gh~~E, fc= ~~e eve~~ ~ras clQs~17

cOl:n0cted, amc~~ othe~ ~~1inqs, to t~e r~2~ :'~

:he ~e~': ~:ingdc~ of Ashanti, de5tin~d in a short
s;,ace c~ ~ime tc })6COme i~diE;~tably the gre2~ec~

,~,:-:c.1 :-i:::":->;: 90';:er .'J: ·"!'2s:'~?rn ; .. :ric2.. I~:J~ c,n17 did
t~e ver~· ~~r~: ~~p~nsion of ~s~~a~ti cscu:-
~lcn0 t~e ~~~e of t~e rou~e int~ a~~ beyon~'

3Eghc. but e~e~ s~rl~er, the e~te~de~ ~ra~e

~out~ hfd fete:-~in8~ the ~i~~ o~ ad~ra~~e of ~tE

·;:roups. ~

Just as the emeygcnce 0: the Atan forest states and the

consequent migration of \""c..::- ions clc_DS northl'l2.rC resulted in

the rise of Asante I so did t:1G rise of 11sa""'.te lead to

movements of others further north ,'!ho created ne~~ states
,

liJ·:e Fl:orans2 I Atebvbu 2nd GY2.fT12.l1. ~

?he c:::-eatioIl of ITkora.nso. had sorr.'2 connection ;'.~i ~ h t:-l':;

(jicrhteenth century north·~·:arc e:·:pansion 0:

founde~s ~ere once members of the ruling

a pre-Asante state. They fled northt;2~ds into the old E0nc-

7akyi~an area to avoid th~ disturbancGs 11hich engulfed t~2
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!:l:~aSG district during the initial stages of the creation

ane consolidation of Asantc,

Once estc.blished in the BOD'J area 1 the A!':lCi.l,:oiil nigr2.nt.s

in\ritcd the Asante to attack t118 Bono-Tatyiman I:ingdom. The

,\sant<:: accordingly attac)~cG 2nd destroyed Bone., On t1:c

rU.'cI1S of the Bono J~ingdom, the j,makom migrants found:;d

F~~oransa 1,.'hich 1'.'us luter to S8rve ,'\5 the' launching pad' for

Asantc's northl1ard thrust.

J. Origin, ~~igration and Settlement

71H:: cla.im by the in~oransa that they migrated from the I:umaso

,-,rea~ is corroborated by accounts in the t:raditions of

2nd , f 7, umpon, Li}:e several other AJ:2n

lineage", hOl'lever, the I,sene ruling clan of m~orunsa trace

j,danse, It ",'as [rom I\yac,s,~ that tileY ilJ] egedly migrated to
,

. ;\mukorn. J The exact c1,lt.'2S for the.ir mov'2rnc~nt from )\c1Zlnse or

But· 'lS 1"; 11 J,r, ~Jlopn~.' l- , _. . _' ....' .J.. ., •

pn;sen :',11', tilE' pvent mil Y ;Ii1VG occllrrod dur i ng the so cond 1121:

(,r 'Lhe seventeenth century,

711(-' tr(~.clit ions i1r0. not unanimous on the caUf;':' of t~v::

mlgl"fl.1 ion from i\Ill(~koLl. enG r\J:oransa 2.ccount st?tc:s th;::t tho

ledf]en; of the migriltion moved aHa}'. bOCilUS(! tllCy found it ,:m

hn!lour to conquC'r other !DCOp]J:: (lnd sot-tIc . ] ,_ ] n n0\·.' P Gees,'



This suggests that there was ovorpopulation in their own

horne .. hmakom, according to K.Y. Daaku, was the most

populous state in the Kumase area during the late
...

seventeenth century. ,. On their part, the Amakom claim that

some of the members of the ruling lineage migrated

northwards as a result of a family dispute." Interestingly,

overpopulation and dynastic disputes have been cited in many

Asante lineages as having caused their migration to their

present territories." In these circumstances one needs to

explore for other factors to explain the movements of people

in F.sante ..

Contrary to the Hkoransa and Amakom accounts mentioned,

Takyiman and Mampon traditions indicate that the migration

of a section of the Amakcill people into the Bono area was the

result of an attack and defeat of A~akom by King Osei Tutu

of Asante. The Mampon even claim to have been aSked by Osei

7utu to assist him in the \-Iar against hmakom."

The arguments employed to support the claims of Hkoransa and

Amakom are the same. First their traditions claim that

years before the accession of Osei Tutu, there had been a

treaty of friendship between Amakom, then a powerful state,

and Kumase. 7his treaty was aimed at preventing an attack

on Kumase, from the rear, in the event of a Kumase offensive

against the Domaa at Suntreso.

5~
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considerable power at the time. A~parently, this treaty was

negotiated during the reign of Obiri Yeboah, Osei Tutu's

im~ediate predecessor who first fought the Domaa.

During the time of Osei Tutu the bond of friendship between

Amakom and Kumase was strengthened: the scope of the treaty

was widened to include a unique marital arrangement. Under

this arrangement, an Amakom pl-incess \"las married to the

As~ntehene, Osei Tutu-' while the Asantehene, in turn, gave

his own niece to a prince of Amakom called Adu.: S Baffo Pim,

the founder of Nkoransa and Opoku Ware I, the successor of

Osei Tutu, \"lere offsprings of these unique ·marriage

arrangements. To this day, the paramount chief of Nkoransa

is recognized as a son of the Asantehene \"lhile the

Asantehene is also rege,ded as the son of the chief of

Amakom.

The argument emphasises that ,.,ith a treaty of friendship

backed by such intricate marital relationships it was

unlikely that Amakom and Asante would fight and, thus, cause

a migration such as happened with the Amakom royals.

These non-war motivated migration arguments suffer from a

number of shortcomings. ..., .: .... , .
r~rs~_y, mIgrations involving

members of ruling lineages normally occurred under extremely

critical circumstances. In fact, only such adverse or
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destabilizing ..........
SlLU2l.l0nS \'Jar or slave riliding could

provo1:t~ th2- emigration of rulers or their close J::ins. \'There

succession disputes precipitated the migratio~ of f2ctions

cf the ruling house from their home, such mov?ments occurred

C!1i.y 1·:hen the disputes degeneratec: into seriolls crisos.

E'len in such situa'tions ~nd ~\lso in cases of overpopulation

the ~igrants, usu2].ly, did not move too far away from home

(;xcspt ",'hc:-e i'~: ,·..as too c":'ifficult to find suitable land

neerby. ;;ovelTlenls tc distant places normally implied that

the f:ligrants ";anted abso}.uLe s'?curity and protection from a

pc·.;€rful enemy. ThG lltigration of the i\maJ:om to a place as

!ar a\1ay from hone as over one hundred kilometres,

therefore, signifies that they might have been forced out of

their original home and probably pursued by a militarily

stronger p01'!er.

Secondly, the claim that the leader of the migration, hGU

Donyina, left Amakom because of <l fa[;lily dispute over

succession can hardly be accepted. According to Ama~:om

tradition Adu Donyina was far from being eligible to contest

the stool at the time he left. The line of succession

indicated that there "ere four other [;len Hho 1'Tere rEore

qualified than Adu Donyina."

1, significant fact is that l'Thile the !,ma):om discount any ,,:ar

with Kumase they lTlention the killing of the Arnakomhene AkoS2
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Yi~don j.~ ~ military ccnflj.ct '-7ith the Asa~te. This ties in

i!9l1 ',-,rj.th the i'~ampon account. Tl1C cla.im of the Arr:ai:om

Digrant.s that it i·;as only a family dispute '·;h i ch led to

their -2DigrElt.ion north':rards may th8~=-i.Jfor0 be rejected.

The present occupant of tJ10 likoransa stool, O}:atakyie

Agyeman Kudom IV, states, in his account, that th~re is no

doubt that the migration of his ancestors to that area was

:;?rompted by a defeat i:hey suffered at the hands of the

1'j\sa.ntehene Osei Tutu.·/ :1c says that -th,::! dispersion of other

hs~ne groups to various parts of Ghana -- for instance to

?gona Esaha and !\sa.man};:;se, in the Centra I and I:astern

:::esions, respectively -- \·:a5 the result of the crushing

de~eat of AmaJ:om by asci Tutu.

It S8eITS t11G various arguments put forward in the foregoing

lend greeter support to the contention that the ancestors of

the rilling clan of rkOI~nsB migra~ed froD Amakom because

~heir st~te "las attacked and defeat:d by Asnnte.

'Lhe e}:act date for the movement of the ancestors 0:: the

Asene of NJ:oransa from Amakom is quite difficult to

establish. Mrs. Eva Meyerowitz puts the defeat and flight

of the Ama!:om migrants at 1700.:' It is not ]·:nmn; hQ1.-; she

arrived at this date. To bc able to dete~mine an

approximatc date for the event, it is reasonable to use tbs

great war between Asante and Denl:yira as a reference point.
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?rof~S50Y J. E. rynn cites a Du~ch report of 1699 'Fhich

indicates that the ~1ar betwe~n Asante alld D2nkyj.ra, '1ith its

allies, began in June 1698 and ~inally ended by november

1701. 1S The period 1698 to 1701 can, thercforQ, be usee as

tte reference point. If the attack on Amakom took place

before the outbreak of the Asante DenJ~yira war, the

migration might hav0 occurred bet,'wen 16802C ",hen Osoi Tutu

acceded to tho ,\sante stool and 1698 ",hen the Asante-

Dcnkyira war started.

To be able to challenge the might of a powerful state like

Denkyira, it \';25 strategically sound for Asante to

consolidate its own position at home. There is therefore

little doubt that Osei Tutu fought and de:Ceated IIma):om,

believed to be the most state in the

neighbourhood,2i anQ other states in the area before

embarkir:g on the campai£', against Den):yir'J.. 22

?he se~uence of events 2~ they unfolded in the Kumase region

during the reign of Osei Tutu, thus, in¢!ic2.tes that the

migration of the ancestors of NJ~oransa took place to\·Ta~ds

the end of the seventeenth century. Though the e~act date

is unknown, the event might have occurred between 1630 and

:698 (the period of Osei Tutu's reign prior to tIle outb=sa);

of the Asante-Denkyira war).
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.~:.ccord i ~g to Ntoransa tradition, the migrc:.tion Has

originally led by tl"O men both Hi\F\9c1 l\du. 7J Eesidc:s memben;

of the royal family the riligrG.nt~ included mc;n, i':om~n and

childreIl belongi.ng to va~ious families.

7he first stop of the migrants ~'!as a,t I:odic, about fifteen

l:ilometres north of Kumase. The aim was probahly to enable

th l.? migrc'.nts to have some rest b~fore continuing their

journey to c mr)re ~:ecurc (~estin2tion. According to the

story the elder Adu decided to settle permanently at the

rest stop and asted the younger hdu, whose full name was Adu

Donyina, to go on and find his own settlement. Ths

instruction give!1 to hdu Donyina 'Ko-wo-dee' meaning in lJ:an

("go on your mOD") or ("go and find your m·m place'!) came to

represent the na~e of present day Kodie, near Kumase, \1here

the elder hdu settled.

"I
'r:o-~:lo-dee' . L.

Kodie is probably corrupted from

.~.ccording to the OmanhET'!'2 0: itl:oransa I a :~ecent chieftaincy

dispute at r:odie 1·,as referred to him for settlement on

account of the historical linl: between the ruling lineages

of Ef:or2.nsa and !:odie. 25

The ITl iqr-a'L-_;oi' accoun~L 00°"· on ~LO say ~h"t 'du D .-_ H - _ ~- '_1 c._ 11- onYJ_I"lC::

continued the journey after all entreaties to get the elder

Adu to continue with him had yielded no fruits. Donyina was
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followed by a considerable number of migrants. I'Then Adu

Donyina reached a place knol'in today as SVTedru or Soaduro,

near Aboabogya, in the northern part of hshanti, he stopped.

Probably, he intended to make this place a permanent

settlement because it seems the filigrants stayed Soaduro

for a considerably long time. The actual length of time is

uncertain but it appears they stayed there for at least two

decades. Hobbs clainls ~:bat the l,sante army which invaded

Takyiman rOi1ched tlK be.ttlefiold about oight months or

probably even less aft,:?r the arrival of the migrants at

!{l~oransa . Given that they arrived even one or two years

bofore the invasion which took place in 1722 or 1723, the

migrants, who left their home before 1700 might have stayed

at Soaduro for not less than twenty years.

The name Soac1uro or Swedru is derived from Adu Donyina's

stay at the place in quel~ion. Various interpretations are

given in connection \'/i th the etyma '-09Y of ;:he word. One

interpretation is that ~t Soaduro, Adu Donyina became sick

and he usually treated himself by dropping liquid substances

e;,:tracted from leaves in his nostrils.

dropping ClS a form of medication is referred to as '_~o-=

aduro' . This version, therefore, holds that Soaduro is it

corruption of 'So-aouro'. (droD_, medicine in tlF' t' I ) 1r_ _ _ nos Yl S ,6-~

Adu Donyina's \lsual matllod of self medication.
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frOiil

gunshot wounds as a resu~t of the .fighting \1ith !(umase.

S020uro he GiEG 2Dd his p~ople 52id 'Eha De ye2soa no aduru'

('\Je carried him this far).

became shortened to Soaduro. 27

'Yeasoa no oduru' eventually

T, third version '·,hich seems the mQst acceptable says th2t at

Soaduro l the migrants rested 2nd settled I theYI therefore I

said "Yeasoa aduru". This is li}:ely to b,~ the apt

expression of r'2lief of a peQple e::hausted from several days

or even ~Teel:s of hazardous trekking. Probably Adu Donyina

decided to settle at Soaduro because it "las not teo far from

hoaie l his ~~other's place of settlement. 70 settl,=: close

~o each other ~Tould be expedient for their security.

The FJ:oransa regard Soac:'-:ro as 2. very i;r.po::..-~a!1t point in ~h8

proc~ss of their nigr2tion. It bec1~e a settlement of SOQE

state haC the migrants not mO\Ted from tIlere. The Ekoransa

still n~lint2.in li:l.l:s ,·rit:J. tllG psople of Soaduro. l\.ccording

to thG Cm2.nhene o~ i~kQr2.nsa, ~:rhen the stool of Soadurc

becoiLes ~lac2nt for any reason a. candidate from HJ:orans2. can

be selected to occupy , ~
1.. L.
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~£~er s:2.ying at Soaduro for some ti~e hdu Donyina died and

','I2.S succeeded by his nephe\'l B3.ffo pim. 2e When Baffo

succeeded his uncle he decided to move further north with

his people.' His reason for moving away fr0ffi Soaduro was

that he was afraid of an atttick on him by the Asantehene who

had allegedly heard that the migrants had established

'l
there. ,. When Baffo moved from Soaduro, he and his iol101'lers

mede brief stops at various places before entering the

territory \'I1Iich he came to possess and rule over. The main

rest stops were Tetrem, Ryekyewere, Anyinasu, and Asekye-

Dumase ,3; also called Sekodumase (See H~p 3).

The claim by the Nkoransa that they fought with the "yafomen

in the course of their migration to the place where they

finally settled may be contested. Jack Goody, for instance,

has suggested that the conquest of Nyaioman and its

incorporation into Nko~ansa, together with others like

Diuman, ?ianyinu and Droman formed part of the Asante

invasion of Takyiman. Goody, therefore, asserts thet Beffo

Pim fought Nyafoman after he and his followers had arrived

and settled at the pIece of the 'three old men' rather than

before."

Even though Goody does not state the grounds for his

conclusion, it seems reasonable to give credit to his

suggestion. In the first place, th"e whole territory "Ihich
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the immigrants brought under their.control \'Thile they \'Tere

supposedly, still moving, belonged to the Takyiman.

I'yafoman was a province of Bono-Takyiman, 1'lhich "Ias

considerably powerful. 32 The ruler of Nyafoman \'Tas also very

influential in the Takyiman state. l3 It is highly probable

that Takyiman would have gone to the aid of Nyafoman if it

had actually been attacked by any invading force. Such a

counter-offensive could have been effectively carried out by

Takyiman whose forces included a cavalry which could have

been s\'Tiftly deployed.

If, in fact, Baffo's forces had attacked any· of the

provinces or possessions of the Bono kingdom, the three old

men \'Tho notified the Takyimanhene of the arrival of Baffo

and his followers would have sent an adverse report about

the ne1'l arrivals instead of a favourable one. In the

circumstances, the King of Takyiman 1'lould not have accorded

Baffo Pim the kind of hospitality he allegedly sho\'Ted him

(Baffo). The king of Takyiman \'Tould not have accepted Baffo

Pim as a protege in his kingdom if the refugee \'Tas known to

have even attempted to invade any neighbouring state.

Horeover, Baffo Pim and his follo\'Ters 'oJere too fe,or to

attempt an invasion of any part of a state as large and

pO'oJerful as Takyiman vri thout the help of a more pOvlerful and

a much larger force. It is reasonable, therefore, to accept

that the conquest and incorporation of peoples by Baffo Pim
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to form the foundation of the Nkora~sa state all took place

during and after the Asante invasion of the Bono State.

Initially, Baffo Pim's decision to settle in the Bono state

might have been influenced by the economic opportunities in

the area. The Takyiman area fell within the orbit of the

commercial activities which 11ere extended southwards by the

Mande-Dyula from the Middle Niger to the Banda country,

between the northern edge of the high forest and the

southern loop of the Black Volta. H The Bono state controlled

the gold trade of the main centre of these commercial

activities, Begho. 35 Baffo might have been aware; earlier,

of the economic potential of this area since gold from Begho

was reaching the coast through Tafo, Adanse and Asen by the

1670's.36

The request for a place to settle was formally presented

before the Takyimanhene through the three old men. First,

the old men informed the chief of a nearby village,

Forikrom, about fifteen kilometres to the west of Nkoransa,

of the arrival of a group of people who wanted a place to

settle. The chief of the village, in turn, sent the message

to the Takyimanhene, the great monarch of the area. The

Forikromhene, Kese Basahyia, was the Benkumhene of Takyiman

and \'las probably the overseer of the Takyimanhene's hunting

grounds in which the three old men operated. 37 The
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Takyimanhene requested that the ~.ender of the strangers be

introduced to him. Accordingly, Baffo Pim was officially

introduced to him. The King became highly interested in

Baffo when he learnt that he was the son of another great

king, the Asantehene. The TaJ~yimanhene, having become

satisfied ''lith the identity of Baffo Pim as "lell as the

reasons for his migration, officially admitted him \'lith his

followers into the country. It is probable at this point

that in order to secure an asylum, Baffa told the

Takyimanhene that they were only in search of a place to

settle since there Has over-population in their original

home. i8 Baffo' s mention of a \Var ~rith his father ~lOuld have

aroused suspicion, among the Bono, about his intentions and

could have led to his request not being granted. The

migrants became the gUt3tS of the Takyimanhene. As such,

Baffa Pim and his followers in accordance with the custom of

the Bono people, were to be provided with food and shelter

by their hosts until they became settled. According to

Meyerowitz, it was even the Takyimanhene himself Hho

provided labourers and materials to build a settlement for

Baffo PimJ9 and his followers at the place of the three old

men where Baffo, had indicated, he preferred to stay.

Local traditions in Nkoransa and Takyiman indicate that

cordial relations came to exist bet\'leen Baffo Pim and the

King of the Bono-Takyiman state. The Nkoransa traditions
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state that the relations were so. intimate that Baffa was

invited to the palace of the King to dine everyday.IO The

traditions of the two states also indicate that Baffa Pim,

in the spirit of the friendship between him and the King of

Takyiman, attended all the important ceremonies of the Bono

people without fail.

One result of the contact was that Baffa Pim became well

acquainted with the ",ealth and splendour of the

Takyimanhene's court. It is widely claimed in the local

tradition of Takyiman that the state ",as exceedingly rich in

gold. Gold was said to be so abundant that the' Takyiman

people "picked it from the earth ",ithout any diff icul ty. "U

The King of 'l'akyiman, Ohene Ameya"" is said to have erected

a 'sika putuo' (a barn for the storage of gold). The

tradition further states that Ameyal'l ahTaYs spent neH gold

as money. Courtiers of the state ",ere often resplendently

adorned in gold ornaments manufactured by a guild of

goldsmiths solely responsible to the King's court. Even the

King's horses uere allegedly decorated \-,i th gold. The

Queen-mother was also said to be very rich and possessed a

nQ~ber of items all fashioned in gold. She had such things

as gold crockery, gold aware, (an in-door game), gold mortar

and gold pestle.

was made of pure

I-lost important

rgold ..<
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-
is highly probable that Baffa Pim might have passed on

information about the opulence of the Tokyiman state to his

paternal nephew, the Asantehene Opoku Ware, with whom he

might have discussed the possibility of the conquest and

annexation of the prosperous kingdom to

C. The Emergence of the State

Just as Aeneas was driven, by fate, in classical times to

pick up the seed of Ro~e from the ashes of sacked Troy, so

did Baffa Pim find the foundation stone of his state of

:lkoraDsa in the ruins of devastated Takyiman.

The hsante conquest of the north-west beginning ~!ith the

invasion of Takyiman and the emergence of TIkoransa did not

occur by accident. It H2.S a calculated design to t2P the

resources of the whole region and to secure Asante's rear

against any attacks from that direction.

Long before the ascessinn of Opoku Ware, Asant8 had been

aware of the immense wealth of the north-west. The gold

trade passing through Asante territory to the coast, from

the second half of the seventeenth century, bore adequate

testimony to this wealth. Asante had therefore been looking

for an opportunity to bring the states linJ:ec. "lith or

producing this wealth under its control. If this could ba

done either by conquest or some other means Asante could
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ope~ 2 eiY8Ct ~oute to the north and the enor~ouS ,·realth

contr:ollsd by Ta):yii:1an could be obtained through revenue

fron tributes and the taxation of tra~e. Kumase could also

establish contact, through the ~!ande traders in the ~rea,

~i~h the cities of the !-tiddle !;iger, the southern terinini of

the tr2ns-s2.harc:~n traffic. H

The Asante ,~ere also a~;are of the gro~!ing pOl'Ter of Gyaman in

the north-~lest a~d Gonja to the north. If by some design

G:;an:an and Gonja coulc; ally, they ":ould pose a seriaus

threat to the sec~rity of ~s2~te. To preve~t the possible

linkage of these pO~Ters it ~Tas necessary to strike first and

conquer these st~tes individually or together. Econonic

gain and rolitical security were, thus the Doti·r~s behind

the ~sante designs

tTha.t AS2nte did '-;25

A
"
.. ..

the terri::'ories iTi t:"l'::; no:-th-'h"est.-:::

exploit the ~~essnce of h}:an elem9nts

who had earlier r~igra-aC into the area to effect its

conquest politiC.:llly 2nd ?concr::ically iT:'tpa::-tant

t.e=ritories s';"'~ch 2.. S :3C'no-7a~:yir;lan 2nd the go:Ldfields of

important points relating to ~he fall of the Eono-:akyirna~

~:ingdon . First, the kingdo~ ,{as destroyed as a ~esult of
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its inva5io~ b~ Asante. c;"CO~dl"· tl.-..'.,·...... COnGUest ;'725._ e u ~ 1 , ~ •

facilitated by the fifth column activities of the ArnaJ~om

Qi~rants in the Bonc-l'!anso area.

There are v2~rious 2.ccounts concerning the causes of the

Asante invasion of Bono-Takyiman and the part played by the

i\makom refugees in the Bono area in bringing about th0

invasion. The core of the various accounts in tho

traGi tions of r:J:oransa and Takyiman 2S Hell 25 those of

}\bease and l\tebubu is that the main cause of the .\SQilte-

Takyiman war ~7as the treachery of the leader of the Amakom

refug~es in Bono, Baffa Pim.

According to one account, Baffa rim H2S ass2ultec: by c:

prince of Takyiman and in order to revenge he resorted to an

act ~\'hich created the impression to the Asantehene that. the

Tal~yiman I',anted to fight ,\sante. The Asante accordj.ngly

IaaeC the necessary preparations ~nd in\"aded T2kyim2~. The

account says that ~·~hen th8 T~1~yimanhene learnt tl1at llis son

had slapped tho AS2n~c rrince lIe made efforts to n~2ke amonds

by offering Bnffo 2 large qllantity of gold dllst, ~7orth about

one thousand pounc.s (£1, 000) ,!: in cor:lpensation. But E.::.ffo

PiD, instead of dropping the issue, tooJ~ the gold to tIle

coast ".Ther·? he bought fire arms Lind gun po\·:dcr. lIe

presented the gllns and the gun po~der to the Asantchenc as

aifts from a CJTec1.t kincl h·:; had met at 'E:..'..0.1.-_orn.. ' ('11 ~h)~ _:; Li C nOl- Li •



?Y2ditionally such a presentation implied a formal

decl2.ration of ':iar by \-i~OeVer sent them.
I'

accepted the challenge and attacl,ed Takyiman."

The "sante

Another account indicates that Baffa Pim was not offended at

all but out of avarice he kept a quantity of goli which the

King of Tal:yiman had given him as a present for the

;,santehene. He then filled thr8e containers Viith gun

pOi-,der, lead and flint and sent to the Asantehene i-Tho became

angered and began to prepare for an attack on the king who

had challenged him to fight.

That the Asante invasion of Takyiman Vias directly provoked

by the intrigues of Baffa ?im is a common strand in the

various accounts of the circumstance leading to the event.

The principal motive behind Baffa's action appears to have

been more political t~a:" economic. According to the various

accounts, Baffa callie to possess Co. large c:;:uantity of gold

I-Thich he obtained frum the King of TaJ:yiman either as

conpensation for an assault on him by a prince of Bono or by

1:eeping part of presents of gold - ~GUSL intended for the

,;santehene. Considering the fabulous wealth of the

T2,J.:yimanhene, it is possible that Baffa received much

gold as would satisfy any aggrieved person. .Even if he d~d

acquire wealth by J:eeping part of the presents of gold scant

for the Asantellene, he could have kept that channel open for
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as long as he wished since he was trusted by the Bono King

and the Asantehene did not know the source or the quantity

of gold sent to him at any given time. There was also every

indication that the king of Takyiman "Tas ready to send more

gold to the Asantehene in order to promote friendship

between the bTO great monarchs. Apparently, Baffo Pim had

acquired a position of economic advantage which ought to

have satisfied him, yet he worked for the invasion of the

very state in which such an opportunity existed for him.

The fact that Baffo was bent on pursuing the path of war

when that of peace and wealth were open to him meant that

his political ambition transcended any economic objectives

he might have had.

The Asante invasion of ~akyiman took place in 1722/23 and

the latter was utterly defeated. The traditions of

Hkoransa, Takyiman, v1enchi and Abease48 all attribute the

defeat of Takyiman to an alleged treacherous activity of

Baffo Pim. The traditions indicate that after Baffa Pim had

provoked Asante to fight against the Takyiman, he went to

the Takyimanhene and persuaded him to bury all his guns in

water for forty days. l\ccording to the story, Baffo Pim

told the Takyimanhene that the secret of the remarkable

successes of Asante in the wars they had been fighting lay

in the simple but effective ritual of burying all their

guns, ,loaded, in water any time they were to embark on a
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~i!it2ry campaign. The story goes on to say that Baffo

impressed on Takyimanhene tha~, wh~n the guns were retrieved

"rom the water, they performed better and became more

deadly. Somehow, the Tatyimanhene believed what Baffa told

him and ordered that all the guns in his state be brought to

him for burial in water in accordance with the instructions

of an oracle. Traditional accounts in Nkoransa and Takyiman

indicate that certain chiefs in the Bono state, for

instance, the chief of Eaafi, ,·rere skeptical Clbout the

line and sin}:er

abili ty of a "et gun to perforD.?9

hOl·rever not be accepted hook,

This tradition Inust,

. ~.Slnce L.ne

Takyiman had knowledge of the use of guns as the chief of

3aafi had demonstrated.

l,koransa tradition claims that Ta}:yiman "ras so pm-ierful a

state that it ,·ras doubtful "rhether l,sante could have

"defeated that state by 'nilitar:' ll'8anS alone." Jac~: Goody

refers to the traditions of Tatyinan and Banda which also

make similar claims. Goody also makes references to

archaeological reports on the Bono kingdom which testify to

the strength of the political organization of that kingdom.

',ccording to Goody, the reports indicate that Takyl::l.:'r.

fOU9ht ,·rith horses "jnst like thE' Dagombas", and at the S"D',e

time adopted the Akwamu military pattern befo~e the Asante

invasion of that state. 51 Besides Takyiman's military

s :~rength, l,sante had , itself, had its mili tary PQ1.'.'O~



considerably weakened as a result of a series of wars it had

just fought with some of its southern neighbours. 52 These

facts, according to local traditions, explain the necessity

of Asante adopting non military tactics in additiin to its

military skills and resources in order to be able to defeat

TaJ.:yiman.5'

The subject of the fall of the Bono Takyiman has been dealt

with by such scholars as W.E.F. Ward, C.C. Reindorf,Francis

Fuller and Eva Meyerowitz. Meyerowitz, in particular, gave

a detailed account of circumstances leading to the Asante

invasion and the burie.l of guns in \'!ater. One writer, Effah

Gyamfi, who also did some detailed work on the fall of the

Bono Kingdom, e.ttributed the defeat of Takyiman by Asante

mainly to internal weaknesses in the former state.

According to Gye.mfi, the first of the weaknesses was the

presence, in the Bono area, of Akan immigrants from the

r.umase area. These immigrants, attracted by the prosperity

and economic opportunities available in the Bono State, did

much to bring the \'!ealtn of Bono-Takyiman to the notice of

Asante. Before the war, Baffa Pim, himself, was said to

he.ve been an itinerant trader in 'Bono-Rtoma' or 'Kvekye'

(Local Bono cloth), which he bought from Takyiman and sold

in Kurnas i . 51
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~~:e ~'~~2l~~ of ?al:yiman was publicised in ~sante lD tte early

O~·7in£ to ~hese rcpc~~s, Asante, 2~p2rcntly p12ced Takyima~

~~ i~s priority as a state ~o be conqllered for both economic

z~d palitic~l g~in.

Gyamfi also mentions succession disputes in Ta]:yiman ~s 2

C C::':1 t y i.::u t CL~Y fector to the "i2al:ening of the? state.

l\cc:J:- jiTlg to hi.?;! certain inGIilbers of tht~ Takyiman ::oY21

fa.r.:ily led b~{ j\br2k~..'Cimsi (or 11.m~ak~',T2msi) and Nsar:;2.Tl}':~'T2

':Jpposed the candidature of the last Bono Eirrg, ArT.eyc,':. Th'2Y

therefore migrated to the coast ~lith a group of th8 TakyimaTI

in protest 2.gainst the final GhoicE'~ of l\.meya~,·: K\'7a}~ye 2S ::i:1g

of thG:

The behaviour of tho King of ?akyiman and ~is sons \'~as a

f2ctor v]~ich cause~ d~S2ffection 2Dong the people and

contributee to the internal '~2aJ:~e3s of th2 state. 7..1--

sl:bj eets

-:r
geld froI:1 t.ho:? people .. ~' 1\.i:l2Y2.\'_! I S insG.~iable ccsi:..-,~ :C':~ r;'-: ~__::

l :.L.r.. t~e .::pi t11c t
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;;u::sui~s ~hllt he had ~;p8ci(JI scouts \,_:110 dc_ilY cOlnbcd th0

~12rJ:ct place for beautiful ~!omGn to satisfy his lust. The

the court, '1ho '-Tere disturbed by this unse·::ml y

te~aviour, often e~hortod the King but Ohene Ameyaw turned

~2af ears to the advice of his elders. The moral laxity of

tllC Takyirnanhene offended the sensibjlity of the people and

it is probably one of the reasons ','ihich, according to Effa

Gramfi, made some of them desert him when the Asante

in'.'aders rC2checl T2J:yiman. 57

Vh2,t the elders of T2kyiT:1an conside::ed to be a more serious

~ault of Ohene hmeya~7 was his failure to honour the

ancestr21 spirits and state deities. As the intermediary

betl'!een the peop~e and their gods as I'lell as' ancestral

spirits the Takyimanhene l'Ias obliged to take action on

oracular messages from these impersonal forces believed to

~e the guardians and pro~ectors of the state and its people,

Unfortu~ately, Ameya'1 neither heEd<_!d the ~12rnings given by

his fetish priests nor derformed the rituaJ_s and sacrifices

::-equired of him. 5: The disrespect sho,','n by the Ta}:yimc.nhen~

-:o~";Grds the ances-:ral spirits and stnte deities greatly

disturbed tIle cIders bttt they suppressed their disconte~t

until the Asante invasion during "rhich they failed to 9i.\~0

th'2 necessary pTotection to the king \·rho \',ras carr-i·:':: in:~o

"capt:Lvity in KumaE,'::.;:
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2mong the elders and t~le Gntir~ pcpulnce of the ~~~:yim2n

st2te ~lns the attitude of the Kino's sons ,·!ho overstepped

:~h0ir privj.leges ,·rith impuni,ty, j\ccorc1ing to 10c2.1

accounts, "rhoever dared interru~t the arrogant princes ~'!llile

tlley ,~ere on their '1ay to ~ruter their horses was !:illed.

7hi :-; rise to thG sa.ying "h',"ia panko a nni

: "If you meet the horse that is your end"). One of the

princes, Kosa):or'~, \'las so cruel that he made sport of

t~rowing his spear in the sores of people. He uas, thus,

nic);n2med

'r
>. '1"' o\./e ,.• ) C.l. j _t... .L •

"ICosakore, to nea" ( t Kosal:o:re the spectr

AIJ. these indicate that on the eve of the AS2nte invasion of

TaJ:yiman the feeling of despondency among its people had so

'1cakened the state that it '1as virtually impossible for th~

state to ~1ithst2nd a fOLC2 as po~crflll as the Asante arlllY,

1'7hen, therefore, the ne\',TS of Lhe ir,'lpending invasion bcc.J.me

J:novr l1 muny dissatisfie:..: [-;ubordinutf'o chiefs and citi.::ens ';lent

~nd b\lried I.heir guns saying.

(
" . r .... r: 1 ~ J . 1 > , •1 J. t\.lng ,\TI1oya\·! ..123 go L 11.S \'Tar e c, ilJ.In ~ight

"l·~ ~ll ~l~n~ ,~n(1·. Cl.]·.0").'~1L Cl _. c~ __ \ i t:: u. _

On tl .., basis 0: thG foregoing Llrguments, EffJh GY2mfi

cone 1udc:d thcct, Baffo rim nev':I" pers\L:ded 2Wi DOlle· I(ii11J 10

0ury his guns uS the lJopular tradit.ions clcd.m.
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that t.he burial of th8 guns ,-!as "the result of i::J.tCI"TI2J

co::r:;.ditions '-thich reached 2. l1e.::d' on tbe (z~vr; of the in~,-2.5ion

j . , h :) t ~-t: d q, h h ~ h -" ~a-"-"o "~:! llC..L: .I e.G Deen e1..1..~cte Ll.Iroug t ,2 LrcC1C. ery O..L D 1....L .

GY21nfi asserts that tIle burial of guns is well remembered in

'::"3J:::··ima.:1 tradition but tha~ the action has

miF:unG8rstood by such vrriters as Reindorf, "lard and

He is of th'3 vie1'1 that the action of the

people was not a mark of technical incompetence as Goody

'.asserts," rathel-, it 1'le'" an act of pro".:est against the

misrule of the T2.1:yimanhsne. E3

Like Gyamfi and Goody, I-Irs I·ieyero'1itz also accepts the story

of the burial of guns but attributes the success of Eaffo

Pim's cunning scheme to Takyiman's lack of war e~perience.

811':') claims that the Bono ):ne1'! little about firearms beC:2us8

they had not fought any major l~~r for about a century and

si·nce the Asante had 2. lot of e:·:perienc2 in fighting the

Takyiman allol"e<". themselves to be s1'layed ~y Baffo' s

tr ic}:ery. [5 The argument of Meyerowitz apparently amounts

to technical incompetence as asserted by Goody.

Fhile ackno\.,rlGdging the importance of internal ' ..Te2]-:ne.::~, ,:::.:-;

'" i'otent contributory fuetor for the full of the EO!'.Q

I':in<Jdom, as argued by Effah Gyamfi, this 1':rit",r hi'S

misgivings about the whole issue of the burial of <Juns, tj'0

popn ] :l~~' it Y of the account
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notvTi thstanding. The fact that some chiefs allegedly

questioned the wisdom in burying guns in water when Baffo

Pim suggested to the Takyimanhene to do 50 indicates that

the people were not una"are that a viet gun could not shoot.

Jack Goody, in fact, admitted that the Takyiman were not

without guns. The blacksmiths of Takyiman made shot guns

called Pantantuo and were therefore users of guns, though

bows and arrows and spears were also in common use. 66

It is highly probable that Baffo Pim played a very important

role by providing the Asante with vital intelligence

information about the military capabilities of the. Takyiman

as is normally done in vlarfare everYVlhere but the decisive

factor was ,·/hat took place in the actual fighting on the

battlefield. This write - is of the view that the defeat of

Takyiman can be attributed to the technical advantage which

the Asante had over them. Apparently, the Takyiman

possessed inferior weapons as compared to those vlielded by

the Asante. According to local tradition, as already noted,

the main vreapons used by the Takyiman army included locally

made shot guns, spears, and bows and arrovlS. C7 On the other

hand the Asante possessed European made guns obtained from

the coast. There is little doubt that after defeating

Denkyira, Asante had access to European traders at the coast

and might have acquired a reasonable hoard of firearms from

these traders. In fact very few, if any, of these European-
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made guns found their way into the t8rritory beyond Asante.

In terms of range and fire power the locally made guns could

not match the more sophisticated European ones. Similarly

the bows and arrO\'ls and spears vlielded by the mounted column

of the Takyiman army were nothing before the type of guns

wielded by the Asante. 68

The rarity of European made firearms in the interior of

Ghana, during the seventeenth century can be explained in

terms of deliberate policies of the Portuguese and Dutch

governments whose subjects were the main traders along the

\'I'est African coast during the seventeenth century.' Before

1650, these traders were officially forbidden, by their home

governments from selling guns to heathens and muslims. 59

During the period of prohibition, the few guns that could be

obtained were supplied by interlopers and virtually none of

these reached the interior. After 1650 the restriction was

relaxed and European traders began to sell guns to West

Africans irrespective of their religious beliefs.

In spite of the removal of the restriction on the sale of

European made guns to certain groups of \'lest Africans,

firearms were still not allowed to flow freely into the
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b.':.erior. T.E. E01'/dich observed i;} 1819 that firearms v:ere

prevented from reaching the inland states. He writes:

Firearms are unknown to such of the
nations on the south of the Niger as
Shereef has visited and the reason which
he assigns for it is that the Kings in
the neighbourhood of the coast, persuaded
that if these powerful instruments of war
should reach the possession of the populous
inland states, their own independence would
be lost, have strictly prohibited and by
their wisdom of their measures, have effectively
prevented this dangerous m'2rchandise f7"fm passing
beyond the limits of their dominions. '

The above observation is guite relevant for the situation in

Asante ene of whose concerns was to prevent the states in

its hinterland from strengthening their position mili tarily.

Such a situation would threaten the security of Asante from

its rear. The Asante Dlight therefore have, particularly,

been very strict in preventing the sophist~cated European-

made guns from reaching the states in its hinterland. To

acquire firearms for its mill use ,",sante had established

trade relations with the coast at Elmina by the eighteenth
.,

century.ll The indi~ation is that Asante possessed

sophisticated guns imported from Europe as ag3.inst the

inferior locally made shot guns, bows and arrows and spears

y:ielc1ed by the Takyiman army. yihen therefore, the Asante

army attacj:ed the Bono-Tal:yiman, the latter seemed to be

unarmed. It is the belief of this writer that all factors

con~idered, what was decisive in the defeat of Takyiman was
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~hat i~s fo~ces di~ not possess the l:ind of

,·reapons Wllich the hsante used agoinst t}le~-

.... -, •• ' ..1..1 -1-':--.L - _.. ..... t': - "'h- ~o"o rn .... '···l·~"n.:- 0 1. .l.. 0 v, 1 n 9 :......1 e 1.... e J. '.:: c.. Lan'...t Q e S Lrue ".1 Cono! L. ''; n d - J. c:" I'. J I:, __d

~ingdomJ its people became badly dispe~sed. According to G.

?ranaJ:ic1es J

Some moved to northern Togoland J

Settling bet~!eej1 Borada and
Al1amansll-Papase; others went as far
north as l:pem11i in eastern Gonja and
are called Mbong-Wule by the Gonjas,
wllile others were moved to ~lanso qear
Bek\';3i and form the hlTI311si state.'

Within the immediate locality, some of the Bono-Takyiman

people took refllge in Gyaman while others found their way to

the Atebubu area. The people of Abeasc, near Atebubu claim

that their ruling house descended from a section of the

Takyiman royal family which fled to the area as a result of

the Asante attack and defeat of Bono-Takyiman. 73

The most significant outcome of the fall of the Bono-

Tal;yiman kingdom was the coming into existence of the state

of j\1;oransa. About t\'lO thirds of the telTitory of the Bono

!;ingdom \'las given to Baffo to rule by the Asantehene as a

rel'Iard for his 2.ssistccnce 1';hich contributed to the defec'tt of

Ta):yj man.
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D. Evolution of Organs of Governm~nt

After the fall of Takyiman and the creation of Nkoransa, the

two most important tasks that faced the ruler of the new

state were its consolidation and administration. Ovling to

the turmoil into which the whole area to the north-west of

Asante had been thrown as a result of the Asante-Takyiman

war, Baffo Pim first gave greater attention to the

consolidation of his state. To achieve his objectives in

this area, he adopted two main strategies. These were the

relocation of conquered peoples, or any group of people who

were likely to rebel, and the establishment of security

posts at strategic points within the state.

The first people to be relocated were the Nyafoman who had

put up some resistance d'.ring Baffo's operation against them

in the course of the Asante invasion. The Nyafoman were

moved from their capital near Abofour to Akumsa-Dumase just

five kilometres from Nkoransa. The Diuman who had submitted

to Baffo Pim without a fight and had their capital about

forty eight kilometres south-east of Nkoransa were thought

to be too far from the Nkoransahene. They were, therefore,

resettled at Sessiman only one kilometre from the residence

of the Nkoransahene. H

The primary motive behind these resettlements was to ensure

that these potentially dangerous peoples were near enough to
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the ruler to make clos~ surveillance possible. It was also

o ~ ddt re\'en~ b~ d ,- - ~rlnm en~er.L"na .L"n,to anln~en e 0 p ~ su "ue peop~';'" __ ., _ ~ ~ ~ -

alliance \-;1 th any of the !1eighbollring states against

HJ:oransa. The measure was thus aimcd a~ preventing the

early disintegration of the state through rebellions and

secession by any of its constituent peoples. 75

Baffa Pim also teo}: steps to 'I1ea1:en the positions of the

rulers of the rcsettled peoples in order to radically reduce

their ability to mobilize for dissident action. The

!;y-afoman ruler, ~'lhoSQ position "las analogous to a. provincial

ruler in the destroyed Takyiman stat8 had h ;~--' position

reduced to that of 'OditIo' (village head) 0 This o ~'

pOSlLlon

is at the bottom of the hierarchy of chiefly positions in

the ',kan traditional political set-up. ~or a complete

~eakening of that ruler's position, he ~ras placed under his

own linguist l1ho had defected to t~1e ITkoransa camp d~ring

the fighting betv!eGn tho 1,n:oransa and the nY2.foffia.n. The

linguist was e:evated to the statuf: of senior linguist at

the rn~oransahene's cour-t. l\ blac]: stool '"ras created for

him. This stool '125 RTI 'ObrenlPon' stool. (Ohrem"Jon-----

1l·-.... ·':'Ir~11u 111(:\(lns 'proml'nnn-l- f or- 'G'p-·-'-' In~n ,on ""~a~)- L.·~_C~ J _~ • _..-l.L ........... ctL .c~ _ ... I\J-.. - l~ •

the political arrangement of Nkoransa an Obremcon is one vho

has becn cleva..t,ec1 by th~ Nl:oransahene in recognition for

some outstanding or distinguished deed which makes for tIle

genoral good of the state. An Orn:-empoQ. in rn-:or2Dsa serves
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thQ Omanhene directly and not thrcugh any divisional chief

as most subchiefs do.

The Diumanhene "lho had enjoyed a large measure of autonomy

as a provincial ruler in the Takyiman state, also had his

autonomy curtailed. Unlike the Nyafomanhene, however, he

retained the position of llifahene which he had held in the

Takyiman state. As Hifahene, he became a divisional chief

in Nkoransa. According to the Omanhene of Nkoransa the

Diumanhene gained his position of influence because he

surrendered to Baffo Pim i-lithout a fight and offered to

serve him. He was, therefore, allowed to keep the area that

had been under his control in addition to his appointment as

Nifahene of the state. The Diumanhene was the only

indigenous Bono to bt made a divisional chief of the

Hkoransa political set up.

1\ number of security posts i-lere established at strategic

points within the state to protect it against any foreign

invasion. Agents from these posts were required to send

intelligence reports on dangerous moves by people of

suspicious character, particularly those from neighbouring

states, to the central authority in tIle capital for prompt

action.
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On the western frontier, the capital of the defeated Bono

st2.te, \'lhich \'las taken over by the H];:oransa, served as the

security post. The Nkoransahene appointed one of his men as

l\bTamuhene and made him settle at KranJ;:a near Manso. The

1,!:1'lamuhene had charge of security matters on the western

side of the state. He was to be vigilant, particularly, on

Baafi which had put up some resistance during the invasion

of Takyiman.

The chief of Dromankese (Great Droman) vlho had supported

Nkoransa and Asante was assigned the duty of watching over

the eastern boundary. He was made an Osafohene (vlar

captain) to match his role. Osafohene is a title conferred

on a person in recognition of a heroic deed, particularly,

during war. In Nkoransc, the Osafohene, like the Obrempon

serves the Omanhene directly. An oJikro may be elevated to

the status of oSdfohene in recognition of a valiant deed.

Generally, there was not much to worry about on the eastern

frontier. Atebubu, the main state there had been neutral

during the Takyiman war. The traditions of both Nkoransa

and Atebubu indicate that relations between the two states

have been peaceful since the emergence of Nkoransa.

Like the eastern side, Nkoransa's southern frontier did not

face any threat during the early years of the state's
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~cc6 fo~ a security post in that ~i~cctio~ ~l~S ~a~

i~~cdiately urgent. To serve a long tGrrrl n~cd, h011~~lS~f

3affo Pinl appaint8d one cf his Ot!n n12~ the Gyaaschenc, (E~2d

')f court administration) a.nd stationed him at lil:l:lah::~l-j a.b·:)"J·~

sou::h of the capital and

~::'lor:-:8tres south of AJ:uIT:asa-Dufficise J the resettled

l;J.:~::aber:. t f3 positioi: ,~Jnablec1 it to cut off the

cor;::nunication lin8s b'2tY::~on the 17yafor::an and the south.

This ,'12S inten(]cd to p1"eVent any possib10 alliance between

~hc de:eat0G p20plc and any other group in the south.

?:~'obabl:r ~=-hG g::--E:2test threat to the secu.rit.y of HJ:or2.nsa

~arrle from ~hG Gc~th. h ~cction of the defeatec T2tyima~

fled northT:ra!"ds and too}.: refuge in V21'ious I="laces. E"o::~

instance one group sought refuge in Gonjaland ~lhilQ another

~~ 'b • 'h th ~ fI": '-~,n"'" 7:",renL 1..-0 h. ease co Ll e SCU._1 -eaSL 0 ,..LnL'_dU!.JO. Ix-: adc1i tio:1

a section of the !,~o \',~ho had 3U;.lported ':.118 Te.}:yi1:"l2..n flee.

north-west~lards across the Blae!- \rol~~ ri"c.r" i;
.~ La ~ ...... '-' . Tilers ';,'C'C E·

also Banda elements in the Kintampo area ~·!hile the cent~~l

Gonja constituted a potentially pO'1crfll1 enam)·.

I.ll these various gl'OUpS of peDple; posed a SG:Lio:~.s th:rc:.?_~

tile s~curity 2nd st2.bility of lU:ol'&nS2. In

struggles with ~hc Gonja and Banda in th~
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by 'LT1:oransr. from the nC"1.~th. I.n

~his 2Y':: 3. , four

'\',~:':~~~ to Hatch, s(:"/eralJ.y and jointly, tl.~~=' filQVCments OI

~C\r€,S by Gonja, a ffiucl1 older and better cstablishod St2t:

::r.J :TJ~orc,Tlsa's iT!:3.in. nort~1e:~1l neighbour at the time. :'OI

JP?ointed OD~ 0: his kinsmen, as r:yidomhene

...-- '2 r:: a . " He '125 to sup8rvise and co-ordinate all security

oper2tioz-~s of :·7J:o:::-ansa in th?~t area 0

~~e other i0portant task Baffa Pim tacl:1ed ~ras evol·,ing a

palitj_cal system for the state. Consolidating the state and

evolviIig c. system of politica': administ::-ation \}c:::-s, l:"O~

under~cken 2S separate t2S~S;

-:oncu.!":cently 0

~nstea~, the}~ ~'lere ~on0

?he l;koransa, generally,

traCitional government as has been adequately describ~d 1-" •
• ' 1.

"£uch scholars (is RoS. R2ttary a.nd 1'':.1\0 Busi2..~· 1.... 12.. t:;::::,

iDportant fe2tures such ~s matrilineal inheritanc~, clan
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S~Iilinistration of jusLice were ado})ted by the r~koransa .

.'..ccorc1ing to the Omanhene of :n:oransa, nana l':UUDITi IV f

early ru~ers of !{koransa did not institul:.e any ~egula~ions

:or ~he destool~eDt of chiefs, p2r~icularly the OmanhenG.

n'2 asserts that destoolment of chiefs was unknown i:l

:~~,:vronsa until tllt iirsL. half of the t"lentieth century. The

Oirlonhene states that c~ny rn.:oransahene Hna, in the past,

=esor~ed to arbitrary rule was assassinated. He 9ave the

e:~ample of r;ana K\'lasi Gwusu I, (Wonsiamoa), whc committed

~ideous criQ9s against his own subjects.

a:leged:}" ~~ent to the extent of cutting operr the stomachs of

pregnanl:. WOQen l:.O find out the sexes of unborn babies. iio

attempt was made ~o destool this tyrant but he was

reportedly assassinated by the Adcntenhene and Benkurnhene at

a village called Boaben, (See l·:ap 4), a :'2','1 kilor;"le~:res

:wrtll-east of the capital. 8i Thus, the llJ:oransa initially

got rid of bad rulers through physical elimination rather

than through destoolment.

In making appointments to political offices, the first rU~8r

of m:oransa took into account the need for unflinching

loyalties to guarantee the internal security of the state.

In this connection, he used both maternal family connection3
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~osi.t~~ns of trust. ~a~ily connectioTIs i~ this sonsc, elsa

i~lcluded clan affiliation whic!l i~ iDportant ~n the scci31

~rgani=ati~n of the AJ:an. Baffa rim crpoi~~ed most of his

he himself b81onge~. TIle I:~ont~hGnc (sec~nd in com~~nd),

Eentl1D1hcnc, Kyido~hene and rulers of such strategic to,·rns as

The Adontenhone, one of

~~as not AsenG, belonged to the Oyol:o, the clan of asci Tutu,

Baffa Pi~'s father. Sirr!ilarly; the ~if2hcn81 the only non-

l.s3.n~t2 2ppoint.ce among ~-:.he leac:ing '21ders of IiJ:or211s2.

belDnged tQ the ::laD. The

r.ntobc:c.l1E-nc~ ';2.S giv2n ~o the son of HJ:oransahenc. !),'i:

account in :~1:ol-C\nsa tr2c1i tioD stc.tes th2.t all the leading

posi.tions i11 ?7koransa ~!d!·C given to l~emb~rs of the Asenc an~

int.o rTJ~orA.ns,: I the t~SE)n€' "",ie~~c caref1.~l net to incur thoj."!:

resentment. This 112S eSf;~ntinl for the peace} sta~ilit~ 2l~

unity of ths stntc. Th~ Eono ,"rore I thcYE:fore, !.Jct. J cf~ C':.

lingaist)
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ths

settJonlerlts of the dnstroyad Takyim~n kinu6om.

:nost. senior linsuists of the Y1:orans2.hGllO ';:~2.S chosen f:"':::.'IT,

;·.I~u::"\S2.-DUmc.S'2 .

T~:8 0arly rulers of ~J:orarls~ also created t~c co~dition~

r:ccC'ssary for the of cODfidonce in their

JovernmGnt, and for ensuring tIlat there ~:2S peaceful co-

this rulers E::lllbarJ:ed on

practices and 2dopt~d others from the indig8nes. In this

For instance Bono, the language of

lang~2gc of comml!nication for both groups. The immicrrants

,:-~lso 2]Janu.0I18d the Sunday ]\d'2...Q feL.:tival of the ]\.SG.~ltc,

(I'l-,,"'cidae)\. ", c; ._'...... c· and adopted the Hednosdz:y j'\(Jae of th'2 bariC),

The l~sant0 immit}rClnts also adopted tbe god Etoa uhicL \-,12S ::.n

ir:1[)ortant deity of the Bono 25 a national god of the ne~,.r

state. ._,

"trilcliti.onal deity of the immigrilnts."

:'pilrt from adopting certain cultural and rcLLgim'.s I'r2cti:;.:';~
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SllstciT:2ry practices of the co~qu€rG~ [corle.

"'~·~:yi: i~. _~ ': All theso ffiG2SUreS ~.rere intended to cffc:cti-;ely

u::ifr thE ~le~·t St2.t,:; to for(~st2.11 possible (l.is:.lnity 2TF.l

disintesr:atioD.

By 1:hc end of the cightnenth century, the frarri8wo~]: o~ ~

\'ia})le adminis~rative m2c~iner7 had been put in place, and

such i~to thg nineteenth century.

crGdit ~he of

~he state, Baf£o ?irrl, ~Tith the \'Thole ~7or~ of d~visjD; ths

~eiS'n. of 3affc 1'2-1:: ( ... ..,....,... ... ... r...., )
J..J"-::'..:...-J../UL..

cont!'ibl.!~e to j~·lo1ution of the: tl- c~(:i t ionD 1

~t lS ~nr~alistic to at~:'ibute ew;ery achievement to

?or i:J.s~:ance;

Om2.nhene 2sse::-ts the main 'V10rt: of building-

superstruc1~ure of the government took place during th~ ~~lJn

of Guatro Effa ?anin (1799-1802). HG e;:plained that Ea£fo

?in's narne ~'!2S a 1:ind of instrurnent for

positions.



thus, not

2c.nin ~_ s tr 2 t ion e,f tlF territory of

dgc0ntralisation. . ~

lD\...C'

5GVe~ sections and plac0d under" di\'isioD21 heads ,·,ho ~!Cr0

airec~ly responsible to the OrranhGne. The seven initi21

divisions "rere headod by tte ;:rontihene, the Adontenhcnc,

~he the the

1:vidoGhE~e and the Gyaasehene. L2ter when the cOlnp19::ity of

the 2dI~i~istrative SYSt9~ '~as appreci~tGd, more divisio~3

~he st~te eaSler and morc efficient. tTl t.Ln2.tely c_ll th~·

heads.

Under t~e !:~oransa po1itical s7stem th8 divis~ons ~!hich

~he past, fcrffied th~ front army or the maj_~ body ~7hich, l~

G._

"::ef'?rr,?d to 25 'l\nimfoo' .'J'. These G:~'2 the :CrontjI"''i, 7-.':l~:-1t~?_::-;,

"'rs:ferrec to as thG I stat.,~' ,:.; l:tl-.:.ile ttle l'l.l:~·tam"...:, G:r.:::2.~.'~, -:'.L".~

the Q~8en-rnother arG regarded ~s tepresenting the i~~edj_2~~
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, ~

_L

T~ey ar? als~ the

Gr..anhEne uha c..nc1 to i.nfor;l tbc

":\:l~nfoo, z:.bo"li.t i"'c..::' This ~!as essentially a militzr:-

the political arrangenlerrt of the stnte.

!·iost of the d~visional chiefs reside 2t the capital and only

P&y periodic visi~s to their divisions. Out of the current

te7! Divisional Chiefs seven (of them) live in the capital.

been ~t2tione~ at strategic positions for security reasons,

live outsid2 the capital. This means the ITajority o~

the 18ading Di'risional Chiefs in the state ~lould, normally,

them.

Hould be sent for. In £vct, of th-·~
.. , .. ,
ClVlSlona..l. Ch~0£S

"17;k:c::ans2. ~~

~~; 33 cb\rious fro~ all this, the distribution o~ poli.tic2:

ser18rally in Asantc and i~ all ~kan states.

9]
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~G~~niS~~2~ion of justice 2re ~- .-,": ~ ,~. ~-:::: .~.
, _.; '- ........' ~

si~c~ cf the sane coin. ~ll trnditlonal_ Y111ers in Nkorans~f

t~~~f exercise both political and judicial ~unctions. The

'::C~~:2.-t system in r~tO:r::3:r.S21 as in all A}:an states, ~:J2S

Each political unit corresponded ~o a le\rel

of j~ldicial 211thority. The lineage heads held arbitration

0D trivial matters of misllnder~ta~dingbet"lean members of a

7he Or~anhene's co~rt \'ras at the top of the hierarchy and ~,ras

the hig118St jUdicial authority which had both original and

2p~011ant juris~iction. It had jtlrisdicti8D over certain

c2te';"oric;s of cases ,·;rhich could not bo heard at· any ~o1..J~r

ccu:rt. The Nkor~nsahene had jllrisdiction ever C~SGS ,'!hich

required capi t2.1 puni;::,hment. In certzin other hkan states

C2pittil punjshnent could not ")t l 8:-:ecutec;. vlithout the
0-

perl:-:is:.;j.on of the j\sa:-:-'.::ehene. :';

of gre2.t political, rc;li.giolls 2:.i1d ju(~icial jJ:i?,)rtanc,:; :'_I"l

~n:orans2. .

jUdici21 prOC2£::'-:) in motion 01· to '2ffoct comrli2lEcc ,,-'i'I'

. l' . 1
JUC~lCJ_u_



':':.~~ rlt2:~~ or sacred oatn of thG r~:ord.:1s2 lS 3s~o l-.};..:::j-".;! Th0

:"",.s2..i1t,~hene'S o2.th, the !'~t2m Ke;:';QS;. (Great Oath) i,"c.S z~lso

In the event of thG invocation of the

G~-:-P'(1t Oath, ho,·rever, the related matter could either be

e~:a!Jined at the l1koransahene's court or in Kunlase, depending

on the particular circumstance leading to its swgaring.

The emergence of m:oransa can hI:! attributed to tl'iO main

:ClctO!"S. The first lias the infilt~ation of the Takyiman

state by Akan people of southern origin; and the second. the

effects of i\SCl.ntc il.orth'·lard e:-:pansion.

e}:p2TIsicn resulted in the fifth column activities of B2ffo

Pim and his AmaJ:onl migrants in the TaJ:yiman area. Once th8

conquest of the diEtrict haC been effected, he·created 2

state there and called it HJ:oransa. To l''C.l'3 the a:["02

effecti.vely, Baffo rim 2,c1optcd the i"'~:2.~ante ac1minis Jcrative

SYS~8jl1.
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A. Introduction

1.720 Is-Ul74:

Tor a greater part of the eighteenth century and the vrhoJ.e

of the nineteenth, nkoransa' s external relations \'Iere \'/i th

its co-septentrional! provinces of hsante. These relations

vlere, generally conducted ,,:ithin the frameHor}: of Asante' s

imperial policy towards its subject states

hinterland.

in its

Frol.l the 1720' s to the early decades of the nineteenth

century, m:oransa' s dealings \·;i th its northern and ",estern

neighbours were characterised by frequent conflicts. These

conflicts arose mainly because Rkoransa acted as the main

instrument for advancing the north":ard expansion of Asante.

Resistance by other states to conquest often led to \',ar

be tv;een them and l\'koransa. Betl,een 1726 and 1744, m:oransa

became the mounting stage for Asante campaigns against the

goldfields of Banda and Gyaman as well as eastern Gonja,

Krakye and Dagomba. 2

Throughout the period, m;:oransa maintained very close ties

with Asante. The relationship betHeen Nkoransa and Asante
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\~£:s not one that involved t~o partners of equal stntu5.

~~~~her. it Ras a subordin~te-supcro~Jinnte n[f~Lit. ~:}:0rnnS3

being definitely the subordirlllte.

1\el£ltions between 0:korllnsa and its eastern neighbours.

unlike those with its north~rn and w~stern neighbours w~r~

friendly and entirely free from conflict up to ISI-+.

Towards the end of the ninet~enth century. ho~ever. Xkoran~a

was drawn into an nnti-Asnnte defensive allinnce initinted

;)y its friendly enstern neighbours.

B. Initinl Trends In Xkoransa's External Relntions
1722n3-1750

Between 1-22/23. wilen Asante conquered Bono-Takyiman. nnd

I-50 the !lren to the north-west of Asnnte wns ~Ilrown into

turbulence ,IS the \'iaious states in the area became im'ol\'ed

ill violent struggles. Tile struggles reflected a change dO

the biliance of power in the nortll-west and the mo~ements of

pe 0 pie sse tin mot ion by the As 'U J t e i n\' n,' ion. ] It IS In

this confused ilnd uJJcertain state of affairs that the

r~lntiv~ly new state of Nkoransa began to conduct its own

external policies.

\Vh i Ie the first ruler of Nkoransa, Baffa Pim.

c(lnsolidating his position and that of his stille he ~as at

tlie same time expanding his territory northwards. Tile
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policy of territorial expansion involued nkoransa in several

'..12rs "Iith her northern neighbours. Acco::ding to local

~raditions, Baffo Pim embarked on campc,igns against the

Eanda, Bote, (near Salaga), a Gonj a to\'!n In the Hang}:pa

division and the Wromas (probably Grushi).! The tradition

adds that these were fought in order to get people to build

the state. The expeditions were undertaken soon after the

defeat of Takyiman. They appear to have been small scale

affairs undertaken against localised opposition. For

instance Baffo, according to Hobbs, made war on the "Yabums"

and "Bottes" vlho lived south of the Black Volta because

"they refused to recognize his overlordship. lIS Presumably,

this war relates to the wars on western Gonja initiated by

Nkoransa, as recorded by Jack Goody.!

One of the fundamental factors underlying the series of

conflicts bet\'/een Nkor:, nsa and Banda beginning from the

1720's was rivalry over the contro~ over the area in which

the important cO!'illilercial centre of l:intampo \;"0.::; situated.

The struggle for this territory vias a recurrent feature in

the relations between the t\lO states dmID to about the

fourth decade of the nineteenth century. The e}:ercise of

control over the area alternated between Nkoransa and Banda

depending on the relative strength of the two states and the

general political situation prevailing in the north-west at

any particular time.! For instance; after the Takyiman war,
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Kkoransa drove the Banda to the Wenchi area. The Banda

returned shortly afterwards to recover their lands but were

driven back. After the Gyaman war of 1818-19, Banda overran

the Kintampo area and regained control over the t~rritory.

Nkoransa again took control of the disputed territory when

the Banda went into exile in Buna towards the end of Osei

Bonsu's reign (1800-1824).

Between 1732 and 1750, the region embracing Kintampo, Banda,

Bonduku and Buna was engulfed in a series of viars. Almost

all of these wars took place during the reign of Opoku Ware,

prior to the establishment of effective Asante control over

the main centres of power in the region of the north and

north-west. The wars were essentially a struggle for power

between the Gonja and their main southern neighbours,

Nkoransa, Banda and Abron, (Gyaman). By 1740 the last three

states had all fallen under the sway of Asante. Gonja,

however, remained outside Asante sphere of influence until

1744 when Asante carried out an invasion of eastern Gonja

and Dagomba. 2

Before 1740 Nkoransa formulated her policies towards its

neighbours, quite independently. From 1740 the accelerated

process of Asante's northward expansion largely determined

the direction of Nkoransa's external relations.
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In 17~O !~kor2nsa joined Asante in invasion of Gya~an.

:;kc.ra:J.sa's involvement in this cc.!iipaign s"L9m::.ed r 'L
~ rom 1 LoS

obliqation to contribute a conting~nt to join the Asante in

their illili~a~y expeditions. This was in line with Asante

i~perial policy of levying contingents on subject states

,-'h·:n;?ver she undertook foreig!"! campaigns.

~s2Dte defeated Gyaman.

~fte~ the defeat of Gyaman in 1740 1 the hS2nte replaced its

ruler Abo - r'r',Ol..l, the Yakase dynastic segment, with Kofi

Sono of the rival Zanzan 2egDent. The alternation of

su::cession bet'.':ee:l these t,,:o dyn3.stic segments had been

designed to encourage ;.:ider participation in the political

field in Gyanan. ht the same time it provided a tool in the

hands of outside powers to manipulate the system.' During

the later half of the 1740's the new ruler of Gyaman, Kofi

Sona, 1-7aS very act.ive ~ n the ncrth-'Hest.

rdlitary campaigns against statec' Fhich he regarded as

dangerous neighbours. Bet~een 1748 and 1750, fer instance,

he cade war on Gonj a and 3una.-'

~!l 1743 or 17~9 :~kora!lsa "Tas attac}:ec: by Rafi Sana. The

prox~mate cause of the attack was the alleged killing of the

broth~r of Yofi Sono' s rather "among the f2.!:'E1S of G"70'T by

the m:oransa.-' That attack on IU:o!'ansa \'tas underta~~:.:.=n

jointly '<iith the '17eila. Obviously, the attac,: '-:2.S a

,..
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As alr(;ady indicated,i, i';koransa territory had been uscd as

a base by Asante ill carryirlg out an attack on Ballda in order

tu take control of the goIdfi(;lds of Banda. 14 rrom t.hat time

Xkoransa's relatio[IS with Banda 0ecamc strained and r(;wained

as such almost throughollt the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. During this period, the cunning diplomacy of t:w

Asante led to scv(;ral conflicts betwc(;n Nkoransa and Banda.

Tradi tional accounts ill l,koransa assert that the state ...;as

drawn into all h(;r major wars wi th Banda through l\Siinte

I . • 1j
ITlilC 1 j fla t j ons . 50th Nkoransa and Banda were subject stal'cs

&5 well as close allies of Asante. The two subject stiltec

were obliged to give military support to tlleir suzerain III

its lfJilit.ar,Y campaigns .. Slgnif)cantly, however, /\s,:int.l:
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avoided bringing its tl·ro allies together, probably, to

prevent them from forming a solid power block in the north

west. Rather, it preferred to d8&1 individually with them.

Such a policy was, perhaps, necessary for Asante to be able

to maintain its hold on both states.

Rkoransa maintained friendly relations with the Degha (Mo),

to its north-I'rest from the first half of the eighteenth

century and throughout the nineteenth century. In a vray,

Degha was tributary to Rkoransa. It served the Asantehene

but, it did so through the Ankobea division of m~oransa.

This meant that the chief of Degha did not even have direct

access to the Nkoransahene, but through a divisional chief.

This relationship started in the reign of Asantehene Opo):u

Ware who first made Baffo Pim responsible for the collection

of tribute in the area of the southern tip of the Grushie

wedge. i6

UnliJ,e its north'2rn and I'Testern neighbours, Hkoransa' s

eastern neighbours maintained very cordial relationships

with her. Atebubu, for example, occupied a most favoured

position in Hkoransa' s external relations. 17 There T:Tere

close links betvreen these tvro states I'Thich occupied

analogous positions in their respective areas - the north-

west and the north-east. A saying in Atebubu illustrates

the closeness of the relations between the two states.
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According to the saying, 'hyefade' :inde~nity against a man

":ho committed adultery I'rith another man's l'!ife) did not

exist between the Nkoransa and the Atebubu. 1? The tradition

further states that this friendship dates back to the time

Atebubu helped Nkorai1sa in a campaign during .rhich the

Hkoransahene was trapped behind a rocky cave. Presumably,

this was the Nkoransa-Banda "Jar in vrhich the Nkoransahene,

Guakro Effa Panin lost his life. 19 This war appears to have

been fought during the early 1800's.

Dwan tradition also speaks of a loose federation between

her, Atebubu
1

Nkoransa and K,·rahu. The tradition claims that

this friendship evolved out of the common allegiance all

these states owed to Asante and the fact that these states

formed one column in the Asante army whenever they fought

for the overlord. 2[, The traditions of Abease11 and Prang22

speak of cordial relaU ,ns between W::oransa and the eastern

Brong states. A common Asante origin, in the case of

I1koransa and At<ebubu, and a comlilon allegiancEO to Asante,

thus, formed the basis of friendly relations between

illtoransa and its eastern neighbours.

Relations bet10Jeen W:oransa and Asante began as a poli ticall:

expedient alliance struck, bet\'leen Opoku "Tare and Baffo Pir",

to pursue their common political and economic interests in

the Bono area. Initially, the status of the partners in the
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~2t~~e of the relatiQ~s altered 2nd Nkorans2 beca~:c

s~~c=dinate ~o hsante. l~evErth(;l,::ss Fl:o:-ans3. conti:H.lec1 t.o

be regarded by hsante as a respected subject state in the

The fundamental factor underlying the close links bet,';een

:~}:oransa and Asante ~as filial bond. Baffo Pim and Opoku

~~·2.re \L:ho '","ere contef:1.po=a~ies and the initiators of the

];:·:oransa-Asante :relations 1'Ier,? relcted by blood ties, As

indicat€~ in the previous chapter, Baffo Pim l1as the son of

Osei Tutu ~ho ~as succeeded by Opoku Ware. At the s air.e

tiT.e I Opo1~u ~';are ~.';a.s the son of Baffa's 8atern2.1 uncle"

Fully 2~!are of the relationship bet11een them, the alliance

the ~1';O men forged \'Tas founded Dot only on political

e~pediency b~~ 2150 on the bedrock of blood ties. The grant

of a ~ast territory to :Effo by Opoku Wars should therefore,

be see~ no~ only as 2 reC00nition of Eaf=o's contribution tc

hlS victo2..~~~ but 21~o a generous grant from I father-' to

'son' . The special relationship bet~een the ~koransahene

and the hsantehene was constantly called into play in the

dealings betl'1'een Hkorans2.. and i\s2:lte and it served 2.5 2. 9GD::

matrix for a long lasting alliance.
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tel ,he: ,\Si,nt" as Irorosil. 2j The stool hislories mentioned say

thnt ~orosa, tIle Banda I:ing, 0 contemporary of Asantehene

osei I~wadwo (1764-1777), began to seize and kill Asante

lr"aers in his territory. These acts indicate a rebellio:l

Gn the parl of Worosa. At any rale, prior to the killings

the Bandahene had announced his intent.ion not to serve

The behaviour of the Dandahene was

allegedly reported to the Asantehene l)y the Nkoransahene
-,

t~O fiB u dUe LJ j\kO[ilrISa bccam~ involved In the nanda-l\~;Llnte

war which broke out as il result of tIle maltreatment of the

Asarlte traders. Nkoran a was fullillirlg her vassal role of

fighting for Asante in her foreign wars.

The traditions have i t thal the Nkoransa could not

"withsta.nd tl the fire power of \Yorosa, King of
-c

Bi1.ncl u . LJ The

;;korallsil t.herefore retreated in desperation, their chief,

Koii BucJu, being killed in lhe process. It was th(;11 thai..

Os"i Kwndwo sent reinfon:ement under the cOlilmand of the
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Dadiesoabahene, Atobra K'·lasi. Atobra defeated and

decapitated Worosa in an encounter in "ThicL the Asante army

lost about one thousand men2i

,.
One ''lriter places the "serious "Iar" with Banda in 1770."

The writer, T.C. Mc Caskie, claims that it was in this war

that Nkoransahene, Guakro Effa I "las killed. 29 There is the

tendency for some writers to confuse the sequence of events

in the eighteenth and early nineteenth century history of

Nkoransa. Mc Caskie is one such writer. He claims that

Guakro Effa was killed in an Asante-Banda war during the

reign of Osei Kwadwo which ended in 1777." In contrast Ivor

Wilks associates the death of the same chief "lith the

central Gonja war which was fought early in the reign of

Asantehene Osei BonSl' (1801-1824). J1 'fraditional accounts,

however, suggest that the Banda war in which Nana Guakro

Effa lost his life was fought around the 1800's for,

Nkoransa chronology indicates that Nana Guakro Effa did not

die earlier than 1800. (See appendix B). One defect of Mc

Caskie's claim is that Nana Guakro Effa I ,'las not the

contemporary of Osei Kwadwo during whose reign he says that

Nkoransahene died. The contemporary of Osei Kwadwo was the

third Nkoransahene, Nana Wiafe Akenten (c.1763-1780). Ivor

Wilks' date of 1801 or 1802 for the death of Nana Guakro

Effa I is not far from correct even though the Nkoransahene

might not have died in a war with the Gonja as he asserts,:'
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TO\,'ards the end of the eighteenth century there was a

general reduction in the conflicts among the northern

provinces of Asante This situation may be partly attributed

to the relatively quiet reign of Asantehene O"ei RI'lame

(c.1777-1798) . But Nkoransa as I"ell as Banda revolted

against their overlord. JJ The rebellion by the Nkoransa,

l'Ihich I.;as crushed by Odumata or Adumata, Adumhene of Kumase

assisted by Gyaman auxiliaries,il is probably what is

recorded in Takyiman tradition. According to the tradition,

:n:oransahene Hiafe Akenten (c .1763-1780) rebelled against

Asante. It is claimed by this tradition that TaJ:yiman

played a leading role in suppressing the revolt. The revolt

Hhich according to Takyiman tradition resulted in the death

of Hiafe Akenten might have occurred about 1780 for,

Nkoransa tradition indi-ates that, that chief died around

1780. (See appendix A). The TaJ:jiman sal'l the m:oransa

rebellion as a golden oP?ortunity to take a sweet revenge on

Nkoransa who allegedly sold them out to the Asante. On this

point, the Takyiman tradition states thus:

The Nkorans.::.-Asante I'lar brought
revenge for Techiman. Nkoransa lost
his (sic) war as Techiman had lost tn
Kumasi during the time of Baffo Pim. ,J

Th8 Takyiman claim to have captured Nkoransahene Wiafe and

kept him prisoner in Takyiman pending the arrival of the

Asantehene's messengers from Kumase: Wiafe, however, blew
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himself U[ v"ith gun powder, clandestinely supplied him by

his 2.ttendants before the arrival cf the messenger from

Kumase. This is not mentioned in Nk0ronsa tradition. The

Takyiman tradition seems to confirm Bowdich's account of an

iiJ:oransa rebellion since the Nkoransahene "lia.:'e Akenten vias

for 2. time a contemporary of Asantehene Osei Kwame during

whose reign the rebellion occurred. 3! The last three years

of "!iafe Akenten (c.1763-1780), if Nkoransa traditional

chronology is .used, coincided vrith the early years of Osei

K,,/ame's reign, (c .1777-1798) .

D. The Foreign Relations of In:oransa 1800-1874

During the first three quarters of the nineteenth century

I~oransa became involved in conflicts with the Gonja, the

Gyaman and the Banda. She also began to take part in Asante

camp2.igns against the coastal states as well as the British.

In about 1802 Hkorans;: joined .\sante in a war against

central Gonja. This war formed part of a series of

conflicts "'hich took place among the major st'l.tes of the

north-west, ITItoransa, Gyaman, Banda and Gonja between 1800

and 1802. These conflicts broJ:e out follO\'/ing the

destoolment of l\santehene Osei Ri'/ame in 1798-99 2nd the

death of his successor Osei Opoku II not long after he had

been enstooled. The tv/o events immediately sparked off

rebellions in Gyaman, strongly supported by Kong and Gonja.
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!ikoransa, hm.;ever, did not rebel. The non:h-"est ,..as thro',m

into such confusion bet"een 1800 and 1802 that it is

difficul t to determine the alignment of states in the

struggles. It seems ho"ever th~t Nkoransa and others such

as the Zanzan dynastic segment of Gyaman, Nsa"kaw, Wenchi

and Banda sided ,.;ith Asante against Bole, Buna, and Kong who

were allied "ith Daboya, Gbuipe and the Yakase segment of

Gyaman. Ji

Hkoransa became involved in the "ar "ith Gonja (1802) "hen

the rulers of Gbuipe and Daboya threatened to attack her

after they had invaded and sacked the capital of Banda.

rvor Hilks has indicated that the threatened attack on

Hkoransa following the invasion of Banda - these t"o states

had close ties "ith Asa:te - were attempts by the Gonja to

restore asei Kwame to the golden stool. 33

Hilks associated the death of the eighth Nkoransahene Guakro

Effa with the central Gonja "ar. He says that Guakro Effa

"was killed "hen he led his forces out to meet the invaders.:'

Nkoransa tradition, however, asserts that the chief "as

killed in a war with the Banda. The sacred oath of the

Hkoransa is founded on this trao_ic event. (See Chap·er ~)L ~.

The chief may not have been killed in this particular war as

Wilks states, but in a related struggle "ith the Banda which

probably took place around the same time. The central Gonja
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war 1S, presumably, related to the Bote I'lars frequently

mentioned in Nkoransa tradition.!] The crushing defeat of

the Gonja by the Nkoransa army supported by a large Asante

force!! is probably, what earned the Nkoransa warrior chief

the epithet "Effa Guakro" and "Effa-a-oboo-Bote-man," (Effa

the Destroyer-of-Bote" )~1

A contemporary account by one Abu Bekr es Siddik, who was

captured by the Gyaman in a war with Buna in 1805, seems to

clear much of the confusion surrounding the death of Guakro
,"

Effa. One' version of the account') mentions "the death of

"Afl'la, SuI tan of Banda or Inkoransa, "" prior to t·he Gyaman

at tack on Buna. Another attributes the killing of this

Nkoransa chief to Adinkera of the Yakasse segment of
,:

Gyaman." The struggles in which the chief in question was

killed all occurred during the first two years, or so, of

the reign of the Asante-hene Osei Bonsu (c.1800-1824) and,

Guakro Effa was, for some time before his death a

contemporary of Osei Bonsu. It is reasonable to'assume that

the "Afwa" of Abu Bekr refers to Ef f a Guakro. This I'lr iter

is of the view that Nana Guakro Effah I was killed in a war

with Banda during the violent struggles which engulfed the

whole of the north west in 1802. The turbulence of that

year was followed by a five-year period of absolute peace.

The next conflict in which Nkoransa became involved when the

period of peace was interrupted was the 1807 Asante war with
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~ssin Atandansu and Fante in Southern Ghana. Obviously, the

conte!7lporary account of Effah' s death Ly ,\bu BeJ:r as Siddi];

was recorded before his capture in :805. Dupuis' account of

developments in the north-west during the early nineteenth

century indicates t.hat after 1802, Hkoransa did not fight

against any of the majo:- north-western states 'mtil she

joined Asante in a war against Gyaman in 1818-19. It is,

therefore, reasonable to suggest that Guakro Effah died in

1802.

Abu Bekr's account closely ties in with the Rkoransa

tradition. Significantly, none of the versions of Abu

Bekr's account associates the death of the king with a war

bet":een Hkoransa and Gonja, a northern neighbour of

m:oransa. The king was certainly killed in a war with one

of its western neighbours, most probably Banda ,·,i th whom

Hkoransa ",as in frequent conflict.

The cause of this particular Nkoransa-Banda '1ar, as stated

by W:oransa tradition, underscores the overriding influence

of Asante in determining inter-state relations among its

subject states. Hkoransa tradition claims that by the

nineteenth century Rkoransa had become a strong power in the

north-l·!est. According to the tradition, Asante became

afraid of the growing power of Nkoransa and resorted to some

underhand moves to weaken or even destroy it. For instance,
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l~unc~e~ the attack, Asante turned rot!nd 2nd asked ~'7enchi

2nd :~Sa\'i}:a\'l to change sides 8!1d help Banda to defectt
,"

:~~:or 2..itSc. ~,

7he Asante attitude is illustrative of the diplomatic

cunning by which they maintained their political power and

in:luence over their subject states. 7his issue is

discussed else~here in this chapter in relation to Ilkoransa-

3anda relations. (See pp.112 and 113). Generally, ho~,ever,

in:o::ansa proved quite indispensable to Asante for three main

::.-eaSO;1S. Firstly, ~koransa on the whole was a dependable

ally in the north-~est. Secondly, Nkoransa played the role

OI a ~{atchdog in the north ~7hile the Asante consoli~ated

their own position during the reign of Opoku Ware. Thirdly

and finally, m~oransa served as a pOl-Terful buffer bet,-reen

Asante and other northe:~ powers such as Gonja, the Erong of

Rel2tions \'lith Banda. ,-rere a major concern of Hkoransa.

Relations we~e generally strained. The conflict started

c1u:-ing the very early years of the creation of In:.oransa in

the 1720's. As Ilkoransa expanded northwards the I:intampo

3rea seems to have been the source of conflict between her

and Banda as the tl-TO states struggled over its control.

After a long tussle, Banda 3ppears to have gained control
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over a large area to the east of its territory, incl~ding

i::ntampo by the early 1820' s. .Joseph Dupuis in 1824

·observed that Banda overran many areas after the Asante

subjugation of Gyaman in 1819 and established a "frontier

l:pon the river"n (1. e. The Black Volta river) Y During the

central Gonja war of 1802, Nkoransa and Asante forces drove

the Gonja, who had been living south of the Black Volta,

across the river. The river, thus, became the northern

boundary of llkoransa territory. Dupuis' account of the

Banda establishing a "frontier upon the river," therefore,

indicates a take over of parts of Nkoransa's territory up to

the southern bank of the Black Volta. The Banda achievement

Vias at the expense of Nkoransa and Gonja. c_ Dupuis referred

to Eint2mpo as being in Banda); and even the capit-al of that

state. :: llkoransa however seems to have regained control

over Kintarnpo towards the middle 1820's when the Banda went

into exile in Euna.~; ~he Banda were accused of cowardice

by Asante following a campaign against Gy~man. The Banda

were fined heavily for this but they refused to pay and left

their home for exile in Bun2.

Nkoransa 2150 became involved in Asante wars in the south

in the nineteenth century. In 1807, Nkorans2, as well as

other northern provinces were called upon to contribut.?

contingents to support an Asante expedition against Assin

l-.tanc1ansu and Fante. The involvement of l\l\:oransa in tiv?
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Hkoransa I S campaign.s became a ',712-::"/ ir:1pcr:.a:1t

ind=:: :"'n determining its rc.n1~ afiiong 2.11 the various states

,,;hi~h forrried the Asante empire. This \Jas particularly so

\.,r."'I"l Hkoransa itself deri\'ed v",ry little benefi", if any,

from campaigns ag~inst such distant enemies. Generally, thE

co~tribution of a state to the \'Tar effort of Asante \1aS an

iw~8rtant criterion for determining its status in Asante

scheme of things.

?rom all indications ~koransa played a very prominent role

in the 1807 and subsequent Asante c2f:lpaigns against its

southern neighbours. Fo~ example Nkorans2's force in the

Asante war ,~ith Fante ~1as about 10,000 soldiers.:: Itkoransa

did not contribute for specific camp3igns :.:a.ther, ' ~ \',r C. S, .l.e

given pel·manent p' _. in the Asant£ nation2,1 "a ..:..c:. e 2.ri7.y ..

~koransa l~as thus, regarded as a p~:ovince ,·;hich \1aS almost

equal in status \;ith me~ropoli~an Asante states. The state

assigned to the liifa divisj.on.:' 1326

;.J:c.r~ta.lTtansu \';ar the Hi\.oransahene \',72.S a g~ner2,1.:~

suggests that the Nkoransa army had distinguished

the 1806/07 campaign in the south.

Event3 follol';ing the participntion of Xkorans~ ~a~ces in ttc
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J..:~2:"~ its parti::ip2..tion in the J..kc..ntaD,=..nsu i'ia:r T~~:o::2ns2

SEem2 to have adopted a fOI'eign policy dovoid of cc~flicts.

'~11a--)\ "-=~ '- 11c-~ between 1830 and 1860 apparently contributed to
.-

this sittl2..~ion.:~

E. ITkoransa-Asante Relations: Widened Scope

In the course of the ninetE'enth century I ties betvreer:

Rkoransa and Asante strengthened progressively. These ties

became particularly strong during the reign of Asantehene

:::ofi Karikari (1867-1874). Within the scope of stronger

links, Nkoransa played very active and significant roles in

various aspects of Asante national life. As 2.1ready

indicated its military service to I\sante \':as ,especially

notable. Several observers have noted the existence of

distinctions in the subject states within peripheral or
"'Greater Asante' ~1 Thl status of each subject state and the

privileges it enjoyed were determined mainly by its

contribution towards

campaigns.

the success of Asante military

ilkoransa is one state which gained a number of privi~eges

and tax exemptions as a result of its close relationship

with Kumase.!! The ITkoransahene, apart from being exempted

[rom paying tribute, was himself made responsiJ)le for tIle

collection of tributes in the Grusi wedge area of the ncrth-
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TT}:or C.TISa. earned other p~ i v ileges through its

"mili tary genit.:s For e:~3m~le during t!18

early 1870's the Iikoransahene lIas given one of the senior

commands in the Asante army. At the time, "all senior

cornmands were apparently assigned to office holders from

-::he metropolitan region."" Apart from dist~nguished

military service on the battlefield, IH:oransa made

substantial contributions in terms of men in times of war.

In this area it ranked almost equal to the leading Amanto.

For instance, the Adansehene could produce only 1,000 men

for the 1873-74 war but Nkoransa, Dwaben, Hampon and Bekwae

supplied beh/een 10,000 and 15,000 men each.:;

Nkoransa's status and role in the Asante government was,

thus, greatly enhanced by its military achievements. By

1840 at least one observer, ~.B. Freeman, considered

Nkoransa one of the larg"r pl'ovinces of Asante ." In ranking

the larger provinces, Freeman rated Dwaben first and Kokofu
" .

Fiftl1. The other three ~rere I~koransai Mampon and BeJ~\1ae. ~

.."n .._I in fact, substituted Nkoransa for Nsuta normally the

fifth largest state.'L

Agnes Aidoo observes that the assessment of Nkoransa as one

of the larger provinces of ',sante made it "equal in status

to the great Amanto. 1l~3 It may; hO\'lever I be suggc'sted that

NI:oranSB could be regarded as equal to the Amanto only in
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terns o~ its military role in Asants. This role earned it

considerable privileges but at best, it could be dpscribed

as the "leading inner province," for, it \'Tas strictly

regarded as an
-,

inner province" and never a metropolitan

s:ate, though it shared most of the qualifications of the

;;koransa exercised considerable influence on the internal

politics of Kumase. During the reign of Asantehene Kofi

Karikari, the Nkoransahene Guakro Effa II, widely known as

Ata Fa, \qas very influential in the Asantehene's councils

"and demonstrated great ability and skill on the

battlefield. II;: In recognition of Ata Fa's distinguished

services, Karikari conferred court honours on him. The

decorations included gold sandals, state umbrella and other

articles ':;hich, ':;hen made in gold, I'lere, under Asente custom

normally beyond the ra k of 1rJ.:oransa.:: ',ccording to the

Omanhene of likoransa one of the tunes performed by the

hornblo\'Ters of his state on important occasions recalls the

honours conferred on the Nkoransahene by Kofi Karikari. The

tune goes:

Hwan na ode maa me?
Kofi Karikari na ode maa me.
Hwan na ode maa me?
Ohene Karikari na ode maa me.
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'1\"110 ga,-e it :0 II'C:'~

~ofi ~~ritnri gave
i~:ho ga\-(' it to me';
~ing ~arikari gave

1 t t 0 r:1l' :

1 t t 0 me

.,. q
L •• .-\ugust .\san t chene Bonsu

cxtl-gorJiIlar}- session of Asallteni~n X]lyiaillu (Asnnte XntiOJlnl

.-\~s(:lllbly) . to discuss a nalional emergency situntion

Six lending states joined thc Kumase

~safohene to deliberate on tIle maLLcr. Xkorarlsa \~as one of

the six key states which took pllrt in these important

- ,.. +- •
l.I_'11DC[2Llons. :\11 tilc rC'maining fi\-e states \iampon.

5C~=\\'LlC. I-.:okofu. Agona and Asulllcnya \\"ere metropolitan

.-\santc states.' The :\Slinteman Xl1yiamu. whose mcetings tIll'

:\koransnhcne attl-'nded was the highl'st dccision-mn.king body
.

i n :\ s It n t c . ,':

::!:oransa's influcnce \\' s nut oniy felt in the t;1ternill

P l) 1 i t i (' S 0 f t.: II lil a s c but [t 1~ \,) i n t; 1L' \l red 0 f .\ san t E:'- (1 i P 1C'I!:l11 C y .

In 1S76, for instance the Xkoransahcnl' was ;.)n a high-

l!ulIl':ln s~lcri[icl.'."

Thu~.l. in the Cl.)UrSl' of thl.' ninctCl'Ilth CL'ntury. Xkor ..1I1SC;-

:\:-,':(lItl' rc·1alll1l1S became strl,)ngcr i.1 i1(l closer. 1'11 \:'

l rC'Jl:~t Itc'ned tic s l"csultl·d
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CHAPTER THREE

HOTES

1. Ivor Wilks, Asante in the Hineteenth Century,

(Cambridge, 1975), p.54. Wilks refers to Asante's

subject states to its north as 'Septentrional'

provinces and those to its south as 'meridional'

provinces. Wilks' use of the two terms is appropriate

for the description of the Asante empire during the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

2. T.C. Hc Caskie, "The Reality of Asante Pmler in the

Horth", Seminar Paper, (LA.S., Legon, 1968) p.2: J.7..

Fynn, "The Structure of Greater Ashanti: Another View,"

Transactions of the Historical Society of Ghana,

Vol.XV(i), 1974, p 15.

3. Jack Goody, "Introduction: Ashanti and the Horthwest",

Supplement No.1 to Research Review (I.A.S. Legon 1965)

pp.13 and 14.

4. C.Y. Boateng, The Oral Traditions of Nkoransa (I.A.S.,

1966) p.26.

5. H. J. Hobbs, "History of Nkoransa" The Gold Coast

Review, Vol.3, 1927, p.119: Also see the same author,

ADH 11/1302, National Archives of Ghana, Accra.

6. Jack Goody, "Ashanti and the North"lest" p.13.
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7. Boateng, op.cit., pp.78 and 79: Joseph Dupuis, Journal

of a Residence in Asantee, (London, 1~24) p.Lii:

Goody, "Ashanti and the Northl'lest," p.36.

8. Goody, "Ashanti and the North1'lest" p. 4: Hc Caskie,

"Reality of Asante POHer" p.2.
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~f'74-~900

n. The Rorther~ States and Vanquished
Asante After 1874

In 1874 the British invaded and defeated Asante. The event

ultimately had a revolutionary effect on l!koransa's

relations with Kumase. Of all the hinterland states and

peoples I only the 1H:oransa did not rebel immediately against

defeate~ Asante. It remained loyal up to the early 1880's

\ihen it teok steps tOl'lards secession from Asante.

Several states and peo~les in the north who rebelled against

l\sante after its defeat in 187{ \'lere given considerable

support by the government of the Gold Coast. British

involvement in the subsequent developments of this area

significantly altered the content of IIkoransa-Asante

relations as \'lell as 1H:oransa's dealings '!lith its other

neighbours. From 1874 the emphasis on 11koransa-l,sante

relations shifted from political expediency to mutual

economic well being. This change of emphasis became

necessary as a result of certain u'nfavourable developments I
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particularly, in the north-east which seriously affected,

the Asante northern trade and, thus, had severe consequences

on her economr.

One of the developments 11hich had an adverse effect on

Asante northern trade was the blockade, by Atebubu and its

Brong allies, of the north-eastern trade route to Salaga,

the main outlet of Asante commodities, particularly kola

nuts, e):ported to external markets in Hausaland. The

closure was assisted or supported by others such as the

rebel chief of D"/aben, Asafo J..gyei. For instance, the Brong

and Asafo Agyei's messengers maltreated Asante .messengers

accompanying the ?rench merchant, Bonnat, I'lho vias on a

mission to Salaga in late 1875.'

Anticipating a possible Asante military response to their

action, the Brong be0an to seek protection from the Gold

Coast colonial authorities by sending gifts of ivory and

gold dust to them at the coast. 2 As a matter of urgent

defence, they, under the leadership of the fetish priest of

the Dente deity at Krakye, formed a defensive anti-Asante

confederation. ~ Hkoransa joined this coalition in the

1880's when she also revolted against Asante, though she did

not become very active in the confederation until the early

1890's.
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~~ t~e extreo2 north-east the~e were mare violent re-actions

.I.- ,....... defeat of Asante. In Salaga, ;~sante's largest market

in the north, several Asante resident traders were allegedly

cassacred and others imprisoned.! According to Jack Goody,

these re·,;olts ·l'ierc repc>rtedly at the instigation of the

rebellious D;'jabenhene \';ho through ~is allies at A.tebub~,

20ntrclled the north-sas tern route.: It seems, however,

that the pee-pIe of Salaga on their o\·;n gave concrete

expression to t~eir resentment of the strict Asante control

ever the town. Far in Yendi, where Asante control was less

rigid, t~e Asante residents there 'isre not Dolested.: As a

result of all these develop~ents in the north-east all trade

b2tl·:een that 2.re2. and the south-eastern coast, betHEen Accra

and Lose \~as diverted via the Volta and this meant great
.

loss to .;sante in t€:r _'.. S of trade revenue. J

~lli~ase a~so l03t control over the trade bet,ic9n The north-

a~d the south-western coast as direct trade contacts

V~€~e established be~Heen Cape Coast and BonduJ.:u.:' Eitherto

the ;'.sante had ah,ays sought to prevent such contacts in

order to Daintai~ their control over the gold supply 3nd ~he

t~ade in such comm~dities as salt and ,{eapons.:

In the course of 1375 it becace increasingly clear that the

t~3de blockade against Asante in the north-east and extrece

n8rth-\{est had been quite effective. :'koransa there [c::.-':;



remained the only state in thp. Asante hinterland ,·:hich

could provide an autlet for Asante commodities, particularlY

kala nuts, which were exported to external markets in the

north.

The successful maintenance of the economic blockade mounted

by states in the north-east and north-west was, largely,

made possible through diplomatic exchanges between them and

the British at the coast. These transactions were conducted

through various missions sent into those areas by the

British from 1876. 10 In those diplomatic exchanges, the

colonial government "Ias not interested in political rule.

Rather:

its concern was to encourage increasing
trade between them and the coast, to open
ne,,, routes "Ihich "lOuld. skirt l ...shanti and thus
break the monopoly of Ashanti entrepreneurs of
the North-:outh trade which had before 1874,
been supported by Ashantt military and political
domination of the area.'

The support given by the British to the states to the north

of Asante resulted in a significant weakening of Asants's

Political authority and influence in the area.

Consequently, two important centres of power developed in

the area. In the north-east w~s the loose federation of

Brong states with its political and spiritual capital at

IZral:ye. A similar role "las played in the north-"Iest by the
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~3 ~e~tioned in tIle previous c~~pter, t~G control of

2fter 1819. But, ~lhen ~koransa recovere~ the tOV1D froQ the

13.ter ~-hc~Y '-'r·n ....... -'~)l" p"s'nAc' ~h" n:::lC',c~ntL~L_. J. I 1..-- '- JJc,;, J. I d ~'-" '"' '-' '--"~ -

~ar~et to I:un8G in about the ffiid-1830's.~: It is from Runso

tl~at the ITI2rket Vlas pushed back to Kintampo in 1375.

':intampo's position as a long-standing rest-stop for

~2rchants ~:ho traded south 112S one of several factors ~7hich

influenced its choice. T.C. Me Caskie also gives a number

of factors 11hich dgt~rmined the choice of ~intampo as ~,

L118

place to establish the kola market. According to him

:imi~ation of choices after 1874; absence of profound

disturbance at Kintampo over a long period, and reasonable

ease in the defence of the to,~n 211 influenced its choice as

~7i~hi~ a relat~vEly ~ho=t peri0d r~nta~po ros.~ ~o become ~

bust:ing commercial centre. I~"lame Arhin observes tllUS:

3i~ce kola V73S the trade staple of
markets of the hsha~ti hinterland and
th~ centre of other ~~:changes and
Kintampo was itEe:~ situated in the tola
prOdlJcing district of I;1~oransaJ

as well as having the economic and
political patronagE o~ the rest of A£l:anti,
she outst~ipp~d Sal~ga in commercial
ir;"lportaDce by 183·~. (.
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i~ i';c.S:

~h~ principa: Q~rket in this
part of .;£r icc.. (~

~~ ~l~a olJserved:

traders from Timbuctoo, the
country behind Sierra Leone
Gaman, Salagha and the interior
constitute a popu12tion varying
from 30,000 ':.0 ';0,000."

3y ~i~by's estimates the resident Asante population in the

He further observed that th~

Garket was important for ivory and for

~Ianchester goods, silk thread,
cutlery, and brass ~,are, guns
and gunpowder, salt ~nd a small
quc.ntity of spirit;::: .. ~

corr::nerc~al interests against the threat presented by the

rebel north-eastern Brong coalition as well as the loss of

the market 8a1aga in 1375. Economic e;:pediency thus

;::EcamE a recipe for strengthened re2.c,tions bet\'lee!'"~ Ij!:o:-ansa

and Asante after 1874. In the ~anagement of the ::intarn?0

~artet, therefore, the Ykoransahene and the Asant0hene co-

operated \·lel2.. They both appointed resident officials to

colle(~t tolls and maintain peace and order at ~he ~arket
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In the ensuing

struggle the ~akyimc.n \'iere -over\'lh~lITlec1 and the:r chief

- ".to..Lle, fled to Gyame.n. Hi tt the 2.ssistance of

~gyeman, the chief of Gyaman, K\'rabena Fofie, attempted to

;-ega:'..n his country but l'Iithouc. success .2~

c!~ the extreme north-l'Jest another struggle erupted I'Ihich

threw the area into confusion. Nkoransa felt the

rsverbere.tions of the struggle which involved the states of

Badu, Seikl'la, Banda, Iisoko and Gyaman. The conflict which

\~as initially, IJetween Badu and Seik\1a eventually came to

involve the other states in the area as Banda and l~so1:o

rallied to the support of Badu 11hile Gyaman thre~l its 11eight

be~inc1 Seikl'la. The struggles ca.used a grea:' c1ec~l of

displaceiilent 0: peoples ir- the area \'lith refugees from

Nsoko, Badu and Banda, under pressure from Gyaman, retiring
..

to Longero under the ~:ctection of the Nkoransahene.': Tc

restore order in the area, the Ilsc:ntehene jecided "to s8nd

a peace-keeping force of 3,700 soldiers into the north-west

in the dry :"eason of 1880-81. ",: During the same seaSO:1 in

1881-82, :r-~ko:ransa allol'led Kumase to use Kintampo as a

military base. The camp was, howe'rer, established with no

other intention th2,n "to make a token sho\" of force, ,,~:

probably to intimidate the aggressive Gyamanhene, Agre~an,

i~1 orcer to preven~ him :l-on, making further..
E2,nda. :'.
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Asante neighbours }J8Came over~hado~'jed by nev! developmen~s lD

he~ relations \'!ith Asante. The generally excellent

relations which had long existed between ~koransa and Asante

had began to deteriorc.te after the mid - 1870' s. This

de"lelopment s~emmed from the high-handed rule of Mensa Bonsu

~:hich adversely affected IikoraDsa. The harsh rule of l<ensah

30nsu, derived from severe economic difficulties unleashed

on the Kumase government as a result of the 1873-74

convulsions.

The 1872-73 Asante campaign in the south and the counter

British attc.ck in 1874 had exhausted the King's coffers.

I2poverished by 2 serious short-fall in imperial resources

c.nd frustra.ted by imperial crisis, the Hensa Bonsu regime

"resorted to force, e:·:tortion and poli ticc.l violence. ,,;:

Court fines and tolls on goods in transit were increased

abnorclally. " 'ihe first contrituted to the outbreak of

revol ts in the sout!1':rn distr icts of metrop0li tan Asante

while the second aroused disaffection in Ilko~ansa towards

I-~umase . .:: From the late 1870's Nkoransa began to quietly

drift towards the eastern B~ong confederation. Under

diplomatic pressures e:-:erted by secessionist lE:ade2:s i:1

Atebubu and Krakye, r;toransa assumed a semi-autanomc.u~

..
posture vis-a-vis the Kumase government."
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In re-action to l·fensa Bonsuls h~rsh. policies, p?rticu:2rly

~h8 ·2:·:to!"tioDate tariffs pl?,ce,c1 on her

hsan~~, r;koransa c~osed tI1S great road lil1:~in0 ~:0mase ~lith

the flouris~ing comme~cial centre of r:intampo. The road vras

:losed c,~ I:ofiasE, nE:a.:" DO:.1~:rCJ E~':Vianta, some seventeen

some time in the 1831-1882

"Feriod,-· Some Kkoransa traditional accounts attribute the

closure of the road to a particular incident involving some

According to the accounts the

ClOSiJl"e 1,-,'2,3 decl3.rec1 ~o be very temporary, pending th~

, ,
~ssue.~ This 15 a modification of an

officicl Go~d Coast r2port describing the successful

diversio=-~ of trado? in Nkoransa trlrough Atebubu,' K\'7ahu a.nd

The report, according tc Francis Ag})odeka,

i::--lc1ic.:.tes thc:.t iTkoransa help·2d-prob3.bly the British - to

close the Ther ~ are o~her facto::::- i'ihich might have

influenced ilkoro.nsa I s action. rirstly, the closure Has

possibly in protest ag3inst the several demands made on the

IikO!'ansahene, hta. ?2~, For example, !{ensa Bonsu insisteC on

.&-"- -.... .:.,:. '::' extradition of certain men in Nkoransa \'rho \7~~G "r&~tsd

~Iensa 30nsu's persistent demands SGem to ha~:0

f;'en€rated anc( '.L • ,.' ,IncenSl;:lec. SI? ce2:S ion is t a~1i tCltion i r:

~ikor,?"nsa. T:-le situatien also appears to have drcn·rn Til:orc.r..s(\
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C~ma~Js on ~~koransa, the :7J:oransal1ene threat811ed to transfer
.-

his allegianc~ to Gyam8.TI. ~~ This threa.t came after the

Gy~man victory over Banda in ."',..,,.,
..!..GC-L, • There is nc evidence,

:-:.C- 1,·Tev-?r, that :n:oransa 3!1cl G~lam,3..n did take any concret'?

steps tc fOl-ge close links bet\'Teen them. Hkoransa kept

2loof from the civil ~lars in Gyaman vlhile the latter sho"led
."

n(J i:-lcli!12,tion to cOrlle to the aid of Hkor2,Dsa. ~£

In spite of the threat of secession I rlkoransa \1a5 not too

teen on severing relations with Asante. The lTkoransahene

hael indic2.tec1 that once his grievances \'lere· :avourably

'"
ad~resse~ ~e "lould restore his allegiance to Kumase.~: He,

in facti did so ~lhen, during the sh8rt reign of Kwaku Dua
..

II, his grievances Her...:. redressed in 1881.:~ The restoration

of normal ties bEt~leen Nkoransa and Asante "las achiev~d,

partl,', through the intervention of Brando!l Kirby, the

colonial official who visited Kumase and the interior

l)l"ov:nces of AS2nte froiTI January to April 188~. During

~~Yby's visit to I1kor2nsa he held several meetings ~ith the

~koransahene and his sub-chiefs on the issue of the closu=:

of the road. In the discussions, he impressod on ti1'c

i;c:oransa the desirabHity and prc.fitability of allo'::in"

~radt?r~ to pass th:=-ough their territory again.
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,.
:',iLt"l;-;"PO in i\koransa, ,: By 1884 3 I 000 to 4 I 000 i\ S 3 nt e

..
t!:uclers had taken IIp residence j~1 Ki_ntampo.:·' i\s a result

of the presence of these traders, Nkoransa's ruhber and gold

enterpris(?s flourished.::: By 1892, traders fro'll the coast

haa become aware of the rubber-producing potential of

I;~;oransa and w"re \·rell involved in its rubber trade:'

Thollgh the movement for secession ~:as considerably strong in

r;~;oransa during the early 1880' s, the Nkorc.nsahene, Ata Fa,

did not show absolute commitment to the complete severance

of relatiCins \·;ith }:umase. He, therefore, did not take

advantage of the succession crisis a~d its attendant

divisions in metropolitan Asante follo,~ing the deposition of

.. ...............

..!...OC'.J to assert independence .

acti' involved in the dispute, strongly

support ing hi s long-standing fa.\-Oi.-lrite I
•• £.
hO.:.l

K2ri1-:ari, "lho joiner' the contest for the Cjolden stool.

Other prominent central Asante states vlhich too1: the same

position as r~koransa ~lere r·rampoD, r;suta, rokafu and Agona.

I7koransa and these states \18re al! advocates of thE rights

of the s~c.tI"::'S :'0 increased. laCE,:!. c..utonomy \'ihicI1,

::o.r ika!" i. :~ Thus, At ,3. Fa, apparen.tly p:r.-::-ferrec1 I2nlar'J"(~c1

autonomy for ITkoransa to total s~paration from J\san~e.
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The I:ofi Kal'i}:ari constitl1G~CY \,."EtS, !10\'leVer, Jutm2.nouVrect,

~irst, through the intrigues of a co~c!iial governm~nt

official, Captain Barro~r, and finally 1)1 rnea~f of ~ nlilitary

action of the rival Kwaku DUB fac~ion led by the

Al:yempemhene of Kumase vrhich led to tIle J:illing of several

of KariJ~ari's supporters inclu~ing a leading adherent, the
. ,

!'!3ITiponhene F\'iame Ac1\'lete 1:;a. > In spite of the failure of

~koransa's favourite candidate to win the contest for tile

golden stool, the Nkoransahene expressed his preparedness to

remain loyal to Kumase. His continued allegiance to Kllmasi

apparently stemmed from his desire to sea Kintampo continue

to play the mi.ddleman role ill the Asante-I~ortllernkola trade

from whicl1 he received substantial revenue.

Ata Fa died in 1885 a~d ~ras succeeded l)y Kofi Baffo, ,':idely

known a~ I:ofi hbamo. Rafi Abamo '1ho ruled for only forty

days also favoul'ed con~_inuec1 attachmt.;nt to !\UlllaSE-.

bi' the rnic1-182,O' s the movement ic.'r sc,,~'essio:: \.,rhich had

started quietly in I7koransa politics from the late lS70's~~

~ad \'!on substantial support. The ne~t Nlcoransallene, r:wasi

OPO~'U Kata):yie, (K~r2si PoJ:u) (1885 to c.1388) \135, hO\'10Ver
i

nClt a tllcrough-bred secessionist.

,:ri::-,is ",hich began in 1834 and culminc,tec1 in the electiJ:', 0:

reflls(·d to declare l1is sllpport for "any of tIle cont~est211t2 to
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.L- 1, ,~.
L. •• '_

7he sL2cession crisis in ::umase aLd its ccnssquent ci~ril "Tar

':Ocli tion."

In:or ans a. ' s

c_ II
.. ,...,""""
..:.. c·..: C I th·~ .r:rerr:peh I had reaS 1JDS to doubt

the

r:vc~l,

'dz"inl: !etist' vlith hi~i to give proof

Th~ In:or2.ns2,h0r~'=-' ·:"2.:~.

evasive in his response to Prempeh's r~quest.

go to ::'J,Illc.SE: to drink the fetish. .L .~__ I.

--~~;~-
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c. oth~::

refusal cf total allegic.TIce ~.:.o

policy 0: reconstruction in the early 1890's.

~2,3g GY2.m?rl ~laC: sigJ.:.ec"~ G. t.rec,ty of protectior... \·,'itb the

British.:~ 1890 ,\t.ebubu alsc, ente!>2c1 in~o

.,
similar pa.ct \'lith the Bri.tish governiilent.> By the end of

1890 the British had succeeded in placing 2. limitatio~ on

tIle consolidation am1)itions of the Asante. The·British had

also 'secured a jumping-board for further expansion in the

hinter land. ,,: ~ "7i th the ~'\kc<rans ahene 's de f iuDce of ?rempe hi

tIle Rumase government fa~ed the tllreat of 3 possil~le

emergence of a coalition of dissiden~ subject s"'l:c,tes

e v"en-"ll' :ir,- .... Cl·.-,.~<""" "'-he '~n~l' re "S"11"ce '.·1]'_~. "ce:-1,".,'_'1'"l•• L .\.. 1~~ C1. u::::-;:> L . "- I,. _ '\ '-, ~.L _ _ '- frori; the

north-east to the north-\·.'es~.:: \'!hen, the::cfo::..-e!

Governor of the Gold C02St in I,rarch 18~1, ,~ :': t. C' n (1 c: ,j

invit~tion tel the AS2ntehene to place 2:1 11is t21'rito~jes

under the protection of tIle Eritish J Prempeh \';2:" giverl f~~~

Sllpport in council to tak~ imn10diate actioi1 to aSS21:\.

ftlll control of Kumase over Kkcr2nsa.~
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In late 1888 Nkoransa was attacked by Hampon. The reason

lolas that in September of that year, Hampon had rebel"led

against Prempeh and the Hamponhene, Owusu-Sekyere, asked the

Rkoransa to assist him against the Asante. Nkcransa and

Mampon had taken the same position during the Kofi Karikari-

Kwaku Dua struggle in 1883. Nkoransa had also not

definitely supported Prempeh during the succession crisis of

1884-1888. Owusu Sekyere therefore, hoped to ',.,in the

Kwasi Poku. demonstrated his willingness to assist Prempeh

to support the Asantehene did not please the advocates of

secession among his subjects vlho seem to have assumed a

with troops to fight the rebel Mamponhene. This willingness

Instead,

Huch to Sekyere's chagrin, the

Nkoransahene refused to rally to his support.

support of Nkoransa .

dominant position in Nhlransa at this time. Consequently,

Kwasi Poku committed suicide to av·)id destoolment. ii

. 1

I
I,
I

j

i
I
I
I

I
Heamlhile, before the death of the Nkoransahene the Hampon

rebellion had been crushed by an Asante force under the

chief of Edweso, Afrane. Mamponhene Owusu Sekyere fled with

some of his followers to Atebubu. is From his base at

Atebubu, Sekyere prepared to attack Nkoransa for refusing to

help him in his rebellion against Kumase. It i'ras dur ing

this period of tension between Nkoransa and Mampon that

llkoransahene Kwasi Poku died. He had become so distressed

by the opposition to his regime that he even planned to
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exterminate the entire royal house including himself and the

Queen-mother. \'lhen his plan failed - the Queen-mother had

got "rind of it - he blel'l himself up '-lith gun-poi'lder. 70

On the death of KI-rasi Poku, the Hamponhene, assuming he

could exploit the internal troubles in lTkoransa, massed

troops and marched through Ejura to invade Hkoransa. The

likoransa turned to Kumase for help but none came. In spite

of the failure of Kumase to come to their aid, the Ilkoransa

s"liftly mustered their forces to face Hampon. In the

decapitated may be doubted since it was, probably, the same

Sekyere "rho 1-!aS a refugl, e in Atebubu ,-rhen the Ilkoransa went

into exile in the area in 1393. 72

ensuing confrontation, the Mampon forces were routed on the

ria river and Sekyere retreated to Atebubu. 71 The claim by
I

I
I,
i
I

I
I
I
I

certain 1H:oransa accounts that the Hamponhene was

B. The Nkoransa-Asante War (1392-93) and After

Hkoransahene X"lasi Opoku Katakyie (K1'Iasi Poku), I-las

succeeded by EffaXofi (or Kofi raj who in priv~te life was

knmlD as Kofi Du. The ne"l chief Has brought into office on

account of his anti-Asante stance. During his reign, the

issues involved in the political conflict in m:oransa

by Prempeh, to SHear the allegiance 1'!hich h1'1asi Poku had

crystallized. This became evident'Hhen he was called uponI
I
I
I refused in 1883. Xofi ra too refused, partly because he
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?:::o}::1c:bly, felt that the :~J-:o:-ansa hac] been be~_rcryed by i:UL:"i2\S'-=

r.,_ :::l-C., -~ l':)"'~l'ansa hoa' "temon-4- --t"c1 l'"5 lc,'.':O,',7",·, "',:"~" rr;fuc..··.i.nr.'.... l; _, '- • .,L .... ';:;: .... , ~ J c~ \.. ~ ;::: L..I.. et c:;, .... _ ... '-' _ '---.:. __ .; - ~ - - '

~~ support a }1ampon rebellion, Pr~mpel1 failed to come to the

a:..c of in~.oransa. Eofi Fa began to 1001: for allie::: in

2nticipation of an hsante attack.

bet~'leen pro ane anti-Asantists.

HJ:or2nS2 Has c1ivic1r:d

:he pro-hsante elements in Nkoransa argued on historical and

tr2ditiona~ g~0unds for a re-affirmation of political ties

"he secessionists \'iho favoured joining the

rebel Brong Alliance, on the other hand, emphasised the need

£or economic well-being and internal stability and security

which, they argued, ~lould only be guaranteed when Iikoransa

attoinec co~plet~ independence from AS3nte. A major

grievaf;.ce of ~he secessionists \'las r:Ur.lase' s decision

the of \·/enchi. The Henchi

Ii'.2ri:et, ~h~y felt, the e:·:pense of

:71~or2nsa's own at ;:intaQpo and th~s direc~ly threatened the

econor"y of Titor 0.n3 a. 'w The policy tc develcn the Wenchi

market and the failure of Kumase to give military support to

iTkorc.rlsa c1ur in9 the 1888-29 Hampon attack ensured

election of a secessionist carldidate, Yofi Fa.

;.fter ::ofi -.=Co had refused to commit his all~gi2.!1r::-8

Asanteh8ne h~d d~manded, he went ahead to take ot11er defi~nt
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I
I

5~eps. For instance, he ~efused to send the annual tribute
'/

of 30 young men and 30 yo~ng womsn to serve the A~antehene.'·

The Rkoransa rebellion presented a serious threat to

Asante's economic interests in Kintampo and Wenchi and also

to Kumase' s relations v;ith other northern states. The

Nkoransahene went further to conclude a definite alliance

with the leaders of the Brong coalition in 1892. 15

By the middle of 1892, the British policy of isolating

Asante economically, in the interior, seems to have been

quite effective. After inadvertently losing the bulk of the

trans-Volta trade through Krakye, to the Germans, the

British ;'Iere forced to e}:pand their mm interest in the

north-,.,est. They had already concluded treaties of

protection ;'Iith Gyaman and Atebubu. In 1892, Governor

Griffith brought Kin~.ampo to the notice of the colonial

office .15 Further, in the early 1390' s Nkoransa had the only

viable rubber plantation besides some gold and ivory. The

full control of Nkoransa was therefore, a pre-condition for

the economic reconstruction of Asante. 11 The move by the

Brong allies and the British to control Kintampo market and

block all the northern roads as well as channel the flow of

trade from the north-;'Iest to the western parts of the colony

via routes beyond the control of the Asante government

precipitated the invasion of Nkoransa by Kumase in August
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1892. For, the loss of Ukoransa to the British would mean

the complete encirclement of Asante by British territories

as well as the economic strangulation of Kumase.

On realising that war with Asante was inevitable,

Nkoransahene Kofi Fa began to distribute gifts to secure

alliances. He first turned to his friendly eastern

neighbours. To the spiritual leader of the Brong

Confederation, the fetish priest of Krakye, he sent twelve

slaves and a quantity of gold. In response, the priest sent

charms and medicated gun-powder to Kofi Fa. The help the

Nkoransahene received from the Atebubu, his main eastern

allies Ivas far below his expectation. The Atebubuhene,

Kwabena Asante \'las reluctant to assist Ukoransa because,

under the terms of the treaty of Protection signed between

the British and Atebubu in 1890, he could not go to war

with another state Wilhout firs~ apprising and seeking the

approval of the colonial governmsnt. Under pressure from

the fetish priest of Krakye, and two of his 0wn principal

councillors, hO\'lever, Kwabena Asante agreed to send some men

to help Kofi Fa. He sent only thirty men who, he told the

colonial government, were to watch the frontiers of

Atebubu. 1B
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The Nkoransahene also expected the support of the colonial

government. He therefore sent to bf!9 the Governor in Accra

to:

take him under the protection of the
Queen, and as an earnest of his declaration
he sent (Koto aban mu) four tusks of ivory and
12 paraguin~ of gold (value £86) to the
government.

The governor, however, did not grant the request for

protection, for the British had not adopted a 'forward

policy' towards the extension of its rule to the interior. SO

In her search for allies Nkoransa got the full and active

support of Mo, Abease and Prang, 81

In the initial engagement Nkoransa and its allies were

outmanouvred when Asante and its allies, Banda and Wenchi,

cut off the Mo at the rear of Nkoransa. The Nkoransa forces

under Kwame Twea, as ;isted by Abease and Prang accepted

battle in that situation. The fo~ces of Nkoransa and Asante

clashed in the marshes of Kumfa where the Kumase army

Suffered severely from the fire of the
In:oransa in the swamps and marshes in the
neighbourhood. Three hundred of them were
taken prisoners and slain by the Nkoranzas
and they retired to Kumase while the l,koranzas ,
returned to their country burned by the Kumasis. c2

The Nkoransa refer to the area where the Asante "ere

defeated in the first phase of the 1892-93 war as Aav~_fenA,
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"seize S\'iords"), indir;ating their victory over

r.umase.

After this phase of the "Iar, Fkoransa turned its attention

on Banda. Hi th the help of Ho and Atebubu the Ilkoransii

attacked and defeated Banda. This Vlar was one of reprisal

against the Banda for helping the l\sante against Ilkoransa. ZJ

In the course of these developments the Hamponhene, Sekyere,

came into the picture. He attempted a mediation move,

ostensiblY, to bring peace between TIkoransa and Asante but

the move turned out to be phoney. Tired of his stay in

l,tebubu as a refugee, Se}:yere "las anxious to secure the

pardon of Prempeh to enable him to return to Hampon. To

this end, he "!anted to e}:ploit the strained relations

betvleen Ilkoransa and Kumase. He, therefore, covertly

represented to ?rempe"b. that he ,-:ould secure th" subjugation

of the revolting Kkoransa and '-Iork out the re-annexation of
, ,

eastern Brong to ~sante from his base at Atebubu.o, As a

resul t of the recent ':Far with Hkoransa, Sekyere could not

deal directly with the Jlkoransahene. Knowing the immease

influence the Dente Oracle exercised over Ilkoransa affairs,

however, Sekyere tried to use the Dente priest to achieve

his objectives. He sent his messengers to sell his peace

initiative to the priest.
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!I
pric:::t. GYl:l-;t r,~d1j.

suspicious of S('}:~'erc's intcn:}on. r'::jc{-.:t..:cl lllL' :::t;~~:(::)~i'..lI:

Sekycre. l!e t c i (~ t llr.: ~'Ii.ll:lpOnhc~l('· 5

Your King has fOUg:lt ,,-ith the
King of Ashanti. ill.' also fou~l1t

wit h tile kin g 0 f Xk 0 rim sa; -
whitt sympathy has he with "ither
Nk~r[lnS~ or ~umnsi or.\~~at. intfrcSL
hilS l1e In theIr r"concIllat lon" 5

The fetish priest seized the messcngers and their followers,

about nineteen men, and twelve kegs of gun-powder and thut

ended tIle Mamponhene's sham peace initiative.

In 1893, Nkorilnsa fucetl another attack from Kumase. This

time, Preillpeh pul il much larger force in the field. His

troops were commanded by Bantamahene Amankwatia Kwame. The

Kumase army was mobi' ized from allover Asante including,

.Kumase, i<ampon, Bekwae, 1I:suta~ Kumal"wu, DwabL'n, Of in so ,

Edweso, Agogo, Kwnmar., I-:untanasc, Mampontcn and a 1 I

I . d . . 36metropo Itan Istrlcts. 1I:koransa suffered tWll defeats in

two decisive battles. 'rIle first occurred ncar Kintampo In

Augu~t 1893. The Nkoransa fled towards Abeasc, but the

,\sante pursued them and overtook them al a pLlce C:I!letl

'"Adumasa,1I (Sec ~Iap ~) where a fierce battle was rou:~ht and

the Nkoransa were decisivcly defeated. Though 1I:korallsa lo~;t

1 r . 88on y Ive mcn, its capital, Nkorall~;a. was r(~llsaCkl'll i.lr~d

1(,5



2, 000 to 3, 000 women ancl children ",ere taken captive to

Kumase. 81 The Nkoransa stoo land ot.her regalia \'Jere also

taken as trophies by the invaders. 90 Ear lier , the

llkoransahene, while he was under severe pressure had

requested for help from his eastern allies but only the

Abeasehene, Kwabena Kru, responded to Nkoransa's call.

Atebubu sent a belated help of 30 men. Nkoransa had already

been defeated before the Atebubu help led by Kwame Akojina

reached the battlefield .11

The Nkoransahene Kofi Fa first took refuge at Atebubu where

he stayed for a few days and left for Wiase. The

Nkoransahene I S early departure from Atebubu stemmed from the

fact that he doubted the sincerity of the friendship of the

Atebubuhene, K"labena Asante, who had hesitated in going to

the aid of llkoransa as ordered by the Dente priest. Kwabena

Asante was also alleg.--d to have "held communications through

the king of }tampon with that of lshanti". 92 It is not knmm

what the communications were about. But Kofi Fa may have

thought that they possibly contributed to Kwabena Asante's

delay in sending troops to help Nkoransa.

Ilkoransa's defeat ",as largely due to its opponent's superior

army and military organization. Asante put a much larger

army in the field. Between 10,000 and 17000 men excluding

camp followers were sent to the ",ar
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maximum figure of 17.000 men was nearly three times the

number of men Nkoransa contributed tOl'lards the 1873-74

Anglo-Asante \'Iar. 91 Between 300 and 700 of the Asante

soldiers were equipped with the more modern snider rifle of

\qhich Nkoransa had none. 95 Another important factor that

contributed to the defeat of Nkoransa in the 1893 war was

that she received less support in that war than she did in

the 1892 conflict. In the 1892 \'Iar Nkoransa received

military support from Yeji, Prang and Abease, all eastern

neighbours. 96 The Ho also actively supported Nkoransa. 91

But in the 1893 attack on Nkoransa only Abease and Ho

provided active support but even this was woefully

inadequate. In these circumstances the military strength of

Nkoransa was too small to withstand the mighty Asante army.

Kofi Fa's consequent relations with Atebubu became strained

because of the Atebub'.hene' s disappointing behaviour. This

was reflected in the Nkoransahenc's decision to seek asylum

at Wiase rather than ~tebubu which was protected from Asante

attack by a treaty with the British.

When the Nkoransa were fleeing to Atebubu, the Asante army

pursued them. The pursuing Asante army encamped near Abease

to await further orders from the Asantehene as to whether to

push ahead or retire. The presence of the 8,000 strong

Asante force in the region posed a serious threat to the
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security of Atebubu the other Brong States.

Consequently, the British despatched an expeditionary force

of 300 well trained Hausa soldiers equipped with a maxim

gun, under Sir Francis Scott after the Atebubuhene had sent

to inform the Governor about the state of affairs in the

area. 5E Earlier, the colonial Governor had sent G.E.

I

I
":'

·'1
,

I,
i

I
I
I

i

I

I

I,

I

Ferguson to the borders of Nkoransa and Atebubu to spy on

the movements of the Asante army. When the colonial forces

reached Atebubu the Asante army had decamped,13 probably out

of the fear of an encounter with the British troops,

equipped with the more sophisticated maxim gun.

By 1894, the colonial government had began to move tOvTards

the adoption of a forward policy with respect to the

extension of its political authority into the interior of

Ghana. From January of that year, Ferguson was authorized

by the colonial goverm:ent to conclude treaties with all the

states to the north of Asante out!:ide the "Neutral Zone". 100

On January 25 1894 therefore, the British signed a Treaty of

Friendship and Freedom of Trade with the Hkoransahene. 101

The signing of this treaty gave Nkoransa considerable relief

from the fear of a possible immediate attack by Asante. In

January 1896 the treaty was converted to one of Friendship

and Protection and this marked the end of Nkoransa's

subservience to Asante.
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relations \·,ith the SoIe. chieftain Sa:r;ori Toure \·,ho had

occupied Bonduku. As a result of this diplo~atic contact

the Asantehene solicited military assistance from Samori

i

I
against Hkoransa in particula.r and the north as a "Thole. _...

Rumours of a projected att2ck on likoransa by 5amori's forces

generated considerable apprehension among its people. The

I~koransahEne therefore ~eported Samori's anticipated attack

to the Governor of t.he Gold Coast.-·': The attacJ.: hO\'i2Ver did

Hkoransa operation \';as thought by the Asanteman Council to

place, the spec~re of a possible cOelition between Prempeh

gold Sa~ari decanded from Kumase for the ~inancing of the

2ndoffici2~ls

coupled \·,'i th a

anne~aticn of Asante,

colonial

~.I..nefor

The Samorian factor

the atteek on rikoransa did r~ot take

pe~sisted.

caQpaign by various

• <;. •ana ~af:1.0rl

be too fi1uch. _.:

not occur because, according to one report, the l,OOOoz of

vigorous

christian nissionaries

I
I

"

!
I
I
I

I

I
contributed to another illilitary operation against AS2nte in

,j'anus.:-y 1895.·': ?reITlpeh 1,'las arrested t.ogether "lith a number

of ~he me~bers of the royal family and taken to the colouY

from ~here he ~!as exiled to the Seychelles.

's - 1~ C ·h- en-'--' Q,~--&rec~'on -aal'ns~ ~~- ~s--~-f"'. 0. resu_L. O..L 1.. .. e g '=:_G.l. .L~c..J..'" L...l.. c_ .... I.. L.d~ ..... Cl.1L.·..:;

i'ihich \'ras prevalent in r·~koransa a'round the mid-189C' s I th '2

state joined the colonial militia at Kintampo in the hastyI
I, ...

campaign 2g2inst KUf:1.ase ... : When Prempeh was arrested,

• - Q.Lt>.



:;korans ahene, Eof i Fa was invitee. to Kumase I:y the Br i tish.

He was asked by Captain Steward to accept a regency over

Kumase. Kofi Fa had worked with the British since 1394 and

had apparently proved loyalty to tl:e colonial

I

I
I
i
I

government, the British therefore may have calculated that

to mai:e the l;koransahene regent over ;;umase "Iould be an

effective way of replacing the Kumase ruling aristocracy and

thereby deal a fatal below to Asante hegemony in the Gold

Coast. (Ghana). Kofi Fa declined the offer of the British

on the grounds that he had no right i'lhatsoever, under

traditional custom, to ascend the stool of the Asantehene

i'lho was his father. ::" Perhaps, the Nkoransahene ~ s strongest

reason for refusing to accept the regency i'las his possible

inability to secure the allegiance of thG Asante I a pre-

condition for succes.-fully exercising his authority ciS a

regent. Kofi Fa may also haVE sp=culated the resilience of

the Asante in re-or0~nising their forces. He, therefore,

feared that if the Asante i'lere able to marshal their forces

for a counter-offensive he would be trapped in Kumase. For

,~ith the retreat of the British forces to the coast he ~!ould

have no strong military backing.

Prior to the 1896 British military action against Kumase

of her northern and western neighbours, unGer Asante

n:oransa had fe.ced the threat of a possible alliance of so:;\e

leac.lership. Prempeh i'las able to negotiate i'lith Banda and
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Bole, which had signed a Treaty 'Jf Friendship and Freedom of

Trade in June 1892,:':3 to join this alliance. To woo Banda,

I
11

!I
II
II
Ii
i' a traditional enemy of Nkoransa, into

had promised her a large portion of

the alliance, Prempeh
•r'"

Nkoransa territory.";

He also had supplied her with war materials and money in

compensation for her losses in the 1892-93 military

operations against rebel Hkoransa.:i: Salaga also showed

,!I
:1

II
"il
Ii
I'

1\
\1
I'II
I

i
!

II
I'
!

interest in the 'grand' anti-Hkoransa alliance. Salaga had

been jealous of the increasing importance of the Kintampo

market at its (Salaga' s) expense.: 11 The ruler of Salaga,

the Kabachi Wula, was therefore, anxious to recapture for

Salaga its former position as the leading commercial centre

in the Asante hinterland through the rebuilding of trade

relations with Asante.

The serious danger the anti-Nkoransa alliance posed to the

economy of Nkcransa Rnd the north-south trade in general is

reflected in a correspondence by the Colonial Secretary In

1894 part of which states:

. .. any step which brings the Salaga nearer
to the Ashantis is much to be deprecated ...
I have already represented to the Secretaty of
State the extreme desirability, indeed necessity,
of preventing an alliance between the Salagas and
Ashantis ... Were such an alliance effected,
Kintampo \'1Ould cease to exist as a market to\<m,
and the greater part of th~ trade which now finds
its way into the Gold Coast ",auld be diverted.'"
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Thus ~uring the three years or so following the Nkoransa-

J..sante war of 1892-93, Nkoransa fc.ced the threat of a

possible encirclement by hostile 3tates as a result of a new

diplomatic initiative adopted by Prempeh to reconstruct the

Asante empire. The threat, had it materialised, could have

destroyed m~oransa as a state. The British arrest of

I

Prenpeh, hmlever corr.pletely renoved this danger.

C. Hkoransa and the 1900 Uprising:
The End of an Epoch

The reign of l,koransahene Kofi Fa I'las to be the high "Iater-

mark in ],koransa's secession from Asante. The position of

the secessionists was considerably strengthened through the

nilitary support of the colonial authorities after the

Hkoransa-J..sante conflict in 1893. In late 1893, G.E.

Ferguson, and Captain Scott, head of the Gol~ Coast

Constabulary, had accompanied the Nkoransa people, who had

taken refuge at Wiase, back home. A telegraph link was then

established between ],koransa and the coast through J..tebubu.

The British stationed a garrison at m~oransa and in 189?

carriers irora the tm'll ",'ere asked to go to Kwahu for

military supplies. In July 1895 a small garrison of 25 was
.. ,

also stationed at Kintanpo. ,,' In the same year, the British

• . ]'k 111distributed weapons to a number or men 1n ,·ordnsa. , ..

all these measures the IIkoransa became considerabl-:i

strengthened militarily. The British capped their support

for Nkoransa with the protection they granted her in 1896.
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The colonial government's military support for Nkoransa

seems to have had a dual purpose. In the first place, the

colonial government \-'hich had been considering the

possibility of annexing Asante, particularly from 1895 when

the British government endorsed a 'forward policy' of

expansion into the interior cf Ghana, hoped to "ISe Nkoransa

to provide rear support in the event of a military offensive

against Kumase. Secondly, the British intended to

strengthen Nkoransa against a possible attack on her by

Samori Toure whom Prempeh had been courting into a military

alliance in order to recover his lost provinces, a venture

which the British were determined to frustrate at any cost.

Despite the general feeling of disenchantment .with Asante

rule in Nkoransa, Asantehene Prempeh, had gained a sizeable

number of adherents among members of the Nkoransa

government. Notable among these adherents i'ras Krontihene

Kofi Twumasi. Other strong suppo.:ters of Prempeh Here Ki~aku

Fokuo, Akyeamehene of Nkoransa, K\-ladwo Tufuo, llifahene, Nana

Ankama, Benkumhene and Nana Yaw Gyane, Adontenhene. Soon

after the Nkoransa-Asante war in 1893 Prempeh attempted to

make Kwaku Fokuo the ruler of Nkoransa in place of the

substantive ruler Kofi Fa. ll5

By 1897, two opposing factions, each with a definite

orientation, had emerged on the Nkoransa political scene.
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.r I.. • ... d . . ,7hese ~aC~lons QOSlnate and dictated the trend of Dolltlcc~

activities at nODe and determined nkoransa' s policy to\oiarQS

its neighbours. One faction \·:as conElitted to the terms of

the treaty of protection with the British and therefore nay

be describeQ as pro-Eritish. It \'72S led b1· ltkoransahemaa

.::'fua Beahen (k..rlOim privately as ';fua Dapaa). The other

f~ction ,qhich felt nostalgic ab8ut 2ttachment to Asante and

favoured a corrtinued cor.L-:litr..ent of allegiance to r.umase \'las

i
I

.1

lee. by

s~e!l:.!:'.ed

i:rontihene ::ofi ~\'iUmc.si.. 7he

from the dileQ3c of the state

split in !H:oransa

as to \'Ihich of t\'lO

the British or the r.sante I could . ... '.. . ..prOVlue ll.. Hl fl

greater security and at the same time allo~ its ~ulers and

Ii}:orallsa \'702::e concerned a.bout the groHing unity and strength

people greater freedoQ of actiorr. Generally, the elders of

of ~sante since the el~~tion of ?rempeh as the ~sa~tehene.

In the face of the failure of a British expedition to the Wa

sOr.Je of the elders \'lere

area, owing to the defeat of Einderson's forceE by Samori's
...

"or . .. ':,n 'Se:'" :::
~ .La Vlarrlors 82..rJ.y _ .i. _ I,

I,
.1

,
:
;
!
I

I
I

skeptical about the abilitr of the British to resoundlr

defeat Asante in cTIy military confrontation, particularly,

if Asante succee~ed in forging a military alliance ~ith

~ossibility of an ';sante attack on then sooner or later.

This ",as pe.rticularly so ,-,rhen ::umase bec2.me a\':are of the

,
I

:!

Sarr~ori Toure. 7he !~koransa also did not rule out the

I
"
,
'.I, .- .

.:..l":

11
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i
I
I
I

i
1

"

3.r:ning of r~kora.nsa by "c.ne E~itis~. an ac:.ion ~'7hich the

;sante might interpret as constituting a threat to their

security.

3esides the question of security it probably dawned on the

elders of likoransa that gaining protection from the British

I

I
"

i

colonial government would

political authority and

entail the loss

certain basic

of consid9rable

freedoms. For

instance the subjection of certain political decisions to

the ap~roval of the 'protector' and restrictions on certain

'I

'I
../

i

traditional religious observances were regarded as attempts

by the colonial authorities to destroy the foundations of

~koransa's political and social institutions. In re-action

to the comparatively harsh rule of the colonial·authorities

which was unknown under Asante suzerainty, certain elements

Nkoransa and Basel mi-:sionaries who came ~o open 2. rr:issic:1

in Nkoransa became hostile to the garrison stationed at

government. To make life in Nkoransa unpleasant for the men

disliked because, they were seen as agents of the colonial

The missionaries were generallystation there in 1895. 11j

of the garrison, the local people harassed them in a number

,,,,
I

i
:

I.,
I

I
I
I

One of the ways was for people to clandestinelyof "rays.

put sand in food prepared for the
.,.

soldiers.!.e I'Thenever a

complaint was made to the local authorities some of the

elders attributed the action to Adinkra, one of the local

dei ties. Hi A repeated occurrence of this incident ,·ras one
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of the reasons for the eventual di~mantling of the garrison

at Hkoransa. l2O The unfriendly attituC;e to~,ards the British

agents in Nkoransa was certainly incited by the pro-As ante

elements within the government.

Though factional differences in Nkoransa did not degenerate

into an armed conflict, they were not entirely G2void of

anxiety. One particular incident ,.,hich threatened to plunge

the state into civil war was the suddsil mysterious death of

Nkoransahene Kofi Fa in early 1897. There were wild

·11

!I

ii
I,
il
I,

II.
Ii
'III
:1
i
I
,

speculations that Kofi Fa was assassinated by the pro-Asante

factio~i led by Krontihene T,mmasi .121 For Nkoransahene 1'Ias

believed to have died shortly after receiving gifts of a

talisman and some drink from Sergeant Homone " a Dagarti

Hember of the garrison. 122 At a subsequent murder trial by

the commander of the garrison, Sergeant Momone reported that

he received the dri'lk from Krontihene T,·mmasi. The

criers and servants ',.rho 1-,ere at the palace at the time

,

:1
Krontihene, h01'lever, denied the charge. Since the court

failed to testify, the Nkoransahene's death was declared by

the jUdge to be of a natural cause. m

The outcome of the trial notwithstanding, the majority of

the Nkoransa people, particularly the royals, strongly

believed that the Nkoransahene was actually poisoned by the

Krontihene. There had been signs ~f mounting tension during
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the trial and the outbreak of vioJ.cnce was imminent. The

threat of a break-down of order I'1as, hm-1ever, averted I-,hen

the British Officer who handled the case warned that the

entire town of Nkoransa would be destroyed if Krontihene

Twumasi I'ras at tacked .12! Consequently there ",ere no violent

incidents and the crisis passed.

Perhaps it is not out of place to muse over Kofi Fa's sudden

and mysterious death. The motives behind the alleged

assassination were presumably to strengthen the position of

the pro-Asante faction and to take Nkoransa back to serve

Kumase. The fact was that Kofi Fa's anti-Asante position

had, from all indications, been irrevocable. Moreover, he

had been too strong for Krontihene TI·rumasi to dominate and

manipulate. Twumasi might therefore have thought of the

assassination of Kofi Fa as the only means of gaining

control over the government since the only legitimate

successor to Kofi Fa, Kvrame Kudom Has an in"xperienced young

man with emotional problems who could easily be controlled.

It was not uncommon for him to go through spells of crying

and fear .125 He was also " a I'rea), and vacillating

character" .126 Some of the elders thought that TI-:umasi even,

had plans to usurp the stool of Nkoransa hence his strong

inclination towards Kumase where he hoped to secure support

to successfully pursue his ambition. 127 If Tlmmasi

entertained such an ambition, then he and his pro-J\santc
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formalities which marked the first visit of Governor Hodgson

to Kumase. He and Krontihene T.lUmasi had, hmvever, arr i ved

too late to i'litness Hodgson's attelilpted seizure of the

golden stool. Kwame Kudom, hm'lever, might have been

impressed by the reaction of the Asante chiefs to the

arrogant manner in i',hich Governor Hodgson had underscored

the British usurpation of Asante political power. I'lhi Ie

still in Kumase, the Nkoransahene sent orders to his war

chiefs to revolt against the British .130 Before Kudom

.il
I
I

himself could return to Nkoransa to organise his men for the

rebellion, he was stopped by the Kumase and compelled to

"drink fetish" i'lith them. l3l

In the absence of the Nkoransahene the Nkoransahemaa took

full control of the affairs of the state. She .,as strongly

opposed to her people joining the rebellion against the

colonial government. She and her supporters were, however,

not strong enough to countermand the order sent by t.he

Nkoransahene who Has commander-in-chief of the Nkoransa

army. Furthermore she found it difficult to restrain the

war chiefs and their party Hho were anxious to take

possession of several thousand pounds in cash and large

quantities of valuable supplies which i-lere knmTll to be

stored by the British at Kintampo.132 An attack on Kintampo

.,ould cut off any support or re-inforcement the British

would receive from the rear and this could prove disastrous
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1"-,••unr7a-nce of ~hel"r r-m-'"-". .... ow _ _.... t:; ,.c. .... Hlng

been wavering" The Major discovered that the young men had

influence the majority of the young men in I;koransa "ho had

The force arrived just in time to

pounder and a ma}:im gun the m:oransahene "ent into hiding j.n

Upon a tip-off about the cODirJ.g of the militie. to Hkoransa,

the bush and the Asante from Sekyedumase quickly returned to

the pro-Asante group left for Sekyedumase. ",~en on l1ay 9th

she should "do her ut~.ost to i;npress on hEr -people -:hs

their village .,;0

Major Horris entered Hkoransa ,-lith his force. a se·... e!1

I

I
I
I
i
i
,i
I

I
i

I
'I,I

i
I
'I,

i
.1
:!

Ii
"I

concealed a number of loaded guns in the tall elephant grass

on the outskirts of the t01;'rn I a proof tha t the pro-l\sante

party was actually prepared to join the uprising. As a show

of force, intended to deter them ires joining the rebe~lion.

Major Morris ordered the maxim gun to be fired into a nearby

The Major, feeling assured that the spirit of the pro-As ante

..,... auld ret'lain loyal to the government I i71et the !'1:or~:-~S3.he!T;22

...
big tree.'"

I
•

I
I

!
1
1 ),

group had effectively been broken and that the I;koransa

Afua Dapaa at a big meeting in front of the

At the meeting a silver stool which l1ajor Morris had seired

Soon after his arriv2.1 H2.S forrrcally h2.nded bad: to lien.". 1\fu2

Dapaa. "She Has than}::ec. and cor-,pler;(~Etec. :0:- her

loyalty. ,,:{: When the troops reached SekyeduDase ttar,~ \,"as

182



a short skirmish after \-Thich the likcranshemaC' I s daugh;:e:- I·:as

found. She had been rescued from the Krontihene by the

fetish priest of the Akwabaa deity.H1

) In appreciation of "her unswering fidelity to the British

Government even at the risk of her own
.,.

1 "· IIHi
l~e, the

Nkoransahemaa, Nana Afua Dapaa, was later presented ~ith a

number of items. These included a cap l>'ith the British

!
I
Ii

coat-of-Arms; a sash; two medallions and a mirror. On the

silver bordering of the mirror which was in the shape of a

heart was the following inscription:

Presented to the Princess Effna
[Afua] Dapaa of Nkoransa by the
British Government in recognition
of services rendered during the
Ashanti campaign of 1900. j

Following the suppression of the Yaa Asant8\'iaa uprising,

Krontihene Twumasi and other pro-Asante elements in Hkoransa

were arrested together with the Nkoransahene Kwame Kudom and

sent to Elmina for detention. The other leaders who were

arrested included: Akyeamehene Kwaku Fokuo; Adontcnhene Yaw

Gyane; Asookohene K1'iasi Akuna; Hif ahene KI'iadlo/O Tufuo;

Benkumhene Kwasi Kra and Okyeame ~loobe. These pro-AstlI1te

Nkoransa leaders l'lere detained at Elmina for about five

years. During that time Nkoransahemaa Afl13 Dapaa combined

her position of Ohemaa with that of Omanhene of t.he m:07"2nc,1
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The state of j,korans2 \o7as :ounded during the third decade of

the eighteenth century. As in the case of many states in

Ghana and other parts of l\frica, the element "f conquest \olas

?ery important among the factors which accounted faT the

rise of Ilkoransa. Unlike many other states, however, the

emergence of likoransa was quite swift and dramatic as the

state came into existence after only one particular conquest

-- that of the Eona I:ingdom. Prior to this event the

founc1ec-s of Fkol'ansa had, themselves, not underta\:en any

military conquest of their own.

The i."18de of :o:-m;::tion of r:koraTlsa contrasts ~,'lith Hhat

happened in the process of evolution of such states as

Asante and Zulu. lhese states evolved rather gradually from

several snaIl independent lin~ages, cl~ns or chieftains into

single full states. Such a process involved a series of

I'lars in \o7hich the militarilY superior among the various

competing groups gained ascendancy over the \·:ea}:er ones.

This mode of fornlation may be described as internal growth

and development. In the case of Nkoransa, its growth was

the outcome of external pressure. It was the result of the

attack and defeat of the well-organized state of Bono, by

Asante, and the creation of a new state out of the territory

of the conquered.
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An important feature of the Nkor~nsa state was that a large

group of indigenous Bono people came to be ruled by a small

group of Akan migrants from the K~mase area. This small

group collaborated "Tith the Asante to defeat Bono. The

alliance bet\'leen the migrants, \'lho originated from Amal;:om,.,

and Kumase was facilitated by the common cult~ral idiom and

blood relations.

But the economic factor also played a part. While

acknowledging that the Amal::om people \-Tho became the founders

of Nkoransa left the Kumase area as a result of the upheaval

which attended the rise of Asante during the latter half of

the seventeenth century, their migration north"Tards yTaS

economically significant. By the second half of the

seventeenth century, the people in the Kumase region had

become aware of the long distance north-south trade-

particularly the gold trade - which linked the north-west

with the coast of Ghana. The trade passed through Tafo and

the Amakom people apparently knew about it. The group that

migrated north\'lards, therefore, did not just move ayTay to

take refuge in the Bono area but it was also attracted by
.

the profitable trading activities that went on in the north-

west region. Similarly, it was the economic benefits to be

derived from the political control over the gold-producing

areas in the north-west as well as the control and direction

of the trade in the area that motivated the Asante to effect
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a military conquest of Bono . th ~.\'1:':' " ~he aid of the l\mako8

miarants. The creation of m:oransa \-laS, initially, to

provide Asante with a base in its hinterland for further

conquests in both the north-west and the north-east.

states formed through conquest, as \'las tne case \·:i th

Nkoransa, would naturally, be difficult to maintain,

especially during the early stages. Often it became

difficult to command the total allegiance or loyalty of the

conquered people and, in several situations, such conquered

peoples tended to be very rebellious. And yet, the rulers

of Nkoransa were able to consolidate their position and to

maintain their state.

One of the factors which enabled the early rulers of

Ukoransa to do this was the patronage of Asante \-/hose

military might served as a kind of bastion against foreign

interference in Nkoransa' s affairs. With Asante backin9

Nkoransa could even embark on territorial expansion during

the very early years of the state.

Internally, certain methods were adopted in order to promote

unity and to maintain stability. T\'IO m'iin approaches

enabled the ruling clan of Nkoransa to achieve the desired

consolidation of the state.' The first VTaS the equiti1ble

distribution of political authority bet\'leen the migrants and
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II the indigenes. Even though the conquerors took nearly all

I the key leadership positions, the conquered were given a

good number of important roles, lncluding that of a

divisional chief. As a result of their inclusion in the

mainstream of the political administration of the state, the

indigenes felt a sense of belongingness and active

participation and this precluded internal revolts in

Hkoransa.

Another important means by which the Nkoransa state was

strengthened was acculturation. Interestingly, this was not

a one way affair in "'hich the dominant group compelled the

conquered subjects to abandon their O\'ID cultural practices

and adopt those of their rulers. Rather, it was a situation

of reciprocal adoption of various aspects of the cultural

features of both the ruler and the ruled. This process

culminated in a sort of 'cu:tural fusion' which resulted

from a blend of aspects of the cultural practices of the

migrants and the indigenes. A significant development of

the process of acculturation in Nkoransa was the adoption of

the language of the autochtones by the migrants.

Ultimately, the entire population of Nkoransa came to be

identified as Brong. In this way the cor-queror 2nd the

conquered coalesced into one group of people with a sir-gle

identity.
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The relations between Nkoransa an~ its neighbours followed

a pattern which remained virtu~]ly unchanged up to the end

of the nineteenth century. During t1:.e "Thole period her

relations with'certain states to its north and west, notably

Gonja, Takyiman and Banda, \oTere hostile. On the other hand,

Ilkoransa's relations her eastern neighbours,

particularly Atebubu, were peaceful and cordial. The main

factor \-Thich accounted for the hostile relations behTeen

Hkoransa and Takyiman "ras the alleged treachery of Baffo

pim, a treachery that made it possible for Asante to invade

and defeat Bono-Takyirnan. The Takyiman never forgot and

"

never forgave Nkoransa for helping Asante to destroy their

Kingdom and for taking over about hro thirds of their

territory to create a new state.

In fact only conscious efforts by the peoples of the two

states can remove the bitterness or, at least mollify the

feelings of both. The initiative can be taken by

influential groups in Hkoransa and Takyiman. The educated

classes, especially) can collaborate to educate both the

young and the old to put the past behind them and forge

ahead as one people living in the same geographical area.

The Gonja ,,'ho supported Bono-Takyiman during the Asante

invasion of the latter also could not trust the m:oransa ,-rho

had aided the invaders. 110reover, the long-established
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northern kingdom sa"" the nS'1·.' sti'.te as a menace to its

I

sovereignty. Nkoransa's territorial expansion which took a

mainly northerly direction made the Go~ja feel even more

apprehensive about the security of their southern frontier.

On their part, the Ilkoransa felt that 1'1ith the povTerful

Gonja lying on their northern frontier they needed to talte

serious measures to ensure that their state was not invaded

from the north. They were therefore, determined to push the

Gonja people ""ho lived south of the Black Volta river

north"Tard across the river into the main territory of the

Gonja. This situation of mutual suspicion between Nl:oransa

and Gonja brought them into military conflict on several

occasions.

Hkoransa's encroachment on the terri tory of Banda "las a

major cause of the hostile relations bet\'Teen the t"TO states.

The bone of contention was the control of the territory i~

which Kintampo was situated. The area, at first,appeared to

have been part of Banda territory. But with the expansion

of Nkoransa north1'lards, the control of the area became 2.

contentious issue. The territory shifted from the hands of

one state to the other at various times for about a century.

It "las not until the 1830 's that I1koransCl gained fine.l

control over the area.
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In contrast, good relations existed tet-'Ieen Hl:oransa and its

eastern neigh~ours. A reason for this was that the states

in that area did not become involved in the upheaval that

followed the defeat of 30no-Takyiman by Asante and ~hich

brought Hl:or2.nsa into being _ ;inother reason was the common

Asante origin of the ruling lineages of nkoransa and

Atebubu. Solidari~y derived from common origin promoted

friendlY relations between the two. Eventually, the other

states in the east came to share in the good relations

betl'leen "korans2. and Atebubu. m:oransa and the eastern

Brong States also fought in the same division of the Asants

national arm:,. This common military obligation tended to

bring Hkoransa and those states closer together. The good

relations betl'leen Hkoransa and its eastern neighbors can

also be explained in strategic terms. In the course of the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, ;:J·:oransa recognized th'2

need to maintain permanent peaceful and cordial relations

with certain states in the light of the frequent conflicts

betvTeen her and the states to its north and "lest. Such

friendly states could either give her military assistance in

h . or ~~ lRast remain neutral V~len she did noter Car.1palgns _ ~ --

r . L" • 1 Bv. that policy Hkoransa preventec"l itsequlre c.nelr ne p.

complete encirclement by hostile neighbors.

. 1 d l'n a number of cO,.,rJ.'.cl·c~sUp to 1874 Ekoransa became lnvo_ve H -

with several states, including far away Gyaman, on account
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on her.

and final detachnent froQ Rumase.

the

For a

vTith the

tics "7ith

Ccnsequently, she was

Until then, m:oransa had been thebegan to deteriorate.

heavy taxes imposed on W:oransa traders by Rumase.

the north proved to be of great help.

only state in the north to remain loyal to Asante after the

defeat of the la·/t:;r in her "Tar "lith the British in 18;3-74.

1880 I s llkoransa began to take definite steps towards a total

From the late 1870 's, relations betvreen W:oransa and l\sante

of her military obligations tc ~sante.

The strained m:oransa-Asante relations stemmed from the

brief period, the situation improved but from the late

incurred the enmity of Some of j~LS . hbnClg ars.

Fortunately for W:oransa the increasing British influence in

strengthening of Gyaman and Atebubu against Asante through

the British, llkoransa strengthened her

the granting of protection in 1889 and 1890 respectively by

Eastern Brong states by making moves to join the ant i-As ante

formally joined the alliance.

In spite of the defeat of Hkoransc. by l .. sc::nte 2.!l "the: ·,rar;

defensive alliance formed by those states. In 1892 rtorans2.

attac};:ed by Asante ,·rhich ,·ras determined to maintain i ':.5 hold

vlhich Has fought in tvlO phases in {3'1:2. -<13 I the Br i ti sh
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I managed to prevent Asante from ~e-2st~bl1shing its cont~ol

over Nkoransa. By the middle of the 1890's the control of

Hkoransa had become an important factor 1n the !mglo-!,sante

rivalry in the interior. The British sal'/ Nkoransa as an

important force which could provide them with rear support

for their anticipated take-over of Asaote. Asante also

viewed Nkoransa as being of strategic importance in her

struggle with the British.

Nkoransa tended to dral'/ closer to the British I·rho offered

her protection against Asante, follOl·/ing the Nkoransa-Asante

war of 1892-93. In the late 1890' s hO\'lever, skepticism

about the adequacy of British security for Nkoransa as well

as certain unfavourable policies made a section of the

llkoransa government become disillusioned I'lith British rule.

These began to ag'tate for the re-introduction of Asants

rule \,hich they felt ,.las m,)re humane. This situation

eventually led to a division of Nkoransa along pro-Asants

and pro-British lines.

The factional situation in llkoransa came to a head in 1900

as the pro-Asante and pro-British groups struggled over tho

issue of whether to remain loyal to the colonial government

or to join rebel Asante. The main element in this struggle

was a clash of personalities: It was a matter of a Queen

mother who was a strong character, assertive and could he
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.:~""., ~..' and resolut-:~ i:1.· :·.h~ ~"'.. r.: .•~. r.. •.... ,....,.. _~ ~.. '. -., . __ ' n~- _ ':""'- ..... -.-~'.r~
_Ii ~ .... _r'_ ,,' ,- .. __ ': c::.~'C.i..l~Lc.:..~--'C.~.~::'l;'J--'.J..L....

in c.

situation of con;lict In th€ end thG ~~rong character of

t~e Queen-mother enabled h8T to SV12Y the people of flkoransa

~o the side of t!1e British , thereby preventing Ilkoransa from

This stud~· revealed a nu~ber of issues about the political

socia:" 0: ::;';or2nsa '"hicr: require further

ir..vestigation. One ,=::uestio:1 r~lates to formal pOI·rer

relations:-lips c:.:::or.g the "/arious halders of political office.

?cr :'nst2:-~ce, '::::uring t~e nineteenth century a couple of

to e:-:ercise eztensive poli:ical

?ethcri~y. This s:tu2.tion rE~uires a studt of the degree 0:

political pOV7Er ~Fhich is constitutiG~ally conferred on the

Qu~en-~other ·;is-;~-vis that of the ?aramount Chief as \1e2:

_ fJ. this :-egard I the e:-:te:1t ~G

~!hich the hi~rarch~ of political of~ices ip !lkoransa depar~s- .
+ ..,., ... ---- r.·~".~ic·J.2.arl~.l the f..santE poli~ica:'~rGD ~~D~r ~~an 3~c~~~, ~~ ~-

i:-.te~esting stuc:y. r. G'?tailed study o~ th.:: impact cf

f..nother area of . ,_os t.h.= Tolp of traditional reliqic~inter~sL. -"- - - --

in ~he
, " .. ..: _..

PC.l.l~J....C~J.... and social
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APPElmIX A
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18. ~A!;~ Yh~ KaDO~ III
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RAHE OF Rum

19. RARA XWABEflA WIAFE (AGAIN)

20. KARA YAW KODOH III IAGAIN)

21. RAEA GOAERO EFFA VI

22. EARA KWARE RAFFO III

23. RAflA GOAKED EFFA VI [AGAIN)

24. EAEA AGYEltAK KODOH IV (DXATAXYIE)

m::,IL FE£IG0

1931-1937 (D,stooled)

1\37-1918 (Destooled)

li!8-1955 [Dostooled)

I1955-1959 (Destoole1)

196\-1987 (Died 00 Stool 12th Juno, 19:7)

Installed 00 17th Septe:bor, 1987.
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APPEHDI:z. B

HKORANSA KING LIST AS REVISED BY THE WRITER

There appears to be some confusion in the Nkoransa King

list. This must be cleared. On the list Lxnished this

writer by the Paramount Chief of !Ikoransa, the reigns of

Hana GuaJ.:ro Effa Panin (I) and. llana K\'lado OHUSU Ansa seem to

have been transposed. The regnal periods of Hana O~lUSU Ansa

and Hana Guakro Effa according to the list are: (17S9 to

1807) and (1807 to 1817) respectively. This shows that Rana

OvTUSU Ansa reigned before Hana Guakro Effa. But this

I

arrangement does not agree \'lith the facts of ilkoransa

traditional chronology. The tradition says that Nana O\'1USli

Ansa participated in the Akantam2.nsu \'/ar of 1826. According

to the tradition, he became E':oransahene not long before t.118

1826 \'Iar broke out. li'hen the stool became vacant, he could

not immediately accede to it because he \'laS a minor.

Consequently, his mother, hd:,'roa Eoahen, the Queen-mother of

Nkoransa became a regent fer a considerable length of time.

Since Owusu ;msa fought in the i-.kantamansu \':ar, he could not

have been the Rkoransahene \'~o began to rei~n in 1799 and

died in 1807. On the other hand, Nana Gu~:ro Effa Pani~ is

not mentioned in i,koransa tradition in connectio:1 \'rith major

events, involving NJeoransa, \'rhich occurred after trw 1800's.

If Nana Guakro Effa I, regarded by the m:oransa as OIW of



their greatest ,,,arrior chiefs, hf"l lived end reig"ned during

the 1810's, there is little doutt that he would have been

mentioned in connection with s~ch major historical

developments as the preparations that were being made in

1817 tm"ards the Asante-Gyaman Har of 1818-19, in '-Thich

Nkoransa participated. Thus, the facts of Nkoransa

;

)

1

traditional history indicate. that Nana Guakro Effa Panin

reigned before Hana K~1ad'·10 O\YUsu Ansa and not vice versa.

Early nineteenth century sources indicate that Guakro Effa

I died in about 1802.

Another error on the Hkoransa King list is the date for the

end of the reign .of Nkoransahene Guakro Effa II, popularly

known as Ata Fa. According to the list Ata Fa died in 1855.

But Brandon Kirby's report on his "Hiss ion to Coomassie and

the interior provinces of the l,SHANTI KINGDOH" from Jaocl:Jary

to April 1884 states clearly that he (Kirby) held "numerous

meetings" with "King Ata Fuah and his chiefs," during his

visit to Nkoransa in February 1884. (See Kirby to Governor,

ADM 11/1/1733, National Archives of Ghana, Accra, pp.93 and

94) . Ivor Wilks also asserts that Ata Fa died at an

'advanced age' in 1885 (see Asante in the Nineteenth

Century, p.296).

JUdging from the foregoing facts the reigns and dates of a

I
number of rulers may be revised thus:

213

Guakro Effa I (c.



~

I 1799-1802); K"radHo OHUSU Ansa {c .. 1.80'2-1326) . (OI'lUSU Ansa's

period includes the regency of his rr,other); Guakro Effa II

(Ata Fa) (c. 1826-1885). (Here. an allLwance must be made

for the period during "Thich the Nkoransa were expecting

OWUSU Ansa to return from the 1826 campaign after it had

ended. (Chapter Three). Assuming that Owusu Ansa 'Has

replaced one or two years after the end of the war. Guakro

Effa II's reign \'rould have commenced in 1827 or 1828); K"rasi

Opolm Katakyie (c. 1885-1888) (Opoku committed suicide in

September 1888 (See Ivor Will,s. Asante in the Nineteenth

Century. p.297); Kofi Fa (c. 1889-1897). See the revised

King list in Appendix B.
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REVISED KING LIST OF NKORANSA

Ii

Ii
I
!
I

i
I

'I

1885 (Ruled for 40 days only)

c 1885-1888

c 1888-1897

1897-1910

1910-1922

1922 (de5tooled)

1923-1927

1927-1931

1931-1937

1937-1948

1948-1956

1956-1969

1969-1987

1987 (Current)

II
NAME OF RULER REGHAL PERIOD --- i

-----"--'...:..::......:..::.......::..:.::==-----+----~~~~~::::.----~Ii

1. ADU DONUINA c 1718-1721 I

2. BAFFO PIM c 1721-1762

3. WIAFE AKENTEN c 1763-1780

4. FEI HYEA!'lAN c 1780-1784

5. EFFA NKANTRAM c 1784-1790

6. AFOSA KODOM ADWETM c 1790-1796

7. KWASI OHUSU (WONSIAHOA) c 1796-1799

8. GUAKRO EFFA PANIN c 1799-1802

REGENCY OF NKORANSAHEMAA c 1802 to mid-1820' 5

ADWOA BOAHEN c Mid-1820 I 5-1827/28

9. KWADWO OHUSU ANSA c 1827/28-1885

10. GUAKRO EFFA II (ATA FA OR ATA c 1885-1888

KWADWO)

11. KOFI AlWIOO

12. KWASI POKU KATAKYIE

13. KOFI FA

14. KWAME KODOM (KWAHE KUHASE) II

15. KWADWO FA V

16. KWABENA WIAFE II

17. KWAME BAFFO II

18. YAW KODOM III

19. KWABENA WIAFE II

20. YAW KODOM III

21 GUAKRO EFFA VI

22. KWAME BAFFO III

23. GUAKRO EFFA VI

24. AGYIDlAN KODOM IV (OKATAKYIE)
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APPENDIX C

REGNAL LIST OF NKORANSA QUEEN·-MOTHERS PROVIDED BY
THE O!1ANHENE OF NKORANSA (EXCEPT FOR A FEW CASES IN
THE TWENTIETH CENTURY, NO DATES HAVE BEEN PROVIDED

FOR REGNAL PERIODS OF THE QUEEN MOTqERS)

NAME OF QUEEN-MOTHER DATE/REl-li\RKS

1- !{ANA SAPO!1AA I n.d. (Sister of Adu Donyina and
wife of OSei Tutu, mather of
Baffo Pim).

n.d. First enstooled Queen- I
2. !{ANA AKOSUA AMPOHA I Hother, Ruled during the time of I

Nana Baffa Pim and Nana Wiafe
IAkenten) •

3. NllNA BAAGYEI I n.d. (Ruled during the periods of
Nana Fei Hyeaman and Nana Efta

INkantram) .

4. HAHA KOKURAA I n.d. (Ruled during the periods of
Nana Efta Nkantram and Nana Afosa
Kodom)

5. lUINA KRUWA A1-lPOm II n.d. (Ruled during the time of
Nana Wonsiamaa)

6. !{ANA BOAHEMAA I n.d. (Ruled with Nanan Guakro
Efta I and Nona Kwadwo OWUSU
Ansa)

7. !{ANA DUDM I n.d.

8. lUINA SM DATE n.d.

9. !{ANA AFUA BOAHElI (AFUA DAPM) n.d. Ruled with: Hana Kofi Du
(Kofi Fa) i Nana Kwadwo Efta Vi
Nana Wiafe IIi Hana Kwame Baffa
IIi Nana Yaw Kooom. {She was
Queen-mather for approximately
forty years. She was both Queen-
mother and omanhene (Paramount
Chief from c1900-1923)
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I

NAME OF QUEEN-MOTHER DATE/REHARICS l
10. WillA AROSUA DUKU

(NANA AMPOMA II) n.d.

11. NANA BOAHEl1AA II 1936-1946 I

I12. NANA AFUA SAPOMAA II 1946-1980 (Ruled with Nana Yaw
Radom III, Nana Guakro Effa VI
and Hana Rwame Baffo III. *

13. NANA AHPOHA III 1980-1991

14. NANA YM DOOM II 1992 (Current)

*llANA GUARKRO EFFA VI RULED AGAIll
AFTER NANA BAFFO III.

,
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